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ABSTRACT

There are three main chapters in the dissertation which fall in the areas of in-

dustrial organization and international economics. After the introduction and the

literature review, I present two different models that highlight how the degree of

substitutability between differentiated products on a market affects a new entrant’s

entry decisions. I further extend the benchmark model to discuss the implications of

the government trade policy on the competition strategies. The last chapter inves-

tigates how the bilateral trade flows in various industries between the United States

and China respond to Yuan/Dollar exchange rate fluctuations and a few other key

variables.

In the second chapter, I extend the Singh and Vives (1984) model and the Häck-

ner (2000) model by allowing for a multi-product duopoly, a domestic incumbent

and a foreign entrant, with asymmetric costs in producing two differentiated prod-

ucts: high- and low-quality. If they engage in Cournot competition, in the subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium, the foreign entrant will choose to supply both products

when two varieties are more heterogeneous. If two varieties are more homogeneous,

the foreign entrant tends to supply only one product. After extending the model to

consider the tariff imposed on foreign imports, the simulation results suggest that,

to increase domestic welfare, the government should allow cost-effective foreign en-

trants to enter, but keep cost-ineffective ones out of the domestic market.

In the third chapter, I provide a thorough analysis of the Bertrand model with

a setup that is similar to the Cournot model. When firms compete on prices, the

SPNE differs significantly from that of the Cournot model. Depending on the rel-

ative marginal cost between two firms, there are circumstances under which the
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foreign entrant would choose to only enter into the low- or the high-quality mar-

ket regardless of the degree of substitutability between two varieties. Furthermore,

when the domestic government imposes a tariff on the foreign imports, the foreign

entrant’s entry decision changes with the tariff level.

In the last chapter, unlike the existing literature which mainly look at the re-

lationship between the exchange rate and the trade balance at the aggregate level,

I attempt to investigate the short-run and the long-run impact of the Yuan/Dollar

exchange rate on the US trade balance at the commodity level using a new methodol-

ogy, the Autoregressive Distributed Lag Bounds Testing approach. As most articles

found no short-run and long-run relationship between the exchange rate and the

trade balance at the aggregate level (“aggregation bias”), I argue that different

commodities may respond to the exchange rate fluctuations differently. Therefore,

this study would offer us a better understanding on which US industries are more

vulnerable to the Yuan/Dollar exchange rate fluctuations and which ones are strong

players against Chinese competitors. In addition, I further explore other possible

contributors to the US trade deficit such as income levels, China FDI inflow, and

the US FDI outflow.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivating Questions

My research interest was driven by the punitive tariff imposed by the US gov-

ernment on Chinese tire imports from 2009 to 2012. On April 20, 2009, the United

Steelworkers (USW) filed a petition, requesting the US International Trade Com-

mission (USITC) to initiate an investigation on imports of certain passenger vehicle

and light truck tires from China. The petition filing says that, compared to 2004,

by the end of 2008, imports from China had increased a staggering 215 percent

by volume and 295 percent by value. On June 18, 2009, the USITC voted 4 − 2

that certain passenger vehicle and light truck tires from China were being imported

into the United States in such increased quantities or under such conditions as to

cause or threaten to cause market disruption to the domestic producers of like or

directly competitive products. On September 11, 2009, the Obama administration

announced that the U.S. would impose additional duties on imports of subject tires

for a three-year period, in the amount of 35 percent ad valorem in the first year, 30

percent ad valorem in the second year, and 25 percent ad valorem in the third year,

on top of the 4 percent duty applied to all passenger-vehicle and light-truck tires

imported into the U.S. market.

Broadly speaking, there are two segments in the US tire market: high-quality

and low-quality, and Chinese companies mostly entered into the low-quality market.

A lot of studies have discussed the factors which could affect firms’ entry decisions

such as the incumbents’ brand recognition, advertising, limit-pricing strategies, etc.,

but none of them, to my knowledge, has ever investigated the impact of the substi-

tutability between two quality types on potential entrants’ entry decisions. Thus,

the results of this dissertation would offer a new perspective on firms’ market be-

haviors. The two models in the second and third chapter of this dissertation fill

the gap by using an oligopoly model of asymmetric multiproduct firms in order to

examine the above-mentioned link. The setup may be described as follows. There
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is a domestic incumbent and a potential foreign entrant. The foreign entrant de-

cides whether or not to enter into the domestic market with two segments: high-

and low-quality, where the domestic incumbent offers the full product line. Both

the foreign entrant and the domestic incumbent are endowed with some possibly

different marginal costs. After choosing to enter into either one or both segments of

the market, firms choose to compete on quantity (the Cournot model) or price (the

Bertrand model). The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the game is solved by

backward induction.

I further extend the benchmark model to allow for the government’s tariff policy

in the first stage, and the foreign entrant’s entry decision in the second stage. In

the third stage, two firms compete either on the quantity or price. In addition, I

discuss the consumer surplus, producer surplus, and the government’s tariff revenue

in both the Cournot and Bertrand model. This setup enriches the model’s ability

to explore the government’s optimal tariff policy to maximize the domestic welfare

and its impact on the foreign entrant’s entry decision.

The fourth chapter investigates the relationship between the Yuan/Dollar ex-

change rate and the US-China trade flows at the commodity level. The United

States has experienced an ever-increasing trade deficit over the past few decades.

In the 1980s and 1990s, Japan was said to be the major contributor. Today, the

emphasis has been shifted mainly to China. A growing criticism has been focused on

the Chinese Yuan exchange rate, and the critics argue that the Chinese government

has kept the value of its currency artificially low by manipulating the exchange rate.

The weakened Yuan in turn spurs US imports from China and undercuts US exports

to China, contributing to a widening trade gap between the two countries and job

losses in American manufacturing industry.

There has been a number of papers that studied this relationship at the ag-

gregate level, but few have looked at the commodity level. This paper studies the

sensitivity of different industries to the exchange rate fluctuations. A lot of research

found that there is no clear-cut conclusion that the devalued Chinese Yuan is the

main cause of the US trade deficit (see Xu (2008), and Bahmani-Oskooee and Wang
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(2006)), which suggests that there may exist other factors which could contribute to

the US trade deficit. It is natural to ask if China’s foreign direct investment (FDI)

inflow and US FDI outflow play a role in the US trade deficit.

Theoretically, FDI inflow may increase Chinese exports to the US in two ways.

First, Chinese firms would become more competitive due to the transfer of advanced

technologies and skills from the multinational companies. Second, numerous multi-

nationals set up factories in China to take advantage of the low labor cost. As a

result, an increase in FDI inflow will expand Chinese exports. Therefore, I expect

China FDI inflow to help increase Chinese exports to the US. The US FDI outflow

may play a big role in US exports for the reason that the US is a high income,

and high-cost of production country compared to most countries in the world. An

increase in FDI outflow would lead to a reduction in domestic production and thus

a decrease in exports too. Even though FDI plays such an important role in trade,

most previous literature related to FDI has been limited to the research of the deter-

minants of FDI and there are very few studies that investigated the effect of FDI on

trade balance. Hence, it is the purpose of this study to fill the gap in the literature

by modeling the effects of FDI on the US trade deficit at the commodity level.

The main contribution of this dissertation is threefold: to begin with, it is the

first study to use a multi-product oligopoly model with asymmetric costs to study

the link between the degree of substitutability of differentiated products on the

foreign entrants’ entry strategy. Secondly, it provides a thorough analysis on the

competition on the quantity and price, and discusses all subgame perfect Nash equi-

libria with different relative marginal costs between the competing firms. Thirdly,

the empirical chapter adopts a new methodology and uses the most recent data to

identify which industries in the US are the most vulnerable ones when faced with

the exchange rate fluctuations. In addition, FDI flows are further considered as

possible contributors to the US trade deficit with China.
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1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Literature Review for Chapters 2 and 3

In the first two theoretical models, I study how the interactions between the

high- and low-quality market, multiproduct firms’ asymmetric costs, and their com-

petition strategies affect the new entrant’s entry decisions. There are three streams

of literature that are related to my research: the literature on product differentia-

tion in oligopolistic competition, the multiproduct firm’s product line rivalry, and

the relationship between product differentiation and international trade. I discuss

each of them in turn.

The study of oligopolistic competition originated with the seminal work of Cournot

(1838) and Bertrand (1883). In both models, the equilibrium concept is the non-

cooperative equilibrium of Nash (1950). In the original Cournot model, it is assumed

that firms compete on quantities of a homogeneous good and then receive profit

based on the single market price which is determined by a linear inverse demand

function of the aggregate market supply. Moreover, marginal costs of production

were assumed constant and equal across firms. Bertrand argued that firms compete

on price rather than quantity. In the original Bertrand model, firms set prices for a

homogeneous good and produce to meet any demand of market. As the goods are

homogeneous, in the equilibrium one market price equals to their marginal cost and

all firms earn zero economic profit.

Since these two original papers, there has been much interest in modifying these

models in various ways to obtain more realistic results. Furthermore, there is a

significant literature comparing the two modes of competition when some of the

assumptions in the original papers are altered. A very influential paper that intro-

duced product differentiation in Cournot and Bertrand model was first formalized

by Singh and Vives (1984), which was further refined by Vives (1985). Their classic

result that firms will set quantities rather than prices when goods are imperfect

substitutes became a cornerstone of oligopoly theory.

Recently, the early results have attracted renewed interest. Different from the
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standard model where costs are both symmetric and exogenous, Dastidar (1997)

showed that in a homogeneous product market the results are not necessarily valid

under asymmetric costs. Qiu (1997) developed a model of differentiated duopoly

in which there is a two-stage game. In stage 1, each firm chooses a level of cost-

reducing research and development (R&D) prior to the standard product market

game played in the second stage. Qiu (1997) showed that the relative efficiency of

Cournot and Bertrand competition depends upon R&D productivity, the extent of

spillovers, and the degree of product differentiation. Lambertini (1997) extended

the standard analysis to the context of a repeated market game in which the firm’s

choice of the strategic variable is itself the outcome of a strategic game. Similar to

Qiu (1997), Lopez and Naylor (2004) introduced wage-bargaining rather than R&D

choice in the first stage of the game prior to the non-cooperative product market

competition. They showed that the standard result that Cournot equilibrium profits

exceed those under Bertrand competition when the differentiated duopoly game is

played in imperfect substitutes depends closely upon the nature of the upstream

agents’ preferences and on the distribution of bargaining power over the input price.

Häckner (2000) extended standard analysis horizontally by increasing the num-

ber of firms on the product market. He showed that the result concerning dominance

of Cournot over Bertrand is sensitive to the duopoly assumption. With more than

two firms, the classical results won’t hold. My study is built on the Häckner (2000)

model, but I extend the model by considering that each firm produces multi-products

rather than just one product, and firms have asymmetric costs in producing each

product. Amir and Jin (2001) assessed the standard results by considering a mixture

of substitute and complementary products. Their results supported conventional

wisdom, but also indicated that no clear-cut comparison of prices and quantities

is possible without strategic complementarity in either of the two games. Lofaro

(2002) introduced incomplete information about rivals’ costs and proved that the

standard views may not always hold. In a homogeneous duopoly, the Bertrand price

could be higher than the Cournot one if both firms have low costs of production and

the costs are uniformly distributed. Zanchettin (2006) allowed for asymmetric costs
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and product qualities in a duopoly model and concluded that the standard results

may not hold even with two firms when there is high degrees of cost asymmetry and

low degrees of product differentiation. Ghosh and Mitra (2010) showed that even

under symmetric costs standard Bertrand-Cournot rankings can be reversed with

public firms on the market. Tremblay and Tremblay (2011) extended the differen-

tiated duopoly model by considering one Cournot-type firm and one Bertrand-type

firm and examined the degree of product differentiation on firm survivability.

The focus on differentiated Cournot and Bertrand model is not limited to assess

the rankings of Bertrand-Cournot model, but has expanded to other areas. Lin and

Saggi (2002) investigated the relationship between process and product R&D and

compared the incentives for both types of R&D under Bertrand and Cournot com-

petition. Ledvina and Sircar (2012) extended the Häckner (2000) model by allowing

for asymmetric costs and they considered Cournot and Bertrand model with homo-

geneous or differentiated goods. Their research was focused on finding the number

of active firms in equilibrium. When firms have different costs, there are more firms

producing a positive quantity in Cournot than Bertrand for fixed good type. More-

over, with a fixed market type, differentiated goods results in more active firms than

homogeneous goods. A few other papers adopted the differentiated Bertrand and

Cournot duopoly model to investigate the effect of product differentiation on trade

volume such as Bernhofen (2001), and Clarke and Collie (2003).

The above literature indicates that the Singh and Vives (1984) model has been

widely adopted to study firms’ behaviors. However, none of those articles has inves-

tigated if the degree of product differentiation would affect potential entrants’ entry

decisions. Would it be easier for the new entrant to enter both segments of a market

when products are more homogeneous? Moreover, when products are differentiated,

which segment(s) would the new entrant enter when it expects to compete on quan-

tity after entry? How would the entry decision differ when it expects to compete on

price instead after entry? These are all very interesting questions I would explore

in this dissertation.

Next, I will discuss another stream of literature on multiproduct firms and
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product line rivalry. Most of oligopoly theory focuses on symmetric single-product

firms. However, firms in most industries are asymmetric and multiproduct. Gal-Or

(1983) was one of the earliest studies of multiproduct firms. As an extension to the

monopoly model developed by Mussa and Rosen (1978), Gal-Or (1983) formulated a

multiproduct oligopoly model to investigate the impact of increased competition on

both the quality levels and on the prices of the products. She assumed a symmetric

Cournot equilibrium where each firm offers a range of qualities and in the equilibria

firms do not change their product lines as the level of competition changes. Bran-

der and Eaton (1984) considered product line choices by two firms, assuming that

firms are able to commit to product lines prior to competing on prices. There are

four products, which got divided into two groups with each group containing two

products. Two products in one group are close substitutes for one another, and less

close substitutes for the other two goods. They showed that in equilibrium each

firm offers one product in each group.

Martinez-Giralt and Neven (1988) criticized Brander and Eaton (1984)’s assump-

tion that each firm has to offer two products and argued that price competition leads

to maximum differentiation and fewer multiproduct firms if product attributes are

endogenized. Champsaur and Rochet (1989) showed that firms try to avoid head-

to-head competition, which results in a gap between the product offerings of the

duopolists, i.e., one firm offers a range of low-quality products, and the other a

range of high-quality products. De Fraja (1996) developed a model of competition

between multiproduct firms. Each of those firms supplies a number of vertically dif-

ferentiated products. Similar to Brander and Eaton (1984)’s conclusion, De Fraja

(1996) showed that if firms compete on quantities, the firms would produce the

same products with the same amount, i.e., identical product line. Johnson and My-

att (2003) assumed that entry by a single firm has occurred in a market originally

dominated by a monopolist. The duopolists compete on quantities, each potentially

offering a range of quality-differentiated products. The incumbent will choose to

extend or contract its product line depending closely on the shape of the marginal

revenue curves in the market. Johnson and Myatt (2006) extended the previous
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work by adopting an upgrades approach, which works with the upgrades from one

quality to the next. They identified in the equilibria that firms compete head-to-

head when they compete on quantity. Cheng and Peng (2012) studied a Cournot

model of two-stage competition in which firms simultaneously choose the number

of products and their qualities at the first stage and compete in quantities at the

second stage. By considering costs associated with building up a product line for a

distinct quality and restrictions on the maximum number of products, they derived

that multiproduct firms will differentiate the qualities of their products, which is

in sharp contrast to the symmetric outcome in Johnson and Myatt (2006). In the

above-mentioned papers, they either assumed that firms have the same marginal

cost in producing the same product type, or they have different marginal costs but

all firms are domestic and there is no trade policy analysis involved.

A number of other papers focused more on horizontal product differentiation.

Eaton and Schmitt (1994) and Norman and Thisse (1999) considered firms employ-

ing different manufacturing technique to offer multiple products. They only focused

on each firm’s product range and failed to analyze an important case when firms

compete head-to-head. Klemperer (1992) looked at two firms who can interlace their

products or engage in head-to-head competition and assumed that consumers face

different shopping costs when buying from the two firms, which prevented head-

to-head competition and marginal-cost pricing. Grossmann (2007) presented an

oligopoly model of asymmetric multiproduct firms in which firms are endowed with

possibly different marginal cost and product quality, and choose product ranges

before product market competition. The analyses suggested heterogeneity of en-

terprises with respect to technological characteristics is a driving force behind a

positive relationship between firm size and product diversification, and that firms

with higher quality-cost margins typically have both larger size and larger prod-

uct ranges. Symeonidis (2009) adopted a differentiated multiproduct duopoly with

linear demand to find the linkage between industry concentration and profits. His

analysis showed that industry profit usually falls when the distribution of products

across firms becomes more asymmetric, if the products are not very differentiated
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or the total number of products is large. Thus, industry concentration and indus-

try profits may move in opposite directions. Consumer surplus and overall welfare

always fall as the degree of asymmetry increases.

A paper very close to my study was carried out by Chisholm and Norman (2012).

They extended the Singh and Vives (1984) model and the Eaton and Schmitt (1994)

model by considering the competition between multiproduct firms, each of which

supplies a set of horizontally differentiated products. In addition, each firm has a

preferential access to a local market, but may also choose to sell to its rival’s local

market by incurring a distance cost. They showed that product lines are broader

and more overlapped in large markets and in markets in which the products on offer

are highly differentiated. A major difference and also an important contribution of

my model is that the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant have asymmetric

costs in the production of goods of the same quality type, where in the Chisholm and

Norman (2012) model, competing firms have the same marginal cost in producing

both types. The assumption of asymmetric costs and heterogeneous firms allow us

to better understand how firms’ comparative advantage in the production affects

the entrant’s entry decisions. In addition, I study how the degree of substitutability

between two quality types affects the social welfare, and extend the model to derive

the domestic government’s optimal tariff.

Another strand of literature that is related to the current study is the relation-

ship between product differentiation and international trade. Bernhofen (2001) inte-

grated product expansion with the import competition features into one framework.

His model allowed for a consumer to have a taste for variety over differentiated prod-

ucts, where the extent of product differentiation is linked to the intensity of strategic

interaction among firms. The paper yielded intuitive predictions on the effects of

the degree of product differentiation on the volume of trade and on the composition

of the gains from trade under imperfect competition. Specifically, he found that

the volume of intra-industry trade increases with the product differentiation in both

the Bertrand and Cournot competition. However, Bernhofen’s model failed to con-

sider the role marginal cost of production plays in determining the price/quantity.
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Furthermore, he only allowed each firm to produce one product, which could not

capture the behaviors of multi-product firms. Clarke and Collie (2003) analyzed the

welfare effects of free trade under Bertrand duopoly with differentiated products,

and proved the very strong result that there are always gains from trade. The result

was demonstrated for both unilateral and multilateral free trade. Even though dif-

ferent firms are allowed to have different marginal costs, the model still suffers the

same drawback as in Bernhofen’s model by assuming that each firm only produces

one product.

1.2.2 Literature Review for Chapter 4

In the last chapter, I study the relationship between the Yuan/Dollar exchange

rate and the US-China trade flows. A lot of papers have studied this relationship,

with most of them centered on Marshall-Lerner (ML) condition and the J-Curve

phenomenon. According to the ML condition, the depreciation of a currency would

improve the trade balance if the sum of import and export demand elasticities ex-

ceeds unity. However, some studies found that ML condition was satisfied but the

trade balance continued to deteriorate (Bahmani-Oskooee, 1985). Thus, researchers

shifted their focus to the short-run dynamics that trace the post-depreciation time-

path of the trade balance, i.e., the J-Curve phenomenon. It has been learned that

consumers and producers do not adjust to changes in relative prices as quickly as

the exchange rate. Thus, when a currency depreciates, it is possible to witness a

short-run deterioration and a long-run improvement in the trade balance.

There have been numerous papers that examine the short-run and the long-run

relationship between the exchange rate and the trade balance. Most of the papers

fall into one of the following three broad categories: (a) the earlier papers employing

aggregate trade data, i.e., one country’s trade balance with the rest of the world,

(b) the relatively recent papers employing bilateral trade data at the national level

i.e., one country’s trade balance with different trading partners, and (c) the most

recent ones employing bilateral trade data at the commodity level.

From 1970 to 1971, the US trade balance deteriorated from a surplus of $2.2
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billion to a deficit of $2.7 billion. The authorities depreciated the value of dollar

in 1971 and anticipated that a cheaper dollar would reduce the trade deficit. How-

ever, the reality was that the trade balance deteriorated even further to a deficit

of $6.8 billion in 1972. Magee (1973) attributed this phenomenon to the fact that

the volume of imports and exports will remain level due in part to pre-existing

contracts for imported goods that have to be honored even after the depreciation

of the currency. However, as the depreciation will raise the price of imports and

decrease the price of exports, total spending on imports will subsequently increase

and total spending on exports will decrease, causing a deterioration of the trade

balance. Junz and Rhomberg (1973) supported Magee’s findings by using annual

data for 12 industrial countries to identify how long the trade flows respond to ex-

change rate changes. Their results using OLS estimation reported lags of about four

to five years in the effects of exchange rate changes on market shares of countries

in world trade. Numerous other studies such as Laffer (1976), and Salant (1976)

examined the J-Curve. However, these studies did not investigate if the impact on

the trade balance is temporary or permanent, and they did not consider the effects

of government’s monetary or fiscal policy. Miles (1979) incorporated government

monetary and fiscal policies as well as growth rates into his analysis. Using annual

data from 14 countries over the period 1956–1972, Miles found that devaluations

do not improve the trade balance but they do improve the balance of payments

through the capital account. Therefore, he suggested that devaluation only causes

a portfolio readjustment, resulting in a surplus in the capital account in the balance

of payments.

Bahmani-Oskooee (1985) introduced a new method to test the J-Curve and ap-

plied the method for four countries, with different exchange rate regimes (Greece,

India, Korea, and Thailand) for the 1973–1980 period. The trade balance is defined

as the excess of exports over imports. He imposed a lag structure on the exchange

rate variable, and added world income, the level of domestic money, and the level

of the rest of the world money to the multiplier-based analysis of the effects of

exchange-rate change or devaluation. The results support the J-Curve phenomenon
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for Greece, India, and Korea, though the duration of deterioration of the trade bal-

ance varies from one case to another. However, Thailand remained the only country

that witnessed a favorable long-run impact on the trade balance.

Rosensweig and Koch (1988) examined the impact of the exchange rate move-

ments on the import and export prices and volumes. They found that some of the

standard assumptions for the J-Curve are not satisfied for the 1973– 1986 US data.

Their cross-correlation analysis and Granger tests indicate there is weak linkage

between dollar-devaluations and import prices, and hence import volumes. This

is of particular importance to the US due to the fact that it imports much more

than it exports. They suggested that uncertainty about the permanence of the low

dollar level may further delay exporters and importers’ reactions, and result in a

delayed J-Curve. Wassink and Carbaugh (1989) showed further evidence of incom-

plete pass-through leading to a delayed J-Curve for the US by analyzing the effect

of dollar–yen exchange rate on US trade balance for the period 1978–1988. The ev-

idence of the delayed J-Curve was also found by Mahdavi and Sohrabian (1993). In

addition to the US, a lot of articles studied the J-Curve phenomenon for other coun-

tries. Flemingham (1988) used an unrestricted distributed lag model to investigate

the J-Curve effect in Australia, but found no evidence. Noland (1989) estimated a

gamma distributed lag model of Japanese trade for the period 1970Q1–1985Q4, but

he did not find much support for the Japanese J-Curve. Zhang (1996) investigated

the response of China’s trade balance to the value of Yuan. Using monthly data and

cointegration analysis, Zhang showed that even though the variables in the trade

balance model are cointegrated, trade balance Granger causes the exchange rate but

exchange rate does not Granger cause the trade balance, hence there is no support

for the J-curve.

All the papers reviews up to this point employed aggregate trade data and

most of them did not find J-Curve pattern. Accordingly, Rose and Yellen (1989)

attempted to disaggregate the data by investigating whether a J-Curve can be de-

tected at the bilateral level in the period 1963–1988 for US quarterly data. They

used stationary data and tested for cointegration among the variables to find out
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if there is a long-run relationship among them. They argue that bilateral analysis

improves the estimation results as there is no need to construct a proxy for the rest

of the world (ROW) income variable, which could be biased in most of the cases.

Moreover, it helps reduce aggregation bias. Rose and Yellen started with a specifi-

cation of the import demand equations. The volume of imported goods demanded

by the home country is determined by real domestic income and the relative price

of imported goods. The setup for the foreign country is similar to the domestic

country. They first differenced the series to achieve stationarity. However, using

the cointegration methods proposed by Engle and Granger (1987), they found no

evidence of cointegration among trade balance, domestic and foreign income, and

exchange rate. Furthermore, their results do not support short-run J-Curve effect

either. Marwah and Klein (1996) examined the response of the trade balance to

the exchange rate in the USA and Canada with their major trading partners. Em-

ploying quarterly bilateral trade data from 1977Q1 to 1992Q1, they used OLS, the

instrumental variable (IV) method, and the polynomial distributed lag model. The

results are very different from Rose and Yellen (1989): there is evidence of the J-

Curve, and the J-Curve estimates have the same pattern for both Canada and the

US in the two sets of estimates. They found that the average adjustment period

is approximately three to four quarters for both Canada and the US. Shirvani and

Wilbratte (1997) tested the relationship between the real exchange rate and the

trade balance using monthly US bilateral trade data for the flexible exchange rate

regime, between 1973M1–1990M8. They focused on the USA as the home country,

and Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the UK as her trading partners.

Using the multivariate cointegration approach proposed by Johansen and Juselius

(1990), they found that there is a statistically significant association between the

real exchange rate and the trade balance in all cases except Italy. Moreover, the

trade balance does not respond to the exchange rate in the very short run (1 to

6 months), but it is sensitive to the exchange rate over the longer period (1 to 24

months), suggesting a horizontally reversed L-Curve effect.

Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999) criticized Rose and Yellen (1989) paper for
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its misspecification of the real trade balance, improper use of Engle–Granger coin-

tegration technique and the autoregressive analysis in investigating the long-run

relationship and short-run dynamics, respectively. Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks

(1999) used a model similar to Rose and Yellen but redefined the trade balance to

be the ratio of US imports from trading partner i over her exports to i. This is a

unit free measure and it reflects movements of the trade balance both in real and

nominal terms. Using US bilateral trade data from 1973Q1 to 1996Q2, they con-

cluded that while there was no specific short-run pattern supporting the J-Curve

phenomenon, the long-run results supported the economic theory, indicating that a

real depreciation of the dollar has a favorable long-run effect on US trade balance

with her six trading partners. Their results were supported by Bahmani-Oskooee

and Ratha (2004) when they expanded the list of US trading partners and included

almost all industrial countries.

For those early models that used aggregate data or more recent models that used

bilateral data, none could explain the sensitivity of different industries to a coun-

try’s exchange rate changes. Thus, testing exchange rate sensitivity of trade flows

at commodity level can help further reduce the aggregation bias problem. This later

exercise is expected to shed additional light on the relation between the exchange

rate and trade flows by revealing differences in exchange rate elasticities in differ-

ent industries. The pioneering research in this direction was first taken by Breuer

and Clements (2003). They investigated exchange rate sensitivity of 58 US exports

of specific commodities to Japan and 50 US imports of specific goods from Japan.

Of the 58 exported goods, the exchange rate carries a significant coefficient in 40

cases. In the case of imports, the number of significant cases is 24. These empirical

evidences provided strong support for the importance of currency depreciation on

trade flows. Bahmani-Oskooe and Bolhasani (2008) disaggregated the trade data

between the US and Canada by commodity. They used export and import data

over the period 1962–2004 from 152 commodities and the bounds testing approach

to cointegration and error-correction modeling and showed that real depreciation of

the Canadian dollar has short-run effects on the trade balance of two thirds of the
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industries. However, only in half of the industries, the short-run effects translate

into the long-run favorable effects.

The empirical literature on J-Curve is vast by any standards, however, only

Bahmani-Oskooee and Wang (2008) investigated how the exchange rate affects the

US trade balance with China at the commodity level. They used annual imports and

exports of 88 industries during 1978–2002 and cointegration analysis to show that

the trade balance of at least 34 of the industries react favorably to real depreciation

of the dollar. The J-curve effect is detected in 22 industries. Furthermore, most of

these industries that are sensitive to currency depreciation are durable commodity

groupings. A potential problem with Bahmani-Oskooee and Wang (2008) model is

that China adopted the floating exchange rate regime in July 2005. A pegged ex-

change rate before 2005 may render the empirical results in Bahmani-Oskooee and

Wang (2008) model inaccurate. In addition, none of the papers to my knowledge

has investigated the role of FDI flows in both China and the US on the US trade

balance with China at the commodity level though Wang and Wan (2008) made

an attempt to assess the impact of China FDI inflow and outflow on China’s trade

balance at the national level. As theoretically FDI and exports can be substitutes

(Mundell 1957) or complements (Markusen 1983 and Helpman 1984), it is of vital

important to consider the role FDI played in the trade balance. The purpose of this

paper is to fill in this gap in the literature by adding FDI flows to the US imports

and exports model at the commodity level. In addition, this study will use a new

methodology Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Bounds Testing approach to

estimate the model.
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CHAPTER 2

PRODUCT LINE RIVALRY UNDER COURNOT COMPETITION

2.1 Introduction

When a firm plans to enter into a foreign market, how does it decide which

segment(s) of a differentiated market to enter? There is abundant economic liter-

ature that centered on the factors affecting firms’ entry decisions (Donnenfeld and

Weber (1992), Lambertini and Tedeschi (2007), and Chisholm and Norman (2012),

etc.), but few has addressed the impact of interaction between different segments

of a market on the entrant’s entry decision when both the incumbent and the en-

trant are multi-product firms, i.e., each firm produces more than one product. In

this study, I aim to find out if the degree of substitutability between differentiated

products on a market would affect the new entrant’s entry decision. I extend the

Häckner (2000) model by allowing for heterogeneous multi-product duopoly with

asymmetric costs. Focusing on the case of substitute goods, I provide a compre-

hensive analysis of non-negative constraints for quantities and profits. The main

result shows that the foreign entrant will choose to supply both products when two

varieties are more heterogeneous. If two varieties are more homogeneous, the foreign

entrant tends to supply only one product. I also extend the benchmark Cournot

model by allowing the trade barrier: a tariff imposed by the domestic government.

The simulation results suggest that, to increase domestic welfare, the government

should allow cost-effective foreign entrants to enter, but keep cost-ineffective ones

out of the domestic market.

2.2 The Benchmark Cournot Model

2.2.1 Demand

On the demand side of the market, I adopt the Häckner (2000) model which

allows me to examine the effects of the substitutability of goods with different qual-

ities on the new entrant’s entry decisions. In the Häckner (2000) model, there is

a continuum of consumers of the same type with a utility function separable and
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linear in the numeraire good. The representative consumer’s utility is a quadratic

function of a vertically differentiated product of k quality types with each firm pro-

ducing only one quality type, and a linear function of a numeraire good, y. In this

paper, I extend the Häckner (2000) model by allowing for two multiproduct firms:

one domestic incumbent (I) and one foreign entrant (E), each producing two prod-

uct quality types: high (H) and low (L).

Let qH and qL represent the quantity consumed of high-quality and low-quality

goods. The parameter θ measures the degree of product differentiation. If θ = 0,

two varieties are completely differentiated, i.e., sales of one product does not affect

the price of the other product. If θ = 1, products are completely homogeneous.

Here we assume that 0 < θ < 1, which means that sales of one good cause the price

of the other good to fall less than sale of an additional unit of the other good. Let

y represent all other goods and have a price normalized at py = 1. Let aH and aL

represent the maximum price that consumers are willing to pay for the high- and

low-quality goods. The representative agent’s utility function U is quadratic in the

consumption of two types of goods, qH and qL, and linear in the consumption of the

numerie good, y. It is important to note that U is strictly decreasing in θ for given

quantity levels (qH , qL), which implies that consumer utility is assumed to increase

in the degree of product differentiation.

U(qH , qL) = aHqH + aLqL −
1

2
(q2H + 2θqHqL + q2L) + y. (2.1)

Let pH and pL be the price of the high- and low-quality goods, respectively.

The numeraire y has a constant price and I refers to the income. A representative

agent takes both price and income as given and aH > aL, with aH and aL stand

for the consumer reservation price for the high-quality and the low-quality product,

respectively. The budget constraint for a representative consumer is thus given by,

pHqH + pLqL + y = I. (2.2)
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The representative agent chooses qH and qL and y to maximize her utility subject

to her budget constraint. The Lagrangian can be set as,

L =

[
aHqH + aLqL −

1

2
(q2H + 2θqHqL + q2L) + y

]
+ λ(I − pHqH − pLqL − y). (2.3)

The first-order conditions are,

∂L

∂qH
= aH − qH − θqL − λpH = 0, (2.4)

∂L

∂qL
= aL − qL − θqH − λpL = 0, (2.5)

∂L

∂y
= 1− λ = 0, (2.6)

∂L

∂λ
= I − pHqH − pLqL − y = 0. (2.7)

The above four equations give the following linear inverse demand curves. The

objective function is concave, so there is indeed a maximum. The linear inverse

demand for high-quality goods is derived as,

pH = aH − qH − θqL. (2.8)

The linear inverse demand for low-quality goods is derived as:

pL = aL − qL − θqH . (2.9)

2.2.2 Supply

On the supply side of the market, high-quality and low-quality goods are supplied

by two firms: a domestic incumbent (I) and a foreign entrant (E). Both firms face

linear cost functions, with ci,I and ci,E the marginal cost of the domestic incumbent

and the foreign entrant, and qi,I and qi,E the output of the two firms, i = H,L. In

the benchmark model, I assume that there are no trade barriers. As the shipping

cost is not the focus on this paper, I assume it is zero.
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The cost functions of the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant are:

C(qL,I , qH,I) = cL,IqL,I + cH,IqH,I , (2.10)

C(qL,E , qH,E) = cL,EqL,E + cH,EqH,E . (2.11)

Quality comes as a fixed cost which has been sunk prior to the entry and

quantity-setting game. For the foreign entrant, there is no additional entry cost.

With linear demand and cost functions, following Zanchettin (2006)’s paper, let

Vi,I = ai − ci,I , i = H,L, (2.12)

Vi,E = ai − ci,E , i = H,L. (2.13)

For the duopolists, if Vi,I/Vi,E < 1, the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage over

the domestic incumbent in terms of cost per unit of quality supplied, i.e., the for-

eign entrant enjoys absolute advantage in the products of quality i. If Vi,I/Vi,E = 1,

firms are symmetric, i.e., equally cost-effective in supplying products of quality i.

If Vi,I/Vi,E > 1, the domestic incumbent enjoys cost advantage over the foreign

entrant in terms of cost per unit of quality supplied, i.e., the domestic incumbent

enjoys absolute advantage in the products of quality i. When Vi,I/Vi,E goes to in-

finity or zero, the gap of the cost margin between the two firms becomes so high

that the cost-ineffective firm would not be active in the market.

2.3 The Two-Stage Cournot Competition

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entry. The

foreign entrant may decide to enter into the low-quality, high-quality, both markets,

or stay out. If the foreign entrant enters, both firms engage in Cournot competition.

In the first stage, the foreign entrant decides which market(s) to enter or stay out.

In the second stage, the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant compete on

quantity in one or both markets contingent on the foreign entrant’s entry decision.
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To solve for the equilibrium, I first compute two firms’ profits at the last stage

of the game. The foreign entrant will enter into low, or high, or both markets

depending on which strategy gives the highest profit. If the profit is less than zero,

the foreign entrant will stay out.

Fig. 2.1 shows the game played by the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant. There are four subgames in the game. The payoff is measured by the firms’

profit level.

Subgame 1: The Foreign Entrant Enters in the Low-Quality Market Only.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant enters

in. When the foreign entrant only enters into the low-quality market, two firms com-

pete on the low-quality market, but the domestic incumbent remains the monopoly

in the high-quality market.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows:

pH = aH − qH,I − θ(qL,I + qL,E), (2.14)

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I . (2.15)

The foreign entrant’s profit function is:

πL,E = [aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I − cL,E ] qL,E . (2.16)

The foreign entrant chooses its output of the low-quality products to maximize

profit assuming that the domestic incumbent holds its output constant.

∂πL,E
∂qL,E

= (aL − cL,E)− (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I − qL,E , (2.17)

∂2πL,E
∂q2L,E

= −2 < 0. (2.18)

Setting the first-order condition to zero and solving the resulting equation, we

can find the only critical value, which yields the only stationary value for the profit

function. Because the second-order derivative is negative (in this case it is indeed
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Figure 2.1: The Incumbent-Entrant Game in the Benchmark Cournot Model
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negative for any value of qL,E), the extremum is established as a maximum and the

profit function is a concave.

Given that VL,E is defined in Eq.(2.13) on page 19, we obtain the foreign entrant’s

response function.

qL,E =


1

2
(VL,E − qL,I − θqH,I) if VL,E > qL,I + θqH,I

0 otherwise

The domestic incumbent’s profit function is,

πB,I = [aH − qH,I − θ(qL,I + qL,E)− cH,I ] qH,I (2.19)

+ [aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I − cL,I ] qL,I .

The domestic incumbent chooses its output of both high- and low-quality prod-

ucts to maximize profit assuming that the foreign entrant holds its output of the

low-quality products constant.

∂πB,I
∂qH,I

= (aH − cH,I)− qH,I − θ (qL,I + qL,E)− θqL,I − qH,I , (2.20)

∂2πB,I
∂q2H,I

= −2, (2.21)

∂2πB,I
∂qL,IqH,I

= −2θ, (2.22)

∂πB,I
∂qL,I

= (aL − cL,I)− θqH,I − (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I − qL,I , (2.23)

∂2πB,I
∂qH,IqL,I

= −2θ, (2.24)

∂2πB,I
∂q2L,I

= −2. (2.25)

The Hessian is

H =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−2 −2θ

−2θ −2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Whose leading principal minors are
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|H1| = −2 < 0,

|H2| = 4− 4θ > 0.

From above, we can determine that the Hessian matrix is negative definite. Thus,

the profit function is strictly concave.

Given that VL,I and VH,I are defined in Eq.(2.12) on page 19, the domestic

incumbent’s response functions are:

qH,I =


1

2
(VH,I − θqL,E − 2θqL,I) if VH,I > θqL,E + 2θqL,I

0 otherwise

qL,I =


1

2
(VL,I − 2θqH,I − qL,E) if VL,I > 2θqH,I + qL,E

0 otherwise

If qL,E , qH,I , and qL,I are all non-negative, with some rearrangement of the re-

sponse functions, we get

qL,I =


(4− θ2)VL,I − 2(1− θ2)VL,E − 3θVH,I

6(1− θ2)
if (4− θ2)VL,I > 2(1− θ2)VL,E + 3θVH,I

0 otherwise

qH,I =


VH,I − θVL,I

2(1− θ2)
if VH,I > θVL,I

0 otherwise

qL,E =


2VL,E − VL,I

3
if 2VL,E > VL,I

0 otherwise
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To simplify the analysis, I let,

γ = VL,I/VL,E , (2.26)

β = VH,I/VH,E , (2.27)

δ = VH,E/VL,E . (2.28)

Assume that aL is large enough, so that VL,E is positive. To simplify the analysis

without loss of generality, I divide the above three inequalities that ensure non-

negative qL,E , qH,I , and qL,I by VL,E , and derive the following simplified inequalities.

(4− θ2)γ > 2(1− θ2) + 3θβδ, (2.29)

βδ > θγ, (2.30)

2 > γ. (2.31)

To ensure that the foreign entrant will enter into the low-quality market, there

must be the case that γ is small enough, which indicates that the foreign entrant

should have comparative advantage in producing the low-quality products over the

domestic incumbent even with the government tariff accrued to the foreign entrant,

i.e.,VL,I < VL,E . It is also possible that the domestic incumbent may enjoy compar-

ative advantage in producing the low-quality products, but VL,I/VL,E cannot exceed

2.

Let πL,E and πB,I stand for the profit of the foreign entrant and the domestic

incumbent, respectively. Furthermore, let π̃L,E and π̃B,I represent the profit of two
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firms deflated by VL,E .

πL,E =
1

9
(2VL,E − VL,I)2 , (2.32)

π̃L,E =
1

9
(2− γ)2, (2.33)

πB,I =
1

12(1− θ2)
[(VH,I − θVL,I)(3VH,I + θVL,I − 2θVL,E ] (2.34)

+
1

18(1− θ2)
[
(VL,E − 2VL,I)(3θVH,I − 4VL,I + θ2VL,I + 2VL,E − 2θ2VL,E

]
,

π̃B,I =
1

12(1− θ2)
[(βδ − θγ)(3βδ + θγ − 2θ)] (2.35)

+
1

18(1− θ2)
[
(1− 2γ)(3θβδ − 4γ + θ2γ − 2θ2 + 2)

]
.

Subgame 2: The Foreign Entrant Enters in the High-Quality Market Only.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant

enters in. When the foreign entrant only enters into the high-quality market, two

firms compete on the high-quality market, but the domestic incumbent remains the

monopoly in the low-quality market.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows,

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θqL,I , (2.36)

pL = aL − qL,I − θ(qH,I + qH,E). (2.37)

The foreign entrant’s profit function is,

πH,E = [aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θqL,I − cH,E ] qH,E . (2.38)

The foreign entrant chooses its output of the high-quality products to maximize

profit assuming that the domestic incumbent holds its output constant.

∂πH,E
∂qH,E

= (aH − cH,E)− (qH,I + qH,E)− θqL,I − qH,E , (2.39)

∂2πH,E
∂q2H,E

= −2 < 0. (2.40)
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Setting the first-order condition to zero and solving the resulting equation, we

can find the only critical value, which yields the only stationary value for the profit

function. Because the second-order derivative is negative (in this case it is indeed

negative for any value of qH,E), the extremum is established as a maximum and the

profit function is concave.

As VH,E is defined in Eq.(2.13) on page 19, we obtain the foreign entrant’s

response function.

qH,E =


1

2
(VH,E − qH,I − θqL,I) if VH,E > qH,I + θqL,I

0 otherwise

The domestic incumbent’s profit function is,

πB,I = [aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θqL,I − cH,I ] qH,I (2.41)

+ [aL − qL,I − θ(qH,I + qH,E)− cL,I ] qL,I .

The domestic incumbent chooses its output of both high- and low-quality prod-

ucts to maximize profit assuming that the foreign entrant holds its output of the

high-quality products constant.

∂πB,I
∂qH,I

= (aH − cH,I)− (qH,I + qH,E)− 2θqL,I − qH,I = 0, (2.42)

∂2πB,I
∂q2H,I

= −2, (2.43)

∂2πB,I
∂qL,IqH,I

= −2θ, (2.44)

∂πB,I
∂qL,I

= (aL − cL,I)− θqH,I − θ(qH,I + qH,E)− 2qL,I = 0, (2.45)

∂2πB,I
∂qH,IqL,I

= −2θ, (2.46)

∂2πB,I
∂q2L,I

= −2. (2.47)

Similar to Subgame 1, the Hessian matrix is negative definite. Thus, the profit

function is strictly concave.
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As VH,I and VL,I are defined in Eq.(2.12) on page 19, the domestic incumbent’s

response functions are:

qH,I =


1

2
(VH,I − qH,E − 2θqL,I) if VH,I > qH,E + 2θqL,I

0 otherwise

qL,I =


1

2
(VL,I − 2θqH,I − θqH,E) if VL,I > 2θqH,I + θqH,E

0 otherwise

If all the quantities are non-negative, with some rearrangement of the response

functions, we get

qL,I =


VL,I − θVH,I

2(1− θ2)
if VL,I > θVH,I

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(4− θ2)VH,I − 2(1− θ2)VH,E − 3θVL,I

6(1− θ2)
if (4− θ2)VH,I > 2(1− θ2)VH,E + 3θVL,I

0 otherwise

qH,E =


2VH,E − VH,I

3
if 2VH,E > VH,I

0 otherwise

As γ, β, and δ are already defined in Eq.(2.26), Eq.(2.27), and Eq.(2.28) on page

24, I divide the above three inequalities that ensure non-negative quantities of qL,I ,

qH,I and qL,I by VL,E , and the following three inequalities are derived accordingly.

γ > θβδ, (2.48)

(4− θ2)βδ > 2(1− θ2)δ + 3θγ, (2.49)

2 > β. (2.50)

The foreign entrant will enter into the high-quality market if and only if β is
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small enough to ensure that the above three inequalities hold. This means that the

foreign entrant should have comparative advantage in producing the high-quality

products over the domestic incumbent, i.e.,VH,I < VH,E . It is likely that domestic

incumbent may enjoy comparative advantage in producing the high-quality products

as well, but there is a limit that VH,I/VH,E has to be lower than 2.

Let πH,E and πB,I stand for the profit of the foreign entrant and the domestic

incumbent, respectively. Furthermore, let π̃H,E and π̃B,I represent the profit of two

firms deflated by VL,E .

πH,E =
1

9
(2VH,E − VH,I)2 , (2.51)

π̃H,E =
1

9
(βδ − 2δ)2, (2.52)

πB,I =
1

12(1− θ2)
[(VL,I − θVH,I)(θVH,I + 3VL,I − 2θVH,E)] (2.53)

+
1

18(1− θ2)
[
(VH,E − 2VH,I)(3θVL,I − 4VH,I + θ2VH,I + 2VH,E − 2θ2VH,E)

]
,

π̃B,I =
1

12(1− θ2)
[(γ − θβδ)(θβδ + 3γ − 2θδ)] (2.54)

+
1

18(1− θ2)
[
(2βδ − δ)(4βδ − θ2βδ − 3θγ − 2δ + 2θ2δ)

]
.

Subgame 3: The Foreign Entrant Enters into Both Markets.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant

enters in. When the foreign entrant enters into both markets, two firms compete

head-to-head in both the high- and low-quality markets.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows,

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ(qL,I + qL,E), (2.55)

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ(qH,I + qH,E). (2.56)

The foreign entrant’s profit function is:

πB,E = [aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ(qL,I + qL,E)− cH,E ] qH,E (2.57)

+ [aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ(qH,I + qH,E)− cL,E ] qL,E .
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The foreign entrant chooses its output of both the high- and low-quality products

to maximize profit assuming that the domestic incumbent holds its output constant.

∂πB,E
∂qH,E

= (aH − cH,E)− qH,I − 2qH,E − θqL,I − 2θqL,E , (2.58)

∂2πB,E
∂q2H,E

= −2, (2.59)

∂2πB,E
∂qL,EqH,E

= −2θ, (2.60)

∂πB,E
∂qL,E

= (aL − cL,E)− qL,I − 2qL,E − θqH,I − 2θqH,E , (2.61)

∂2πB,E
∂qH,EqL,E

= −2θ, (2.62)

∂2πB,E
∂2qL,E

= −2. (2.63)

Similar to Subgame 1, the Hessian matrix is negative definite. Thus, the profit

function is strictly concave.

Since VH,E and VL,E are defined in Eq.(2.13) on page 19, we obtain the foreign

entrant’s response function.

qH,E =


1

2
(VH,E − qH,I − θqL,I − 2θqL,E) if VH,E > qH,I + θqL,I + 2θqL,E

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2
(VL,E − qL,I − θqH,I − 2θqH,E) if VL,E > qL,I + θqH,I + 2θqH,E

0 otherwise

The domestic incumbent’s profit function is,

πB,I = (aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ(qL,I + qL,E)− cH,I) qH,I (2.64)

+ (aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ(qH,I + qH,E)− cL,I) qL,I .

The domestic incumbent chooses its output of both the high- and low-quality

products to maximize profit assuming that the foreign entrant holds its output of

both varieties constant.
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∂πB,I
∂qH,I

= (aH − cH,I)− 2qH,I − qH,E − 2θqL,I − θqL,E , (2.65)

∂2πB,I
∂q2H,I

= −2, (2.66)

∂2πB,I
∂qL,IqH,I

= −2θ, (2.67)

∂πB,I
∂qL,I

= (aL − cL,I)− 2qL,I − qL,E − 2θqH,I − θqH,E , (2.68)

∂2πB,I
∂qH,IqL,I

= −2θ, (2.69)

∂2πB,I
∂q2L,I

= −2. (2.70)

Similar to Subgame 1, the Hessian matrix is negative definite. Thus, the profit

function is strictly concave.

As VH,I and VL,I are defined in Eq.(2.12) on page 19, the domestic incumbent’s

response functions are,

qH,I =


1

2
(VH,I − qH,E − θqL,E − 2θqL,I) if VH,I > qH,E + θqL,E + 2θqL,I

0 otherwise

qL,I =


1

2
(VL,I − qL,E − θqH,E − 2θqH,I) if VL,I > qL,E + θqH,E + 2θqH,I

0 otherwise

If qL,E , qH,E , qL,I , and qH,I are all non-negative, we can rearrange four response

functions and obtain,

qL,I =


−2θVH,I + 2VL,I + θVH,E − VL,E

3(1− θ2)
if 2VL,I + θVH,E > 2θVH,I + VL,E

0 otherwise

qH,I =


2VH,I − 2θVL,I − VH,E + θVL,E

3(1− θ2)
if 2VH,I + θVL,E > 2θVL,I + VH,E

0 otherwise
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qL,E =


θVH,I − VL,I − 2θVH,E + 2VL,E

3(1− θ2)
if θVH,I + 2VL,E > VL,I + 2θVH,E

0 otherwise

qH,E =


−VH,I + θVL,I + 2VH,E − 2θVL,E

3(1− θ2)
if θVL,I + 2VH,E > VH,I + 2θVL,E

0 otherwise

As γ, β, and δ are already defined in Eq.(2.26), Eq.(2.27), and Eq.(2.28) on page

24, I divide all the four inequalities above by VL,E , and the following four simplified

inequalities are derived accordingly.

2γ + θδ > 2θβδ + 1, (2.71)

2βδ + θ > 2θγ + δ, (2.72)

θβδ + 2 > γ + 2θδ, (2.73)

θγ + 2δ > βδ + 2θ. (2.74)

Let πB,E and πB,I stand for the profit of the foreign entrant and the domestic

incumbent, respectively. Furthermore, let π̃B,E and π̃B,I represent the profit of two

firms deflated by VL,E .

πB,E =
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2VL,E − VL,I)(θVH,I − VL,I − 2θVH,E + 2VL,E)] (2.75)

+
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2VH,E − VH,I)(θVL,I − VH,I + 2VH,E − 2θVL,E)] ,

π̃B,E =
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2− γ)(θβδ − γ − 2θδ + 2)] (2.76)

+
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2δ − βδ)(θγ − βδ + 2δ − 2θ)] ,

πB,I =
1

9(1− θ2)
[(VL,E − 2VL,I)(2θVH,I − 2VL,I − θVH,E + VL,E)] (2.77)

+
1

9(1− θ2)
[(VH,E − 2VH,I)(2θVL,I − 2VH,I − θVL,E + VH,E)] ,

π̃B,I =
1

9(1− θ2)
[(1− 2γ)(2θβδ − 2γ − θδ + 1)] (2.78)

+
1

9(1− θ2)
[(δ − 2βδ)(2θγ − 2βδ + δ − θ)] .

Subgame 4: The Foreign Entrant stays out.
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If the foreign entrant stays out, the domestic incumbent becomes the monopoly

in both markets. In the domestic market, the quantity qH and qL are only supplied

by the domestic incumbent.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are defined as follows:

pH = aH − qH,I − θqL,I , (2.79)

pL = aL − qL,I − θqH,I . (2.80)

The domestic incumbent’s profit function is:

πB,I = (aH − qH,I − θqL,I − cH,I)qH,I + (aL − qL,I − θqH,I − cL,I)qL,I . (2.81)

The domestic incumbent supplies qH,I and qL,I to maximize its profit. Take

derivative of πB,I with respect to qH,I and qL,I , we get,

qH,I =


aH − cH,I − 2θqL,I

2
if aH > cH,I + 2θqL,I

0 otherwise

qL,I =


aL − cL,I − 2θqH,I

2
if aL > cL,I + 2θqH,I

0 otherwise

With some rearrangement for the above two equations, we obtain,

qH,I =


VH,I − θVL,I

2(1− θ2)
if VH,I > θVL,I

0 otherwise

qL,I =


VL,I − θVH,I

2(1− θ2)
if VL,I > θVH,I

0 otherwise
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Substituting the above two equations into the price equations,

pH =
aH + cH,I

2
, (2.82)

pL =
aL + cL,I

2
. (2.83)

The domestic incumbent’s profit from both markets is thus derived as,

πB,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I + (pL − cL,I)qL,I (2.84)

=
(aH − cH,I)2 − 2θ(aH − cH,I)(aL − cL,I) + (aL − cL,I)2

4(1− θ2)

=
V 2
H,I − 2θVH,IVL,I + V 2

L,I

4(1− θ2)
.

As the foreign entrant stayed out, it would not make any profit from the domestic

market. Thus, its profit πO,E = 0.

2.4 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium

In this section, I discuss two scenarios. One is when two firms are equally cost-

effective in producing both quality types. The other is when one firm is more cost-

effective in producing one quality type than the other. Below is a list of parameters

and variables that are used in the Cournot and Bertrand model.

2.4.1 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium with Symmetric Firm Cost-Effectiveness

First, I study a market in which both the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant are equally cost-effective in producing both varieties. i.e. two firms are

symmetric. If β = VH,I/VH,E = 1 and γ = VL,I/VL,E = 1, two firms are equally

cost-effective in producing both varieties. If β and γ are greater than 1, the domestic

incumbent enjoys cost advantage in making both varieties over the foreign entrant,

and vice versa. In addition, as δ = VH,E/VL,E , we can derive that VH,I/VL,I =

(β/γ)δ. In this case, I allow δ to vary. If δ > 1, both firms are more cost-effective

in producing the high-quality products than the low-quality products. If 0 < δ < 1,

both firms are more cost-effective in producing the low-quality products than the
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Table 2.1: The List of Variables and Parameters

Vars Description

aH The choke price for the H-quality goods

aL The choke price for the L-quality goods

qH Total quantity of the H-quality goods

qH,I Quantity of the H-quality goods produced by the domestic incumbent

qH,E Quantity of the H-quality goods produced by the foreign entrant

qL Total quantity of the L-quality goods

qL,I Quantity of the L-quality goods produced by the domestic incumbent

qL,E Quantity of the L-quality goods produced by the foreign entrant

cH,I MC of the H-quality goods produced by the domestic incumbent

cH,E MC of the H-quality goods produced by the foreign entrant

cL,I MC of the L-quality goods produced by the domestic incumbent

cL,E MC of the L-quality goods produced by the domestic incumbent

y The numeraire good

I Income

pH Price of the H-quality goods

pL Price of the L-quality goods

t The tariff imposed on the foreign imports

T The domestic government’s tariff revenue

πB,I The domestic incumbent’s profit from both markets

πB,E The foreign entrant’s profit from both markets

πH,E The foreign entrant’s profit from the H-quality market

πL,E The foreign entrant’s profit from the L-quality market

VH,I The domestic incumbent’s cost margin in the H-quality goods

VH,E The foreign entrant’s cost margin in the H-quality goods

VL,I The domestic incumbent’s cost margin in the L-quality goods

VL,E The foreign entrant’s cost margin in the L-quality goods

θ Degree of substitutability between the H- and L-quality goods

δ The ratio of VH,E to VL,E
β The ratio of VH,I to VH,E
γ The ratio of VL,I to VL,E

DWL Domestic welfare with the foreign entrant entering the L-quality market

DWH Domestic welfare with the foreign entrant entering the H-quality market

DWB Domestic welfare with the foreign entrant entering both markets

DWO Domestic welfare with the foreign entrant staying out
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high-quality ones. If δ = 1, two firms have the same cost-effectiveness in producing

both varieties.

Proposition 1. If firms are symmetric, i.e. the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant are equally cost-effective in producing both varieties, in SPNE the latter’s

entry decision depends on the value of θ, the substitutability of two varieties. If

θ 6= δ and θ < δ < 1/θ, the foreign entrant would always choose to enter into both

markets. If θ 6= δ and δ ≥ 1/θ, the foreign entrant will only produce high-quality

products. If θ 6= δ and θ > δ, the foreign entrant will only produce low-quality

products. However, under very rare circumstance that θ = δ, the foreign entrant is

indifferent between entering into the low-quality market or both markets as either

strategy brings it the same profit level.

Proposition 1 implies that if the degree of the substituablity between two qual-

ity types is low and the cost-effectiveness in producing high-quality products is not

significantly higher than that of the of low-quality products, the foreign entrant will

always choose to enter into both markets to reap the highest profit possible. How-

ever, if the two varieties are more homogeneous or the firm’s cost-effectiveness in

producing high-quality products is significantly higher than that of the low-quality

products, the foreign entrant will only supply one variety.

Table 2.1 gives numeric examples for the Proposition 1. The proof for Proposi-

tion 1 can be found in the Appendix.

Table 2.2: The Numeric Example for Proposition 1 (β = 1, γ = 1)

Cases V alues Subgame1 Subgame2 Subgame3

θ < δ < 1/θ θ = 0.2 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.27 qL,E = 0.29, qH,E = 0.21
δ = 0.8 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.07 πB,E = 0.15

δ ≥ 1/θ θ = 0.5 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.83 qL,E < 0, qH,E = 0.89
δ = 2.5 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.69 πB,E = 0.70

θ > δ θ = 0.8 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.17 qL,E = 0.56, qH,E < 0
δ = 0.5 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.03 πB,E = 0.14

θ = δ θ = 0.6 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.2 qL,E = 0.33, qH,E = 0
δ = 0.6 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.04 πB,E = 0.11
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2.4.2 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium with Asymmetric Firm

Cost-Effectiveness

Second, I study a market in which the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant are not equally cost-effective in the production of both varieties. Here I

focus on two interesting cases. In one case, the domestic incumbent enjoys cost

advantage in producing the high-quality goods over the foreign entrant, i.e., β > 1.

In the other case, the domestic incumbent is less cost-effective in producing the

low-quality good than the foreign entrant, i.e., 0 < γ < 1.

Proposition 2. If two firms are asymmetric in the sense that the domestic incum-

bent is cost-effective in producing the high-quality goods (β > 1), in SPNE the foreign

entrant’s entry decision depends on the relationship between β and θ. If θ < 2− β,

the foreign entrant will enter into both markets. If θ > 2 − β, the foreign entrant

will only produce the low-quality products. However, if θ = 2−β, the foreign entrant

is indifferent between entering into only the low-quality market or both markets.

Proposition 2 discusses the case when the domestic incumbent is more cost-

effective in producing the high-quality products than the foreign entrant. In such

a case, if the degree of substituablity between two quality types is low, the foreign

entrant will enter into both markets. However, if two product types are more ho-

mogeneous, the foreign entrant will tend to enter into only one market.

Table 2.2 gives numeric examples for the Proposition 1. The proof for Proposi-

tion 2 can be found in the Appendix.

Table 2.3: The Numeric Example for Proposition 2 (β > 1, γ = 1, δ = 1)

Cases V alues Subgame1 Subgame2 Subgame3

θ < 2− β θ = 0.2 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.17 qL,E = 0.31, qH,E = 0.1
β = 1.5 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.03 πB,E = 0.12

θ > 2− β θ = 0.8 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.07 qL,E = 0.78, qH,E < 0
β = 1.8 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.004 πB,E = 0.22

θ = 2− β θ = 0.5 qL,E = 0.33 qH,E = 0.17 qL,E = 0.33, qH,E = 0
β = 1.5 πL,E = 0.11 πH,E = 0.03 πB,E = 0.11

Proposition 3. If two firms are asymmetric in the sense that the foreign entrant
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is more cost-effective in producing low-quality good (0 < γ < 1), in SPNE the

foreign entrant’s entry decision depends on the relationship between γ and θ. If

θ < 1/(2− γ), the foreign entrant will enter into both markets. If θ > 1/(2− γ), the

foreign entrant will only produce the low-quality products. However, if θ = 1/(2−γ),

the foreign entrant is indifferent between entering into only the low-quality market

or both markets.

Proposition 3 discusses the case when the foreign entrant is more cost-effective

in producing the low-quality products than the domestic incumbent. The conclu-

sion in Proposition 3 reinforces the first two propositions, which is also in line with

Johnson and Myatt (2003) and Chisholm and Norman (2012). When two product

types are more heterogeneous, the foreign entrant inclines to enter into both mar-

kets. Otherwise, it will most likely to focus on one market.

Table 2.3 gives numeric examples for the Proposition 1. The proof for Proposi-

tion 3 can be found in the Appendix.

Table 2.4: The Numeric Example for Proposition 3 (0 < γ < 1, β = 1, δ = 1)

Cases V alues Subgame1 Subgame2 Subgame3

θ < 1/(2− γ) θ = 0.2 qL,E = 0.4 qH,E = 0.33 qL,E = 0.34, qH,E = 0.26
γ = 0.8 πL,E = 0.16 πH,E = 0.11 πB,E = 0.23

θ > 1/(2− γ) θ = 0.6 qL,E = 0.6 qH,E = 0.33 qL,E = 0.63, qH,E < 0
γ = 0.2 πL,E = 0.36 πH,E = 0.11 πB,E = 0.36

θ = 1/(2− γ) θ = 0.8 qL,E = 0.42 qH,E = 0.33 qL,E = 0.42, qH,E = 0
γ = 0.75 πL,E = 0.17 πH,E = 0.11 πB,E = 0.17

2.5 An Extension

On the international trade market, governments always erect trade barriers to

protect domestic firms. Trade barriers benefit domestic producers, but harm do-

mestic consumers. Under what circumstance should the government erect trade

barrier to increase domestic welfare? In this study, I consider the case when the

foreign entrant incurs a tariff imposed by the domestic government when selling in

the domestic market. Let t represent the tariff imposed by the domestic government
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on each unit of foreign imports. We call this type of tariff “unit tariff”. The unit

tariff is adopted by governments because of administrative advantages as it is easy

to measure quantities of the product or service being sold. For simplicity, I assume

that the domestic government imposes the same tariff per unit across both varieties.

The simulation results suggest, to increase domestic welfare, the government should

allow cost-effective foreign entrants to enter, but keep cost-ineffective ones out of

the domestic market.

The cost function of the foreign entrant changes while it remains the same for

the domestic incumbent.

C(qL,E , qH,E) = (cL,E + t)qL,E + (cH,E + t)qH,E , 0 < t < 1. (2.85)

Assume that the government impose the tariff before the foreign entrant enters.

Thus, the two-stage game extends to a three-stage game.

(1) In the first stage, the domestic government imposes a unit tariff t for each

unit regardless of the quality type;

(2) In the second stage, the foreign entrant decides which market(s) to enter;

(3) In the third stage, the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant compete

on quantities in one or both markets contingent on the foreign entrant’s entry deci-

sion.

The figure below shows the game with three players: the domestic government,

the foreign entrant, and the domestic incumbent. There are four subgames in the

game. The foreign entrant’s payoff is measured by its profit level. The foreign en-

trant’s goal is to maximize the profit, while the domestic government’s goal is to

choose a tariff rate to maximize the social welfare. The domestic welfare (DW) is

defined as the consumer surplus CS, the domestic firm’s profit πB,I where the sub-

script B refers to both markets, and the domestic government’s income from tariffs

T .

DW = CS + πB,I + T. (2.86)
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Figure 2.2: The Incumbent-Entrant Game in the Extended Cournot Model
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Given the utility function in Eq. (2.1) and the inverse demand functions Eq.

(2.8) and Eq. (2.9), the consumer surplus can be derived as,

CS = aHqH + aLqL −
1

2
(q2H + 2θqHqL + q2L)− pHqH − pLqL

=
1

2
(q2H + q2L) + θqHqL.

With a unit tariff rate imposed, the profit functions of the foreign entrant in

different subgames become,

πL,E =
1

9
(2(VL,E − t)− VL,I)2 ,

πH,E =
1

9
(2(VH,E − t)− VH,I)2 ,

πB,E =
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2(VL,E − t)− VL,I)(θVH,I − VL,I − 2θ(VH,E − t) + 2(VL,E − t))]

+
1

9(1− θ2)
[(2(VH,E − t)− VH,I)(θVL,I − VH,I + 2(VH,E − t)− 2θ(VL,E − t))] ,

πO,E = 0.

The domestic welfare functions corresponding to the foreign entrant’s different
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strategies are,

DWL =
4(1 − θ2)(VL,E − t)2 + 9V 2

H,I + 8(1 − θ2)VL,I(VL,E − t) + (4 + 5θ2)V 2
L,I − 18θVL,IVH,I

72(1 − θ2)

+
1

12(1 − θ2)
[(VH,I − θVL,I)(3VH,I + θVL,I − 2θ(VL,E − t))]

+
1

18(1 − θ2)

[
((VL,E − t) − 2VL,I)(3θVH,I − 4VL,I + θ2VL,I + 2(VL,E − t) − 2θ2(VL,E − t))

]
+
t(2(VL,E − t) − VL,I)

3
,

DWH =
4(1 − θ2)(VH,E − t)2 + 9V 2

L,I + 8(1 − θ2)VH,I(VH,E − t) + (4 + 5θ2)V 2
H,I − 18θVH,IVL,I

72(1 − θ2)

+
1

12(1 − θ2)
[(VL,I − θVH,I)(θVH,I + 3VL,I − 2θ(VH,E − t))]

+
1

18(1 − θ2)

[
((VH,E − t) − 2VH,I)(3θVL,I − 4VH,I + θ2VH,I + 2(VH,E − t) − 2θ2(VH,E − t))

]
+
t(2(VH,E − t) − VH,I)

3
,

DWB =
(VH,I + (VH,E − t))2 − 2θ(VL,I + (VL,E − t))(VH,I + (VH,E − t)) + (VL,I + (VL,E − t))2

18(1 − θ2)

+
((VL,E − t) − 2VL,I)(2θVH,I − 2VL,I − θ(VH,E − t) + (VL,E − t))

9(1 − θ2)

+
((VH,E − t) − 2VH,I)(2θVL,I − 2VH,I − θ(VL,E − t) + (VH,E − t))

9(1 − θ2)

+
t (2(VH,E − t) + 2(VL,E − t) − VH,I − VL,I)

3(1 + θ)
,

DWO =
3V 2

H,I − 6θVH,IVL,I + 3V 2
L,I

8(1 − θ2)
.

With different values of VH,E , VL,E , VH,I , and VL,I , there will be different SPNE.

The figure below shows the foreign entrant’s profit curves from different entry strat-

egy, and corresponding domestic welfare with different parameter values. In

Simulation 1, the foreign entrant is more cost-effective in producing the low-quality

product, while having the same marginal cost in producing the high-quality product.

In SPNE, the domestic government will maximize the domestic welfare by imposing

a tariff of 50 per unit, and the foreign entrant is indifferent between entering into

the low-quality market or both markets as both strategies give the same profit level.

In Simulation 2, the foreign entrant is less cost-effective in producing the high-

quality product, while having the same marginal cost in producing the low-quality

product. In SPNE, the domestic government would charge a lower tariff at 30 per

unit and the foreign entrant may choose to enter into only the low-quality market

or both markets.
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Figure 2.3: The Simulation Results in the Extended Cournot Model
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Simulation 3: V_LE = 140; V_HE = 200; V_LI=80; V_HI = 140; theta = 0.5; 
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In Simulation 3, the foreign entrant is more cost-effective in producing both

products than the domestic incumbent. The domestic welfare is maximized when

the tariff rate is 50, and the foreign entrant would choose to enter into both markets.

In Simulation 4, the foreign entrant is less cost-effective in producing both prod-

ucts than the domestic incumbent. In SPNE, the domestic government would impose

a tariff of 30 and keep the foreign entrant out of the domestic market.

2.6 Conclusion

The objective of this paper has been to fill a gap in the literature on the impact

of the degree of substitutability on the foreign entrant’s entry decision under the

context of Cournot competition between multi-product firms with asymmetric costs.

Using a two-stage game theory model, I have been able to show that in the subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium when the degree of substitutability is high (i.e., goods are

more homogeneous), the foreign entrant tends to enter into only one market. How-

ever, when the degree of substitutability is low (i.e., goods are more heterogeneous),

the foreign entrant would enter into both markets. I also extended the two-stage

benchmark model by considering the government’s trade policy. The simulation

results suggest that, to increase the domestic welfare, the government should allow

cost-effective foreign entrants to enter, but keep the cost-ineffective ones out of the

domestic market.

2.7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: The foreign entrant has three strategies to choose from: en-

tering into the low-quality market, the high-quality market, or both markets. It will

adopt a strategy that gives the highest profit. Below is a list of the foreign entrant’s

profits associated with each of these three strategies if two firms are symmetric, i.e.,
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β = 1 and γ = 1.

πL,E =
1

9
, (2.87)

πH,E =
δ2

9
, (2.88)

πB,E =
1− 2θδ + δ2

9(1− θ2)
. (2.89)

If θ 6= δ, πB,E is always higher than πL,E or πH,E , suggesting that the foreign

entrant will enter into both markets. Meanwhile, we need to make sure that the equi-

librium quantities qL,E and qH,E non-negative. Thus, two inequalities Eq.(2.73)and

Eq.(2.74) on page 31 must hold. As γ = 1 and β = 1, Eq.(2.73)and Eq.(2.74) are

simplified as,

θδ < 1,

δ > θ.

The condition that ensures the above two inequalities to hold is θ < δ < 1/θ. If

δ > 1/θ, the quantity of the low-quality products, qL,E , would be negative. If θ > δ,

the quantity of the high-quality products, qH,E , would be negative. So, in SPNE,

the foreign entrant will enter into both markets if and only if θ < δ < 1/θ.

When θ = δ, the foreign entrant would find that πL,E = πB,E , indicating that it

makes the same level of profit by entering into only the low-quality market or both

markets.

Proof of Proposition 2: When two firms are asymmetric in the sense that the do-

mestic incumbent is more cost-effective in producing the high-quality products, we

have β = VH,I/VH,E > 1, γ = VL,I/VL,E = 1, and δ = VH,E/VL,E = 1. Below is a

list of the foreign entrant’s profits associated with each of these three strategies.
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πL,E =
1

9
, (2.90)

πH,E =
(β − 2)2

9
, (2.91)

πB,E =
β2 − 4β − 4θ + 2θβ + 5

9(1− θ2)
. (2.92)

If θ 6= 2−β, πB,E is always higher than πL,E or πH,E , suggesting that the foreign

entrant will enter into both markets. Meanwhile, to ensure that the quantities

qL,E and qH,E are non-negative in the equilibrium, two inequalities Eq.(2.73)and

Eq.(2.74) on page 31 must hold. As γ = 1 and δ = 1, Eq.(2.73)and Eq.(2.74) are

simplified as,

θ(2− β) < 1,

2− β > θ.

The condition that ensures the above two inequalities to hold is θ < 2−β < 1/θ.

If θ > 2 − β, the quantity of the high-quality products, qH,E , would be negative.

Since 2−β is always less than 1/θ, in SPNE, the foreign entrant will enter into both

markets as long as θ < 2− β.

When θ = 2 − β, the foreign entrant would find that πL,E = πB,E , indicating

that it makes the same level of profit by entering into only the low-quality market

or both markets.

Proof of Proposition 3: When two firms are asymmetric in the sense that the foreign

entrant is more cost-effective in producing the low-quality products, there will be

that 0 < γ = VL,I/VL,E < 1,β = VH,I/VH,E = 1, and δ = VH,E/VL,E = 1. Below is

a list of the foreign entrant’s profits associated with each of these three strategies.
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πL,E =
(γ − 2)2

9
, (2.93)

πH,E =
1

9
, (2.94)

πB,E =
γ2 − 4γ − 4θ + 2θγ + 5

9(1− θ2)
. (2.95)

If θ 6= 1/(2 − γ), the profit from both markets πB,E is always higher than πL,E

or πH,E , suggesting that the foreign entrant will enter into both markets. If the

quantities qL,E and qH,E are to be non-negative in the equilibrium, Eq.(2.73)and

Eq.(2.74) on page 31 must hold. As β = 1 and δ = 1, Eq.(2.73)and Eq.(2.74) are

simplified as,

2− γ > θ,

θ(2− γ) < 1.

The condition that ensures the above two inequalities to hold is θ < 1/(2− γ) <

1/θ. If 1/(2 − γ) > 1/θ, the quantity of the low-quality products, qL,E , turns

negative. If θ > 1/(2 − γ), the quantity of the high-quality products, qH,E , turns

negative. So, in SPNE, the foreign entrant will enter into both markets if and only

if θ < 1/(2− γ) < 1/θ.

If θ = 1/(2 − γ), the foreign entrant would find that πL,E = πB,E , thus it is

indifferent in entering into only the low-quality market or both markets.
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CHAPTER 3
PRODUCT LINE RIVALRY UNDER BERTRAND COMPETITION

3.1 Introduction

In the Cournot model, I analyzed a multiproduct duopoly with asymmetric

costs that compete on quantity in an interacted market with high- and low-quality

segments, and solved for the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium with different cost

structures for the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant. In addition, I studied

the government’s optimal policy when it aims to maximize domestic welfare and how

does the government’s policy affect the foreign entrant’s entry decisions. In chapter

4, I would like to find out if the foreign entrant changes its strategy when it competes

with the domestic incumbent on prices. Furthermore, I will provide a thorough

analysis on the implications of the government trade policy. In the benchmark

model, a multiproduct Bertrand duopoly model will be presented. The benchmark

model allows for the interactions between the high- and low-quality markets, and

heterogeneity between the two firms in terms of marginal costs. In the extension

of the model, I study the impact of the domestic government’s trade policy on the

foreign entrant’s entry decision.

3.2 The Benchmark Bertrand Model

Similar to the game in the Cournot model, the domestic incumbent operates in

both markets before the foreign entrant enters. The foreign entrant, knowing the

domestic incumbent’s presence in both markets, may decide to enter into the low-

quality, or high-quality, or both markets. After the foreign entrant enters, two firms

engage in price competition. So in the first stage, the foreign entrant decides which

market(s) to enter. In the second stage, the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant compete on price in one or both markets contingent on the foreign entrant’s

entry decision.

Fig. 3.1 shows the game played by the domestic incumbent and the foreign en-

trant. There are four subgames in the game. The payoffs are measured by the firms’
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profit level. To solve for the equilibrium, I first compute two firms’ profits at the

last stage of the game. The foreign entrant will enter into a market(s) that gives

the highest profit. If the profit is less than zero, the foreign entrant will stay out.

Subgame 1: The Foreign Entrant Enters in the Low-Quality Market Only.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant

enters in. When the foreign entrant only enters into the low-quality market, two

firms compete on the low-quality market, but the domestic incumbent remains the

monopoly in the high-quality market.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows:

pH = aH − qH,I − θ(qL,I + qL,E), (3.1)

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θqH,I . (3.2)

From Eq. (3.2), we get,

qL,I + qL,E = aL − pL − θqH,I . (3.3)

Substitute Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.1),

pH = aH − qH,I − θ(aL − pL − θqH,I)

= (aH − θaL)− (1− θ2)qH,I + θpL. (3.4)

From Eq. (3.4), we get,

qH,I =


(aH − pH)− θ(aL − pL)

1− θ2
if (aH − pH) > θ(aL − pL)

0 otherwise
(3.5)

Given the quantity of high-quality products from Eq. (3.5), the domestic incum-
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Figure 3.1: The Incumbent-Entrant Game in the Benchmark Bertrand Model
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bent’s profit function from the high-quality market is,

πH,I = (pH − cH,I)
(aH − pH)− θ(aL − pL)

1− θ2

=
(pH − cH,I)(aH − pH)− θ(pH − cH,I)(aL − pL)

1− θ2
. (3.6)

As the monopoly, the domestic incumbent chooses its price of the high-quality

product to maximize profit assuming that the price of the low-quality product is

constant.

∂πH,I
∂pH

=
aH − 2pH − θaL + θpL + cH,I

1− θ2
= 0, (3.7)

∂2πH,I
∂2pH

= − 2

1− θ2
< 0. (3.8)

As the second-order condition is negative for all pH , the profit function must be

a strictly concave function.

From Eq.(3.7), we get,

pH =
1

2
[θpL + cH,I + (aH − θaL)]

=
1

2
[(aH + cH,I)− θ(aL − pL)] . (3.9)

Substitute Eq.(3.9) into Eq.(3.1),

1

2
[(aH + cH,I)− θ(aL − pL)] = aH − qH,I − θ(qL,I + qL,E),

qH,I = aH − θ(qL,I + qL,E)− 1

2
[(aH + cH,I)− θ(aL − pL)] . (3.10)

Substitute Eq.(3.10) into Eq.(3.2),

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ
[
aH − θ(qL,I + qL,E)− 1

2
(aH + cH,I) +

θ

2
(aL − pL)

]
= aL − (1− θ2)(qL,I + qL,E)− θaH +

θ

2
(aH + cH,I)−

θ2

2
(aL − pL). (3.11)
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Let QL = qL,I + qL,E , we have,

pL = aL −QL − θaH + θ2QL +
θ

2
(aH + cH,I)−

θ2

2
(aL − pL)

= (1− θ2

2
)aL − (1− θ2)QL −

θ

2
(aH − cH,I) +

θ2

2
pL. (3.12)

From Eq. (3.12), we obtain,

QL =


(2− θ2)(aL − pL)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aL − pL) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

(3.13)

As in the Cournot model, let Vi,I = ai−ci,I and Vi,E = ai−ci,E , where i = H,L.

For the duopolists, if Vi,I/Vi,E < 1, the domestic incumbent is less cost-effective

than the foreign entrant in terms of cost per unit of quality supplied, i.e., the foreign

entrant enjoys absolute advantage in the products with quality i. If Vi,I/Vi,E = 1,

firms are symmetric, i.e., having the same marginal cost in producing products

of quality i. If Vi,I/Vi,E > 1, the domestic incumbent is more cost-effective than

the foreign entrant in terms of cost per unit of quality supplied, i.e., the domestic

incumbent enjoys absolute advantage in the product with quality i. If Vi,I/Vi,E goes

to infinity, the gap of the cost margin between the two firms becomes so high that

the cost-ineffective firm (i.e., the foreign entrant) in not active in the market.

In this game, when two firms charge the same price, they would split the market

equally. If one firm charges a price higher than the other, the latter would capture

the entire market while the former sells nothing. As the domestic incumbent’s costs

in producing both varieties may well differ from those of the foreign entrant, next

I will discuss different cases in each subgame and derive Nash equilibrium in each

case. The Nash equilibrium in different cases depends on the relationship between

the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price and the cost-ineffective firm’s price,

which is equal to its marginal cost in Nash equilibrium. I will demonstrate this

point with an example in which the foreign entrant only enters into the low-quality

market and it enjoys cost advantage in producing the low-quality product than the
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domestic incumbent.

Figure 3.2 shows the foreign entrant’s demand curve where pL,I is the domestic

incumbent’s price for the low-quality product. If the foreign entrant charges a price

higher than pL,I , it won’t be able to sell any product, and thus the demand curve

goes along the vertical axis. If it charges a price equal to pL,I , they split the market

equally. But if it charges a price lower than pL,I , the foreign entrant will capture

the entire market.

In Figure 3.3, the price is on the horizontal axis and the profit is on the vertical

axis. In the Bertrand model, the foreign entrant’s profit function is concave. If the

foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage over the domestic incumbent in producing the

low-quality product, in Nash equilibrium the domestic incumbent charges a price

pL,I equal to its marginal cost cL,I . The foreign entrant’s equilibrium price would

depend on the relationship between its profit-maximizing price and the domestic

incumbent’s marginal cost. If the foreign entrant’s profit-maximizing price pML,E is

higher than the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost cL,I , i.e., pML,E ≥ cL,I , the foreign

entrant will charge a price slightly lower than the domestic incumbent’s marginal

cost, pL,E = cL,I − ε (see the graph on the left in Fig. 3.3). If the foreign entrant’s

profit-maximizing price pML,E is lower than the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost

cL,I , i.e., pML,E < cL,I , the foreign entrant will charge a price equal to its profit-

maximizing price, pML,E (see the graph on the right in Fig. 3.3). In such a case, the

foreign entrant makes a lower profit by charging pL,E = cL,I − ε than charging the

profit-maximizing price, pML,E .

As the duopolists’ marginal costs are undetermined, there would be various

Nash Equilibria depending on the relative marginal costs of the two firms and the

relationship between the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price and the cost-

ineffective firm’s marginal cost in each subgame. The Nash equilibria in different

cases are summarized in Lemma 1.1 through Lemma 1.5.

First, suppose that the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price is higher than

or equal to the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost of producing the low-quality

product.
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Figure 3.2: The Foreign Entrant’s Demand and Profit Curves

                                  Figure 3.2 The Foreign Entrant's Demand Curve (pL,I = cL,I ) 
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Lemma 1.1: If cL,I > cL,E and pML,E ≥ cL,I , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pL,I = cL,I ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2− θ2)(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

Remark 1. When the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost in producing the low-

quality product is higher than the foreign entrant and its marginal cost in producing

the low-quality product is lower than the foreign entrant’s profit-maximizing price ,

in the Nash equilibrium, the foreign entrant will charge a price slightly lower than

the marginal cost of the domestic incumbent to drive the latter out of the market.

As a result, the foreign entrant captures the entire low-quality market, while the

domestic incumbent produces zero low-quality products.

Proof. To begin, note that the domestic incumbent setting its price equal to cL,I

and the foreign entrant charging a price slightly lower than cL,I is indeed a Nash

equilibrium. At these prices, the foreign entrant earns positive economic profit while

the domestic incumbent earn zero profit. For the domestic incumbent, if it lowers

the price, it will incur a loss. But by raising its price above cL,I , it makes no sales,

thereby still earns zero. For the foreign entrant, if it lowers the price, its profit

will decrease (see the graph on the left in Fig. 3.3). Please note that the foreign

entrant’s profit will decrease only when pML,E ≥ cL,I . If pML,E < cL,I , the foreign

entrant will make more profit by charging its profit-maximizing price, pML,E . On the

contrary, if the foreign entrant raises price above cL,I , it will lose sales to the domestic

incumbent. Thus, neither firm can gain by deviating from this equilibrium.

Next, I will calculate the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant’s equilib-

rium profits in this case. To simplify the calculation without any loss of generality,

I assume that ε = 0, and the same rule applies to all of the following cases.
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Given Eq.(3.1), Eq.(3.5), and equilibrium prices and quantities from the low-

quality market,

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

(3.14)

As the domestic incumbent does not supply any low-quality products, its profit

only comes from the high-quality market. From Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.14), we get,

πH,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=
[(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)]2

4(1− θ2)

=
(VH,I − θVL,I)2

4(1− θ2)
.

The foreign entrant captures the entire low-quality market. Given the equilib-

rium price and non-negative quantity, its profit will be

πL,E = (pL − cL,E) qL,E

=
(cL,I − cL,E)

[
(2− θ2)(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,E − VL,I)

[
(2− θ2)VL,I − θVH,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

Lemma 1.2: If cL,I < cL,E and pML,I ≥ cL,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pL,I = cL,E − ε,

qL,E = 0,

qL,I =


(2 − θ2) (aL − cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2) (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

Remark 2. When the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost in producing the low-

quality product is lower than that of the foreign entrant and the domestic incumbent’s

profit-maximizing price is higher than the foreign entrant’s marginal cost in produc-
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ing the low-quality products, the domestic incumbent will charge a price slightly lower

than the marginal cost of the foreign entrant. As a result, the domestic incumbent

captures the entire low-quality market, while the foreign entrant produces zero low-

quality products.

The domestic incumbent is thus a monopoly in both the high- and low-quality

market. Its profit from both markets is,

πB,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I + (pL − cL,I)qL,I

=
[(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E))]2

4(1− θ2)

+
(cL,E − cL,I)

[
(2− θ2)(aL − cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θVL,E)2

4(1− θ2)
+

(VL,I − VL,E)
[
(2− θ2)VL,E − θVH,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

The foreign entrant’s profit from the low-quality market would be

πL,E = 0.

Next, I will look at several cases when the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing

price is lower than the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost in producing the low-

quality product.

Lemma 1.3: If cL,I > cL,E and pML,E < cL,I , the foreign entrant will charge its
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profit-maximizing price instead. In Nash equilibrium,

pL,E =
aL + cL,E

2
−
θ(aH − cH,I)

2(2− θ2)
,

pL,I = cL,I ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2− θ2)

(
aL − cL,E

)
− θ(aH − cH,I)

4(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)

(
aL − cL,E

)
> θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(4− 3θ2)(aH − cH,I)

4(2− θ2)(1− θ2)
−
θ(aL − cL,E)

4(1− θ2)
if (4− 3θ2)(aH − cH,I) > (2θ − θ3)(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πL,E =


[
(2− θ2)(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)

]2
8(2− θ2)(1− θ2)

if (2− θ2)
(
aL − cL,E

)
> θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

Lemma 1.4: If cL,I < cL,E and pML,I < cL,E , the domestic incumbent will charge its

profit-Maximizing price instead. In Nash equilibrium,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pL,I =
aL + cL,I

2
−
θ(aH − cH,I)

2(2− θ2)
,

qL,I =
2− θ2

2(1− θ2)
(aL − pL)−

θ(aH − cH,I)
2(1− θ2)

=
(2− θ2)(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

4(1− θ2)
,

qL,E = 0,

πL,E = 0.

If two firms have the same marginal cost in producing the low-quality product,

the Nash equilibrium will not be affected by the relationship between one firm’s

profit-maximizing price and the other firm’s marginal cost.
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Lemma 1.5: If cL,I = cL,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,E = pL,I = cL,I = cL,E ,

qL,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

Remark 3. When two firms have the same marginal cost in producing the low-

quality product, they would charge a price equal to their marginal cost, and split the

market equally between themselves irrespective of the relationship between the cost-

effective firm’s profit-maximizing price and the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost

of the low-quality products.

In the low-quality market, the domestic incumbent will make zero economic

profit as the price it charges equals the marginal cost. Thus, its profit only comes

from the high-quality market.

πH,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=
[(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)]2

4(1− θ2)

=
(VH,I − θVL,I)2

4(1− θ2)
.

The foreign entrant’s profit from the low-quality market would be

πL,E = 0.

Subgame 2: The Foreign Entrant Enters in the High-Quality Market Only.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant en-

ters in. When the foreign entrant only enters into the high-quality market, two

firms compete on the high-quality market, but the domestic incumbent remains the

monopoly in the low-quality market.
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The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows,

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θqL,I , (3.15)

pL = aL − qL,I − θ(qH,I + qH,E). (3.16)

From Eq. (3.15), we get,

qH,I + qH,E = aH − pH − θqL,I . (3.17)

Substitute Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (3.16),

pL = aL − qL,I − θ(aH − pH − θqL,I)

= (aL − θaH)− (1− θ2)qL,I + θpH . (3.18)

From Eq. (3.18), we get,

qL,I =


(aL − pL)− θ(aH − pH)

1− θ2
if (aL − pL) > θ(aH − pH)

0 otherwise
(3.19)

As the foreign entrant only enters into the high-quality market, the domestic

incumbent remains the monopoly in the low-quality market. From Eq.(3.19), I can

derive the domestic incumbent’s profit function from the low-quality market as

πL,I = (pL − cL,I)
(aL − θaH) + θpH − pL

1− θ2

=
(pL − cL,I)(aL − θaH) + θpHpL − p2L − θpHcL,I + pLcL,I

1− θ2
. (3.20)

The domestic incumbent chooses its price of the low-quality products to maxi-

mize profit assuming that the price of the high-quality product is constant.
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∂πL,I
∂pL

=
1

1− θ2
[(aL − θaH) + θpH − 2pL + cL,I ] = 0, (3.21)

∂2πL,I
∂2pL

= − 2

1− θ2
< 0. (3.22)

As the second-order condition is negative for all pL, the profit function must be

a strictly concave function.

From Eq.(3.21), we get,

pL =
1

2
[(aL − θaH) + θpH + cL,I ]

=
aL + cL,I

2
− θ

2
(aH − pH). (3.23)

Substitute Eq.(3.23) into Eq.(3.18),

aL + cL,I
2

− θ

2
(aH − pH) = aL − qL,I − θ(qH,I + qH,E),

qL,I = aL − θ(qH,I + qH,E)−
aL + cL,I

2
+
θ

2
(aH − pH). (3.24)

Substitute Eq.(3.24) into Eq.(3.15),

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ
[
aL − θ(qH,I + qH,E)−

aL + cL,I
2

+
θ

2
(aH − pH)

]
= aH − (1− θ2)(qH,I + qH,E)− θaL +

θ(aL + cL,I)

2
− θ2

2
(aH − pH). (3.25)

Let QH = qH,I + qH,E , we have,

pH = aH −QH − θaL + θ2QH +
θ(aL + cL,I)

2
− θ2

2
(aH − pH)

= (1− θ2

2
)aH − (1− θ2)QH − θaL +

θ(aL + cL,I)

2
+

1

2
θ2pH . (3.26)
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QH =


(2− θ2)(aH − pH)− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aH − pH) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

(3.27)

The Nash equilibria in different cases are summarized in Lemma 2.1 through

Lemma 2.5. First I look at the case when the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing

price is higher than or equal to the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost in producing

the high-quality products.

Lemma 2.1: If cH,I > cH,E and pMH,E ≥ cH,I , in Nash equilibrium,

pH,E = cH,I − ε,

pH,I = cH,I ,

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

When the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost in producing the high-quality

product is higher than the foreign entrant, in Nash equilibrium, the foreign entrant

will charge a price that is slightly lower than the marginal cost of the domestic

incumbent. As a result, the foreign entrant captures the entire high-quality market,

while the domestic incumbent produces zero high-quality products.

From Eq. (3.18), Eq. (3.24), and the equilibrium prices and quantities from the

low-quality market, we obtain,

qL,I =
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
. (3.28)

As the domestic incumbent does not produce any high-quality products, its profit

only comes from the low-quality market. From Eq. (3.23) and Eq. (3.28), we derive
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the domestic incumbent’s profit function as,

πL,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I

=
[(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)]2

4(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θVH,I)2

4(1− θ2)
.

The foreign entrant captures the entire high-quality market. Given the equilib-

rium price and non-negative quantity, we can calculate its profit as,

πH,E = (pH − cH,E) qH,E

=

(
cH,I − cH,E)[(2− θ2)(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VH,E − VH,I)

[
(2− θ2)VH,I − θVL,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

Lemma 2.2: If cH,I < cH,E and pMH,I ≥ cH,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pH,E = cH,E

pH,I = cH,E − ε,

qH,E = 0,

qH,I =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

When the domestic incumbent’s marginal cost in producing the high-quality

product is lower than the foreign entrant, in Nash equilibrium the domestic incum-

bent will charge a price equal to the marginal cost of the foreign entrant. As a

result, the domestic incumbent captures the entire high-quality market, while the

foreign entrant produces zero high-quality products.

The domestic incumbent is a monopoly in both the high- and low-quality market.
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Its profit from both markets can be computed as,

πB,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I + (pL − cL,I)qL,I

=
[(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,E)]2

4(1− θ2)

+
(cH,E − cH,I)

[
(2− θ2)(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θVH,E)2

4(1− θ2)
+

(VH,I − VH,E)
[
(2− θ2)VH,E − θVL,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

The foreign entrant’s profit from the high-quality market would be

πH,E = 0.

Next I look at the cases when the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price

is lower than the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost in producing the high-quality

products.

Lemma 2.3: If cH,I > cH,E and pMH,E < cH,I , the foreign entrant will charge the

profit-maximizing price instead. In Nash equilibrium,

pH,E =
aH + cH,E

2
− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(2 − θ2)
,

pH,I = cH,I ,

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =


(2 − θ2) (aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

4(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2) (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πH,E =


[
(2 − θ2)VH,E − θVL,I

]2
8(2 − θ2)(1 − θ2)

if (2 − θ2) (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

Lemma 2.4: If cH,I < cH,E and pMH,I < cH,E , the domestic incumbent will charge
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the profit-maximizing price instead. In Nash equilibrium,

pH,E = cH,E ,

pH,I =
aH + cH,I

2
−
θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
,

qH,I =
2− θ2

2(1− θ2)
(aH − pH)−

θ(aL − cL,I)
1− θ2

=
(2− θ2)(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

4(1− θ2)
,

qH,E = 0,

πH,E = 0.

If two firms have the same marginal cost in producing the high-quality product,

the Nash equilibrium will not be affected the relationship between one firm’s profit-

maximizing price and the other firm’s marginal cost.

Lemma 2.5: If cH,I = cH,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pH,E = pH,I = cH,I = cH,E ,

qH,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

When two firms have the same marginal cost in the producing the high-quality

product, in Nash equilibrium they would charge a price equal to their marginal cost

and split the market equally between themselves.

As the domestic incumbent does not make any profit from the high-quality mar-

ket where the price equals its marginal cost, its profit only comes from the low-

quality market where it remains as a monopoly.

From Eq. (3.19), we may derive qL,I and πL,I as follows,

qL,I =
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
.
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πL,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I

=
[(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)]2

4(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θVH,I)2

4(1− θ2)
.

The foreign entrant’s profit from the high-quality market would be

πH,E = 0.

Subgame 3: The Foreign Entrant Enters into Both Markets.

The domestic incumbent operates in both markets before the foreign entrant enters

in. When the foreign entrant enters into both markets, two firms compete head-to-

head in both the high- and low-quality markets.

The inverse demand functions in both markets are thus defined as follows,

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ(qL,I + qL,E), (3.29)

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ(qH,I + qH,E). (3.30)

From Eq. (3.29), we get

qH,I + qH,E = aH − θ(qL,I + qL,E)− pH . (3.31)

Substitute Eq. (3.31) into Eq. (3.30), we obtain,

pL = aL − (qL,I + qL,E)− θ [aH − θ(qL,I + qL,E)− pH ]

= aL − (1− θ2)(qL,I + qL,E)− θ(aH − pH). (3.32)

Thus,

qL,I + qL,E =
(aL − pL)− θ(aH − pH)

1− θ2
. (3.33)
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QL =


(aL − pL)− θ(aH − pH)

1− θ2
if (aL − pL) > θ(aH − pH)

0 otherwise
(3.34)

From Eq. (3.30), we get

qL,I + qL,E = aL − pL − θ(qH,I + qH,E). (3.35)

Substitute Eq.(3.35) into Eq.(3.29),

pH = aH − (qH,I + qH,E)− θ [aL − pL − θ(qH,I + qH,E)]

= aH − (1− θ2)(qH,I + qH,E)− θ(aL − pL). (3.36)

From the equation above, we get,

QH =


(aH − pH)− θ(aL − pL)

1− θ2
if (aH − pH) > θ(aL − pL)

0 otherwise
(3.37)

The Nash equilibria in different cases are summarized in Lemma 3.1 through

Lemma 3.17. Similar to the first two subgames, I first look at the cases when

the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price is higher than or equal to the cost-

ineffective firm’s marginal cost in producing both varieties.

Lemma 3.1: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , also if pML,E ≥ cL,I and pMH,E ≥ cH,I , in
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Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E = cH,I − ε,

qL,I = 0,

qH,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
(cH,I − cH,E) [(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)]

1− θ2

+
(cL,I − cL,E) [(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)]

1− θ2
,

=
(VH,E − VH,I) (VH,I − θVL,I)

1− θ2
+

(VL,E − VL,I) (VL,I − θVH,I)
1− θ2

,

πB,I = 0.
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Lemma 3.2: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , also if pML,E ≥ cL,I , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pH,I = pH,E = cH,I = cH,E ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
(cL,I − cL,E) [(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)]

1− θ2
,

=
(VL,E − VL,I)(VL,I − θVH,E)

1− θ2
,

πB,I = 0.

Lemma 3.3: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , and also if pML,E ≥ cL,I and pMH,I ≥ cH,E ,
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in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pH,I = cH,E − ε,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E =
(cL,I − cL,E) [(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,E)]

1− θ2

=
(VL,E − VL,I)(VL,I − θVH,E)

1− θ2
,

πB,I =
(cH,E − cH,I) [(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I))]

1− θ2

=
(VH,I − VH,E)(VH,E − θVL,I)

1− θ2
.

Proof. In equilibrium, the firm that enjoys cost advantage would always set its

price slightly slower than the marginal cost of cost-ineffective firm if the former’s

profit-maximizing price is higher than the latter’s marginal cost. For the domestic

incumbent, in the low-quality market, if it sets a price higher than cL,I , it won’t be

able to make any sales. But if it charges a price lower than cL,I , it will incur a loss.

In the high-quality market, if the domestic incumbent raises the price above cH,E ,

it will lose sales to the foreign entrant. But if it lowers the price below cH,E − ε, its

profit decreases. Thus, the domestic incumbent has no incentive to deviate from the

equilibrium. For the foreign entrant, in the low-quality market, if it raises the price

above cL,I , it will lose the entire market to the domestic incumbent. But if it lowers

the price below cL,I −ε, its profit declines. In the high-quality market, if the foreign
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entrant sets a higher price, it sells nothing. But if it lower the price below cH,E ,

it incurs a loss. Therefore, the foreign entrant will not gain by deviating from the

equilibrium. In addition, the domestic incumbent has no incentive to subsidize the

low-quality market using the profit from the high-quality market because in such a

case its total profits from both markets will decrease. By subsidizing the low-quality

market, the domestic incumbent will charge a price lower than the foreign entrant’s

for the low-quality products. Let s stand for the amount of subsidy. To show that

the domestic incumbent won’t subsidize the low-quality market, we need to prove

that the domestic incumbent obtains higher profit when it does not subsidize than

the profit when it cross-subsidizes.

When the domestic incumbent subsidizes the low-quality market, it would charge

a price slightly lower than the foreign entrant. In the equilibrium below, all the

variables without superscript s refer the case when the domestic incumbent does

not subsidize. All the variables with superscript s stand for the case when it cross-
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subsidizes.

pL,I = cL,I ,

psL,I = cL,I − ε− s,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pH,I = cH,E − ε,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I = 0,

qsL,I =
aL − (cL,I − s)

1− θ2
−
θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
≥ 0,

qsL,E = 0,

qH,I =
aH − cH,E

1− θ2
−
θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2
≥ 0,

qsH,I =
aH − cH,E

1− θ2
−
θ(aL − (cL,I − s))

1− θ2
≥ 0,

qH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
(cH,E − cH,I) [(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I)]

1− θ2

=
(cH,E − cH,I) (aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
− θaL

1− θ2
+

θcL,I
1− θ2

,

πsB,I =
(cH,E − cH,I) [(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − (cL,I − s))]

1− θ2

+
[(cL,I − s)− cL,I ] [(aL − (cL,I − s))− θ(aH − cH,E)]

1− θ2

=
(cH,E − cH,I) (aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
− θaL

1− θ2
+
θ(cL,I − s)

1− θ2

+
[(cL,I − s)− cL,I ] [(aL − (cL,I − s))− θ(aH − cH,E)]

1− θ2
.

I mainly look at πB,I with πsB,I . It is obvious that
θcL,I
1− θ2

>
θ(cL,I − s)

1− θ2
. In

addition, since qL,I =
aL − cL,E

1− θ2
−
θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
≥ 0, I am able to conclude that

[(cL,I − s)− cL,I ] [(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)]

1− θ2
≤ 0. Therefore, we can determine

that πB,I > πsB,I , i.e., the domestic incumbent has no incentive to deviate by subsi-

dizing the low-quality market. The same rationale applies to the foreign entrant.
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Lemma 3.4: If cL,I = cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , and if pMH,E ≥ cH,I , in Nash equilib-

rium,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E = cH,I − ε,

qL,E =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,I =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
(cH,I − cH,E) [(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)]

1− θ2

=
(VH,E − VH,I)(VH,I − θVL,I)

1− θ2
,

πB,I = 0.

Lemma 3.5: If cL,I = cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , and also if pMH,I ≥ cH,E , in Nash
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equilibrium,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,E − ε,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
(cH,E − cH,I) [(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I)]

1− θ2

=
(VH,I − VH,E)(VH,E − θVL,I)

1− θ2
.

Lemma 3.6: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , and also if pML,I ≥ cL,E and pMH,E ≥ cH,I ,
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in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,E − ε,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E = cH,I − ε,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E = 0,

qH,I = 0,

qL,I =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
(cH,I − cH,E) [(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E)]

1− θ2

=
(VH,E − VH,I)(VH,I − θVL,E)

1− θ2
,

πB,I =
(cL,E − cL,I) [(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)]

1− θ2

=
(VL,I − VL,E)(VL,E − θVH,I)

1− θ2
.

Lemma 3.7: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , and also if pML,I ≥ cL,E , in Nash
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equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,E − ε,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I = pH,E = cH,I = cH,E ,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E = 0,

qH,I =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
(cL,E − cL,I) [(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)]

1− θ2

=
(VL,I − VL,E)(VL,E − θVH,I)

1− θ2
.

Lemma 3.8: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , and also if pML,I ≥ cL,E and pMH,I ≥ cH,E ,
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in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,E − ε,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,E − ε,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,E = 0,

qH,E = 0,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,E)

1− θ2
if (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
(cH,E − cH,I) [(aH − cH,E))− θ(aL − cL,E)]

1− θ2

+
(cL,E − cL,I) [(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)]

1− θ2
,

=
(VH,I − VH,E)(VH,E − θVL,E)

1− θ2
+

(VL,I − VL,E)(VL,E − θVH,E)

1− θ2
.

Next I study the cases when the cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price is

lower than the cost-ineffective firm’s marginal cost of producing both varieties.

Lemma 3.9: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , but if pML,E < cL,I and pMH,E < cH,I , in
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Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E =
aL + cL,E

2
,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E =
aH + cH,E

2
,

qL,I = 0,

qH,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,E)

2(1− θ2)
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


(aH − cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1− θ2)
if (aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
(aL − cL,E)2 − 2θ (aL − cL,E) (aH − cH,E) + (aH − cH,E)2

4(1− θ2)

=
V 2
L,E − 2θVL,EVH,E + V 2

H,E

4(1− θ2)
,

πB,I = 0.

Lemma 3.10: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , but if pML,E < cL,I , in Nash equilib-
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rium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E =
(aL + cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,E)

2
,

pH,I = pH,E = cH,I = cH,E ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,E) − θ (aH − cH,E)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aL − cL,E) > θ (aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
[(aL − cL,E) − θ (aH − cH,E)]2

4(1 − θ2)

=
(VL,E − θVH,E)2

4(1 − θ2)
,

πB,I = 0.

Lemma 3.11: If cL,I > cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , but if pML,E < cL,I and pMH,I < cH,E ,

in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E =
2(aL + cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,I) − θ2aL

4 − θ2
,

pH,I =
2(aH + cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,E) − θ2aH

4 − θ2
,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,I)

(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,E)

(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E =

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,I)

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

=

[
(2 − θ2)VL,E) − θVH,I

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

,

πB,I =

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,E)

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

.
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Lemma 3.12: If cL,I = cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , but if pMH,E < cH,I , in Nash equilib-

rium,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E =
(aH + cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,I)

2
,

qL,I =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =


(aH + cH,E)− θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1− θ2)
if (aH + cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

πB,E =
[(aH − cH,E)− θ (aL − cL,E)]2

4(1− θ2)
,

πB,I = 0.

Lemma 3.13: If cL,I = cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , and also if pMH,I < cH,E , in Nash
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equilibrium,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I =
(aH + cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2
,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

4(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

4(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
[(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)]2

4(1 − θ2)
,

πB,E = 0.

Lemma 3.14: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I > cH,E , and also if pML,I < cL,E and pMH,E <

cH,I , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I =
2(aL + cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,E) − θ2aL

4 − θ2
,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,I ,

pH,E =
2(aH + cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I) − θ2aH

4 − θ2
,

qL,I =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,E)

(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qL,E = 0,

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πB,E =

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

=

[
(2 − θ2)VH,E − θVL.I

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

,

πB,I =

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,E)

]2
(1 − θ2)(4 − θ2)2

.
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Lemma 3.15: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , and also if pML,I < cL,E , in Nash

equilibrium,

pL,I =
(aL + cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2
,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I = pH,E = cH,I = cH,E ,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E = 0,

qH,I =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

4(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

4(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
[(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)]2

4(1 − θ2)
.

Lemma 3.16: If cL,I < cL,E and cH,I < cH,E , and also if pML,I < cL,E and pMH,I <
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cH,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I =
aL + cL,I

2
,

pL,E = cL,E ,

pH,I =
aH + cH,I

2
,

pH,E = cH,E ,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E = 0,

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =
(aL − cL,I)2 − 2θ(aL − cL,I)(aH − cH,I) + (aH − cH,I)2

4(1− θ2)
.

Finally, when two firms have the same marginal cost in producing both vari-

eties, we can derive the Nash equilibrium irrespective of the relationship between

one firm’s profit-maximizing price and the other firm’s marginal cost.
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Lemma 3.17: If cL,I = cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , in Nash equilibrium,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I = pH,E = cH,I = cH,E ,

qL,I =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πB,E = 0,

πB,I = 0.

Proof. To prove that no firm has an incentive to deviate from the equilibrium,

we need to show that the firm that deviates incurs a loss. Suppose the foreign

entrant decides to deviate by charging a price lower than the equilibrium price in

the high-quality market. Let s represent the foreign entrant’s subsidy per unit on
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the high-quality products, we obtain,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E ,

pH,I = cH,I ,

psH,E = cH,I − s,

qL,I = qL,E =
1

2

[
aL − cL,I

1− θ2
−
θ(aH − (cH,I − s))

1− θ2

]
,

qH,I = 0,

qH,E =
aH − (cH,I − s)

1− θ2
−
θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2
,

πsB,E = [(cH,I − s)− cH,E ]

[
aH − (cH,I − s)

1− θ2
−
θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
,

πB,I = 0.

Since cH,I = cH,E + t, it is obvious that (cH,I − s) − cH,E < 0. As qH,E =

aH − (cH,I − s)
1− θ2

−
θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2
≥ 0, we can determine that πsB,E ≤ 0, i.e., the

foreign entrant has no incentive to deviate by subsidizing the high-quality market.

The same rationale applies to the domestic incumbent.

Subgame 4: The Foreign Entrant stays out.

If the foreign entrant stays out, the domestic incumbent becomes the monopoly

in both markets. In the domestic market, the domestic incumbent will charge the

profit-maximizing price pL,I , and pH,I .

The inverse demand functions in both markets are defined as follows:

pH = aH − qH,I − θqL,I , (3.38)

pL = aL − qL,I − θqH,I . (3.39)

From Eq. (3.38) we get,

qH,I = aH − pH − θqL,I . (3.40)
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Substitute Eq. (3.40) into Eq. (3.39) and re-arrange it,

qL,I =
(aL − pL)− θ(aH − pH)

1− θ2
. (3.41)

Substitute Eq. (3.41) into Eq. (3.40) and re-arrange it,

qH,I =
(aH − pH)− θ(aL − pL)

1− θ2
. (3.42)

The domestic incumbent’s profit function is,

πB,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I + (pH − cH,I)qH,I , (3.43)

= (pL − cL,I)
(aL − pL) − θ(aH − pH)

1 − θ2
+ (pH − cH,I)

(aH − pH) − θ(aL − pL)

1 − θ2
.

Take derivative of πB,I with respect to pL and pH , we get,

pL =
aL + cL,I

2
, (3.44)

and

pH =
aH + cH,I

2
. (3.45)

Substitute Eq. (3.44) and Eq. (3.45) into Eq. (3.41) and Eq. (3.42), we obtain,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

(3.46)

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

(3.47)

Substituting the above price and quantity equations into Eq. (3.43). The do-
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mestic incumbent’s profit from both markets is thus derived as,

πB,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I + (pL − cL,I)qL,I (3.48)

=
(aH − cH,I)2 − 2θ(aH − cH,I)(aL − cL,I) + (aL − cL,I)2

4(1− θ2)

=
V 2
H,I − 2θVH,IVL,I + V 2

L,I

4(1− θ2)
.

As the foreign entrant stayed out, it would not make any profit from the domes-

tic market. Thus, its profit πO,E = 0.

3.3 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium of the Model

Similar to the Cournot model, I will mainly focus on two scenarios. The first

scenario is when two firms have the same marginal cost in producing both quality

types. And the second scenario is when one firm is more cost-effective in producing

one quality type than the other.

3.3.1 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium with Symmetric Firm Cost-Effectiveness

First, I study a market in which both the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant have the same marginal cost in producing both varieties. i.e. two firms are

symmetric. If β = VH,I/VH,E = 1 and γ = VL,I/VL,E = 1, two firms are equally

cost-effective in producing both varieties. If β and γ are greater than 1, the domestic

incumbent enjoys cost advantage in making both varieties than the foreign entrant.

If β and γ are less than 1, the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage in producing

both varieties than the domestic incumbent. Furthermore, as δ = VH,E/VL,E , we

can derive that VH,I/VL,I = (β/γ)δ.

Case 1: cL,I = cL,E and cH,I = cH,E

When two firms have the same marginal cost in producing both varieties and com-

peting on prices, the foreign entrant’s profit from entering into the low, high, or
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both markets are as follows:

πL,E = 0

πH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0.

Proposition 4. If two firms have the same marginal cost in producing two varieties,

the foreign entrant make zero economic profit in all three subgames when firms com-

pete on the price. As a result, it is indifferent in choosing any of the three strategies

or staying out.

Remark 4. When two firms have the same marginal cost in producing both varieties,

the SPNE in the Bertrand model differs significantly from that of the Cournot model.

In the Cournot model, the foreign entrant still enters into either one or both markets

depending on the relative marginal costs between two firms and the degree of product

differentiation. In addition, it is able to make positive profit upon entry. However,

in the Bertrand model the foreign entrant makes zero economic profit no matter

which market(s) it enters.

3.3.2 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium with Asymmetric Firm

Cost-Effectiveness

Second, I study a market in which the domestic incumbent and the foreign

entrant have different marginal cost in the production of both varieties. Here I

focus on two interesting cases. In one case, the domestic incumbent is less cost-

effective in producing the low-quality good than the foreign entrant, i.e., 0 < γ < 1.

In the other case, the domestic incumbent enjoys cost advantage in producing the

high-quality goods than the foreign entrant, i.e., β > 1.

To simplify the analysis, let
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β =
VH,I
VH,E

, (3.49)

γ =
VL,I
VL,E

, (3.50)

δ =
VH,E
VL,E

. (3.51)

First, I solve for the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium assuming that the for-

eign entrant’s profit-maximizing prices are higher than the domestic incumbent’s

marginal costs in both markets, i.e., pML,E ≥ cL,I and pMH,E ≥ cH,I .

Case 2: cL,I > cL,E and cH,I = cH,E (pML,E ≥ cL,I and pMH,E ≥ cH,I)
Before solving for the SPNE, we need to make sure that all quantities are non-

negative in each subgame. Since cL,I > cL,E and cH,I = cH,E , we can determine

that 0 < γ < 1 and β = 1.

In Subgame 1, the foreign entrant only enters into the low-quality market.

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

In Subgame 1, the domestic incumbent does not supply any low-quality prod-

ucts, so the foreign entrant becomes the only supplier of the low-quality products.

However, the domestic incumbent remains the monopoly in the high-quality market.

To have non-negative qL,E and qH,I , two conditions must be met:

(2− θ2)VL,I > θVH,I ,

VH,I > θVL,I .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two
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inequalities to

θβδ

2− θ2
< γ <

βδ

θ
. (3.52)

Thus, as long as the above condition is met, the quantities in Subgame 1 are all

non-negative.

In Subgame 2, the foreign entrant only enters into the high-quality market.

qH,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

In Subgame 2, the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant share the high-

quality market and both of them make zero economic profit. However, the domestic

incumbent remains the monopoly in the low-quality market. To have non-negative

qH,E , qH,I , and qL,I , two conditions must be met:

(2− θ2)VH,I > θVL,I ,

VL,I > θVH,I .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two

inequalities to

θβδ < γ <
(2− θ2)βδ

θ
. (3.53)

If the above condition is met, the quantities in Subgame 2 are all non-negative.
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In Subgame 3 when the foreign entrant enters into both markets,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − cH,I)

1− θ2
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − cL,I)

1− θ2

]
if (aH − cH,I) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

In Subgame 3, the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant share the high-

quality market but both of them make zero economic profit. In the low-quality

market, the foreign entrant is the sole supplier and thus the domestic incumbent

produces zero low-quality product. To have non-negative qL,E , qH,I , and qH,E , two

conditions must be met.

VL,I > θVH,I ,

VH,I > θVL,I .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two

inequalities to

θβδ < γ <
βδ

θ
. (3.54)

From Eq. (3.52). Eq. (3.53), and Eq. (3.54), we can conclude the condition

that ensure non-negative quantities in all three subgames as,

θδ

2− θ2
< γ <

δ

θ
. (3.55)

If the quantities are all non-negative, the foreign entrant’s profit functions from
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different entry decisions are:

πL,E =
(VL,E − VL,I)

[
(2− θ2)VL,I − θVH,I

]
2(1− θ2)

,

πH,E = 0,

πB,E =
(VL,E − VL,I)(VL,I − θVH,E)

1− θ2
.

Without loss of generality, I divide the profit functions by VL,E . Therefore, we

have π̃L,E = πL,E/VL,E , π̃H,E = πH,E/VL,E , π̃B,E = πB,E/VL,E .

π̃L,E =
(1− γ)

[
(2− θ2)γ − θδ

]
2(1− θ2)

,

π̃H,E = 0,

π̃B,E =
(1− γ) (γ − θδ)

2(1− θ2)
.

Proposition 5. If the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage in only the low-quality

market and its profit-maximizing price is higher than the domestic incumbent’s

marginal cost in producing the low-quality product, as long as the non-negative quan-

tity condition (3.55) is met, the foreign entrant will only enter into the low-quality

market regardless of the degree of substitutability between the low-quality and the

high-quality product.

Remark 5. The proposition above implies that the foreign entrant’s entry decision

changes when two firms compete on price compared with when they compete on

quantity. In the Bertrand model, when one firm is more cost-effective in producing

one variety while having the same marginal cost in producing the other and the

more cost-effective firm’s profit-maximizing price is higher than the cost-ineffective

firm’s marginal cost, the former will only supply the product for which it enjoys

comparative advantage no matter how differentiated two varieties are. In this case,

when the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage in producing the low-quality product,

it only supplies the low-quality products. However, in the Cournot model the foreign

entrant’s entry decision would depend on the degree of product differentiation and it

may enter into both markets rather than just the low-quality market.
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Proof. The foreign entrant will enter into the low-quality market if π̃L,E > πB,E and

π̃L,E > 0. Thus, we should have

(1− γ)
[
(2− θ2)γ − θδ

]
2(1− θ2)

>
(1− γ)(γ − θδ)

2(1− θ2)
,

(1− γ)
[
(2− θ2)γ − θδ

]
2(1− θ2)

> 0.

As 0 < γ < 1 and 0 < θ < 1, the first inequality can be further simplified as,

(2− θ2)γ > γ. (3.56)

From the inequality above, we can infer that the foreign entrant’s profit from

the low-quality market always exceeds the profit from both markets regardless of

the parameter values.

To satisfy the second inequalities, the following condition must be met.

θδ

2− θ2
< γ. (3.57)

The above inequality coincides with inequality (3.55).

Case 3: cL,I > cL,E , and cH,I = cH,E , and pML,E < cL,I and pMH,E < cH,I
In this case, the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage in producing the low-quality

product than the domestic incumbent while having the same marginal cost in pro-

ducing the high-quality product. Different from the previous case, the foreign en-

trant’s profit-maximizing price is higher than the domestic incumbent’s marginal

cost in both markets. Since cL,I > cL,E , and cH,I = cH,E , we can determine that

0 < γ < 1 and β = 1. Before solving for the SPNE, we need to ensure that all

quantities are non-negative in each subgame.

In Subgame 1, the foreign entrant only enters into the low-quality market.

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2− θ2)(aL − cL,E)− θ(aH − cH,I)

4(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(4− 3θ2)(aH − cH,I)

4(2− θ2)(1− θ2)
−
θ(aL − cL,E)

4(1− θ2)
if (4− 3θ2)(aH − cH,I) > θ(2− θ2)(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise
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To have non-negative qL,E and qH,I , two conditions must be met:

(2− θ2)VL,E > θVH,I ,

(4− 3θ2)VH,I > θ(2− θ2)VL,E .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two

inequalities to

θ(2− θ2)
4− 3θ2

< δ <
2− θ2

θ
. (3.58)

In Subgame 2, the foreign entrant only enters into the high-quality market.

qH,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,E)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

To have non-negative qH,E , qH,I , and qL,I , two conditions must be met:

(2− θ2)VH,E > θVL,I ,

VL,I > θVH,E .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two

inequalities to

θγ

2− θ2
< δ <

γ

θ
. (3.59)
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In Subgame 3, the foreign entrant enters into both markets.

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,E) − θ(aH − cH,E)

2(1 − θ2)
if (aL − cL,E) > θ(aH − cH,E)

0 otherwise

qH,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

qH,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) − θ(aL − cL,E)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aH − cH,E) > θ(aL − cL,E)

0 otherwise

To have non-negative qL,E , qH,I , and qH,E , two conditions must be met.

VL,E > θVH,E ,

(2− θ2)VH,E > θVL,E .

From Eq. (3.49), Eq. (3.50), and Eq. (3.51), we can simplify the above two

inequalities to

θ

2− θ2
< δ <

1

θ
. (3.60)

From Eq. (3.56). Eq. (3.57), and Eq. (3.58), we can conclude the condition

that ensure non-negative quantities in all three subgames as,

θ

2− θ2
< δ <

γ

θ
. (3.61)

If the quantities are all non-negative, the foreign entrant’s profit functions from

different entry decisions are:

πL,E =

[
(2− θ2)VL,E − θVH,I

]2
8(2− θ2)(1− θ2)

,

πH,E = 0,

πB,E =
[VL,E − θVH,E ]2

4(1− θ2)
.

Without loss of generality, I divide the profit functions by VL,E . Therefore, we
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have π̃L,E = πL,E/VL,E , π̃H,E = πH,E/VL,E , π̃B,E = πB,E/VL,E .

π̃L,E =

[
(2− θ2)− θδ

]2
8(2− θ2)(1− θ2)

,

π̃H,E = 0,

π̃B,E =
(1− θδ)2

4(1− θ2)
.

Proposition 6. If the foreign entrant enjoys cost advantage in only the low-quality

market and its profit-maximizing price is lower than the domestic incumbent’s marginal

cost in producing the low-quality product, as long as the non-negative quantity con-

dition (3.59) is met, the foreign entrant will only enter into the low-quality market if

(2−θδ−θ2)2/(4−2θ2) > (1−θδ)2. However, if (2−θδ−θ2)2/(4−2θ2) < (1−θδ)2,

the foreign entrant will enter into both markets. If (2−θδ−θ2)2/(4−2θ2) = (1−θδ)2,

the foreign entrant is indifferent in between entering into only the low-quality market

or both markets.

Proof. The foreign entrant will enter into both markets if π̃B,E > π̃L,E and π̃B,E >

π̃H,E . Thus, we should have

[
(2− θ2)− θδ

]2
8(2− θ2)(1− θ2)

>
(1− θδ)2

4(1− θ2)
,[

(2− θ2)− θδ
]2

8(2− θ2)(1− θ2)
≥ 0.

The second inequality always holds. To satisfy the first inequality, the following

condition must be met.

(2− θδ − θ2)2

2(1− θ2)
> (1− θδ)2.

Instead, the foreign entrant will enter into both markets if

(2− θδ − θ2)2

2(1− θ2)
< (1− θδ)2.

The foreign entrant is indifferent between entering into the low-quality market
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and both markets if

(2− θδ − θ2)2

2(1− θ2)
= (1− θδ)2.

In Fig. 3.2, I assume that VL,E = 100, VH,E = 200, and VH,I = 200. As

δ = VH,E/VL,E , we can derive that δ = 2. I allow the product differentiation

parameter θ to vary in between 0 and 1. The graph shows that if θ is smaller, i.e.,

two varieties are more heterogeneous, the foreign entrant would only enter into the

low-quality market. If θ is bigger, i.e., two varieties are more homogeneous, the

foreign entrant would enter into both markets.

Remark 6. The results from the simulation above differ from the Cournot equilib-

rium. In the Cournot model, the foreign entrant would supply both varieties when two

products are more heterogeneous, but only supplies one product when two varieties

are more homogeneous. In the Bertrand model, when the foreign entrant enjoys cost

advantage than the domestic incumbent in producing only the low-quality product

and the former’s profit-maximizing price is lower than the latter’s marginal cost, the

former will supply both varieties when they are more homogeneous but only focuses

on one market when two products are more heterogeneous.

If the domestic incumbent enjoys cost advantage in producing the high-quality

product than the foreign entrant but having the same marginal cost in producing the

low-quality product, the foreign entrant’s profits from three subgames are all zeros

regardless of the relationship between the domestic incumbent’s profit-maximizing

prices and the foreign entrant’s marginal costs.

Case 4: cL,I = cL,E , and cH,I < cH,E

πL,E = 0,

πH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0.
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Figure 3.3: The Foreign Entrant’s Profit Curves in Case 3
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Proposition 7. If the domestic incumbent enjoys cost advantage in the high-quality

market but having the same marginal cost in producing the low-quality product as

the foreign entrant, in the SPNE, the foreign entrant is indifferent in choosing any

of the three strategies or staying out.

3.4 An Extension

In this section, I extend the benchmark model by considering the domestic gov-

ernment’s trade policy. Same as in the Cournot model, the government’s goal is

to maximize the domestic welfare, which is the sum of consumer surplus, producer

surplus, and the government’s tariff revenue.

Assume that the government imposes a tariff before the foreign entrant enters.

Thus, the two-stage game extends to a three-stage game.

(1) In the first stage, the domestic government imposes a tariff of t for each unit

of both varieties;

(2) In the second stage, the foreign entrant decides which market(s) to enter;

(3) In the third stage, the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant compete

on prices in one or both markets contingent on the foreign entrant’s entry decision.

Fig. 3.3 shows the game played by the domestic government, the domestic in-

cumbent and the foreign entrant. There are four subgames and the payoffs are

measured by firms’ profits. In the last subgame when the foreign entrant stays out,

its profit from the domestic market is zero.

In Case 2 in the benchmark model, cL,I > cL,E , cH,I = cH,E , and pML,E > cL,I

and pMH,E > cH,I . I will use the conditions in Case 2 in the benchmark model to

illustrate the SPNE when the government imposes a tariff at the beginning of the

game. To find the optimal tariff that gives the highest domestic welfare, we need to

consider four tariff options the domestic government may consider.

Tariff option 1: t0 = 0

If the tariff rate is equal to zero, the equilibrium would be the same as in the

benchmark model. Without a tariff, the domestic welfare is the sum of consumer
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Figure 3.4: The Incumbent-Entrant Game in the Extended Bertrand model
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surplus and producer surplus.

Tariff option 2: 0 < t1 < cL,I − cL,E

If the tariff rate falls in (0, cL,I−cL,E), in the low-quality market, cL,I > cL,E+t1.

However, in the high-quality market, the cost structure changes from cH,I = cH,E

to cH,I < cH,E + t1, which implies that the domestic incumbent has an advantage

in the high-quality product when a tariff is imposed on foreign imports. In such a

case, the Nash equilibrium in different subgames would change as well.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 1,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pL,I = cL,I ,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

pH,I =
(aH + cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2
,

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if aH − cH,I > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πL,E = (pL − (cL,E + t1)) qL,E

=
(cL,I − (cL,E + t1))

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

]
2(1 − θ2)

=
((VL,E − t) − VL,I)

[
(2 − θ2)VL,I − θVH,I

]
2(1 − θ2)

,

πH,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=
[(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)]2

4(1 − θ2)

=
(VH,I − θVL,I)2

4(1 − θ2)
.
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The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 2,

pH,E = cH,E + t1

pH,I = cH,E + t1 − ε,

qH,E = 0,

qH,I =


(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t1))− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t1)) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

pL,I =
(aL + cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))

2
,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))

2(1− θ2)
if aL − cL,I > θ(aL − (cH,E − t1))

0 otherwise

πH,E = 0,

πB,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I + (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))

]2
4(1− θ2)

+

(
(cH,E + t1)− cH,I

) [
(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t1))− θ(aL − cL,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θ(VH,E − t1))2

4(1− θ2)
+

(VH,I − (VH,E − t1))
[
(2− θ2)(VH,E − t1)− θVL,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 3,

pL,I = cL,I ,

pL,E = cL,I − ε,

pH,I = cH,E + t1 − ε,

pH,E = cH,E + t1,

qL,I = 0,

qL,E =


(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))

1 − θ2
if (aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − (cH,E + t1)) − θ(aL − cL,I)

1 − θ2
if (aH − (cH,E + t1)) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E =
(cL,I − (cL,E + t1)) [(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − (cH,E + t1))]

1 − θ2

=
((VL,E − t1) − VL,I)(VL,I − θ(VH,E − t1))

1 − θ2
,

πB,I =
((cH,E + t1) − cH,I) [(aH − (cH,E + t1)) − θ(aL − cL,I))]

1 − θ2

=
(VH,I − (VH,E − t1))((VH,E − t1) − θVL,I)

1 − θ2
.
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Tariff option 3: t2 = cL,I − cL,E

If the tariff rate is equal to cL,I − cL,E , we have cL,I = cL,E + t2 and cH,I <

cH,E + t2. Two firms would split the market share though they both earn zero

economic profit from the low-quality market. In the high-quality market, with the

protection of tariff, the domestic incumbent enjoys an advantage.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 1,

pL,E = pL,I = cL,I = cL,E + t2,

qL,I =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

qL,E =


1

2

[
(2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) − θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1 − θ2)

]
if (2 − θ2)(aL − cL,I) > θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

pH,I =
(aH + cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2
,

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1 − θ2)
if aH − cH,I > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

πL,E = 0,

πH,I = (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=
[(aH − cH,I) − θ(aL − cL,I)]2

4(1 − θ2)

=
(VH,I − θVL,I)2

4(1 − θ2)
.
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The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 2,

pH,E = cH,E + t2

pH,I = cH,E + t2 − ε,

qH,E = 0,

qH,I =


(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t2))− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t2)) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

pL,I =
(aL + cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

2
,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

2(1− θ2)
if aL − cL,I > θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

0 otherwise

πH,E = 0,

πB,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I + (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

]2
4(1− θ2)

+

(
(cH,E + t2)− cH,I

) [
(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t2))− θ(aL − cL,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θ(VH,E − t2))2

4(1− θ2)
+

(VH,I − (VH,E − t2))
[
(2− θ2)(VH,E − t2)− θVL,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 3,

pL,I = pL,E = cL,I = cL,E + t2,

pH,I = cH,E + t2 − ε,

pH,E = cH,E + t2,

qL,I =


(aL − (cL,E + t2))− θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

2(1− θ2)
if (aL − (cL,E + t2)) > θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

0 otherwise

qL,E =


(aL − (cL,E + t2))− θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

2(1− θ2)
if (aL − (cL,E + t2)) > θ(aH − (cH,E + t2))

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − (cH,E + t2))− θ(aL − (cL,E + t2))

1− θ2
if (aH − (cH,E + t2)) > θ(aL − (cL,E + t2))

0 otherwise

qH,E = 0,

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =

(
(cH,E + t2)− cH,I

) [
(aH − (cH,E + t2))− θ(aL − (cL,E + t2))

]
1− θ2

=
(VH,I − (VH,E − t2))((VH,E − t2)− θ(VL,E − t2))

1− θ2
.
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Tariff option 4: t3 > cL,I − cL,E

If the tariff rate is higher than cL,I − cL,E , we have cL,I < cL,E + t3 and cH,I <

cH,E + t3. In such a case, the domestic incumbent enjoys an advantage in both

markets.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 1,

pL,E = cL,E + t3,

pL,I = cL,E + t3 − ε,

qL,E = 0,

qL,I =


(2− θ2)

(
aL − (cL,E + t3)

)
− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)

(
aL − (cL,E + t3)

)
> θ(aH − cH,I)

0 otherwise

pH,I =
(aH + cH,I)− θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

2
,

qH,I =


(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

2(1− θ2)
if aH − cH,I > θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

0 otherwise

πL,E = 0,

πB,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I + (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=
(
(cL,E + t3)− cL,I

) (2− θ2)
(
aL − (cL,E + t3)

)
− θ(aH − cH,I)

2(1− θ2)

+

[
(aH − cH,I)− θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

]2
4(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − (VL,E − t3))

[
(2− θ2)((VL,E − t3)− θVH,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

+
(VH,I − θ(VL,E − t3))2

4(1− θ2)
.
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The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 2,

pH,E = cH,E + t3,

pH,I = cH,E + t3 − ε,

qH,E = 0,

qH,I =


(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t3))− θ(aL − cL,I)

2(1− θ2)
if (2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t3)) > θ(aL − cL,I)

0 otherwise

pL,I =
(aL + cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

2
,

qL,I =


(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

2(1− θ2)
if aL − (cL,I > θ(aH − (cH,E + t3)

0 otherwise

πH,E = 0,

πB,I = (pL − cL,I)qL,I + (pH − cH,I)qH,I

=

[
(aL − cL,I)− θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

]2
4(1− θ2)

+

(
(cH,E + t3)− cH,I

) [
(2− θ2)(aH − (cH,E + t3))− θ(aL − cL,I)

]
2(1− θ2)

=
(VL,I − θ(VH,E − t3))2

4(1− θ2)
+

(VH,I − (VH,E − t3))
[
(2− θ2)(VH,E − t3)− θVL,I

]
2(1− θ2)

.

The Nash equilibrium in Subgame 3,

pL,I = cL,E + t3 − ε,

pL,E = cL,E + t3,

pH,I = cH,E + t3 − ε,

pH,E = cH,E + t3,

qL,E = 0,

qH,E = 0,

qL,I =


(aL − (cL,E + t3))− θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

1− θ2
if aL − (cL,E + t3) > θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

0 otherwise

qH,I =


(aH − (cH,E + t3))− θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

1− θ2
if aH − (cH,E + t3) > θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

0 otherwise

πB,E = 0,

πB,I =

(
(cH,E + t3)− cH,I

) [
(aH − (cH,E + t3)))− θ(aL − (cL,E + t3))

]
1− θ2

+

(
(cL,E + t3)− cL,I

) [
(aL − (cL,E + t3))− θ(aH − (cH,E + t3))

]
1− θ2

,

=
(VH,I − (VH,E − t3))((VH,E − t3)− θ(VL,E − t3))

1− θ2

+
(VL,I − (VL,E − t3))((VL,E − t3)− θ(VH,E − t3))

1− θ2
.
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The domestic welfare is the sum of consumer surplus, producer surplus, and

the government’s tariff revenue. From the above analysis, we can find that as the

tariff rate t changes, the prices and quantities for the domestic incumbent and the

foreign entrant in different subgames change accordingly, which leads to a change

in the foreign entrant’s profit and the domestic welfare as well. Even if the foreign

entrant enjoys an advantage in the low-quality products, with a tariff imposed,

it may lose its competitive advantage to the domestic incumbent. Moreover, if

the domestic incumbent and the foreign entrant having the same marginal cost in

producing the high-quality product, the foreign entrant will lose the entire market

to the domestic rival if a tariff is imposed. However, what is the optimal tariff the

domestic government should impose to maximize welfare?

In Fig. 3.4, I summarize the simulation results by assuming that VLE = 140,

VHE = 120, VLI = 80, VHI = 120, and θ = 0.5. The graph on the top shows the

foreign entrant’s profit curves in different subgames as the tariff rate t changes. The

graph on the bottom shows the domestic welfare associated with different levels of

the tariff rate t. I solve for the SPNE by backward induction. The SPNE in this

case is the domestic government maximizes welfare by imposing a tariff of 55 per

unit and the foreign entrant enters into both markets.

Remark 7. The SPNE in the Bertrand model with government policy variable dif-

fers significantly from that of the Cournot model. First, in the Cournot model, the

profit function and the domestic welfare function are continuous on the tariff rate

t. However, in the Bertrand model, the two functions are non-differentiable on t,

indicating that the foreign entrant’s profit and the domestic welfare are very sen-

sitive to a change in the tariff rate. Second, in the SPNE in the Cournot model,

the foreign entrant is indifferent between entering into only the low-quality market

or both markets. However, in the Bertrand model, the foreign entrant would enter

into both markets. One similarity between two models is that the optimal tariffs that

bring the highest domestic welfare are close to each other in two models.
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Figure 3.5: The Simulation Results in the Extended Bertrand Model

Parameters: V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5  
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3.5 Conclusion

The objective of this paper has been to fill a gap in the literature on the im-

pact of the degree of substitutability on the foreign entrant’s entry decision under

the context of Bertrand competition between multi-product firms with asymmet-

ric costs. Using a two-stage game theory model, I have been able to show the

Bertrand equilibrium differs significantly from that of the Cournot equilibrium. In

the Bertrand equilibrium, the foreign entrant’s entry decision is closely related to

the relative marginal costs in the production between the domestic incumbent and

foreign entrant. In certain cases, the foreign entrant would enter into both markets

when two varieties are more homogeneous, but only supplies to one market when

two varieties are more heterogeneous, which is the reverse to the conclusion from

the Cournot model. In addition, after considering the government’s trade policy,

the simulation results show that the tariff plays a significant role on the foreign

entrant’s entry decision and the impact varies with the relative marginal costs of

the two firms in different markets.
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CHAPTER 4
THE US COMMODITY TRADE BALANCE WITH CHINA AND THE

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

4.1 Introduction

The United States has experienced an ever-increasing trade deficit over the past

few decades. In the 1980s and 1990s, Japan was said to be the major contributor.

Today, the emphasis has been shifted mainly to China. A growing criticism has

been focused on the manipulation of the Chinese Yuan exchange rate. The critics

argue that the Chinese government has kept the value of its currency artificially low

by manipulating the exchange rate. The weakened Yuan in turn spurs US imports

from China and undercuts US exports to China, contributing to a widening trade

gap between the two countries and job losses in American manufacturing industry.

Many attempts have been made to find if there is a relationship between Yuan ex-

change rate and the US trade deficit at the aggregate level (e.g., Flemingham (1988);

Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (1999); Bahmani-Oskooee and Brooks (2006)), while

few has investigated this relationship at the sector level. In addition, a lot of re-

search found that there is no clear-cut conclusion that devalued Chinese Yuan is the

main cause of the US trade deficit (e.g., Zhang (1996); Groenewold and He (2006)).

It is natural for us to ask if there are other factors which may have an impact on

the US trade deficit with China. A glance through the quarterly observations of

the Yuan-dollar real exchange rate indicate some degree of volatility, as reflected

in Fig. 4.1. In addition to the real depreciation of the yuan against the US dollar

which could influence the US’s exports to and imports from China, the volatility

of the real Yuan-dollar exchange rate could also affect the trade flows between two

countries as well.

Furthermore, a more interesting question is: do China’s FDI inflow and US FDI

outflow have any effects on the US trade deficit in various sectors? Theoretically,

FDI inflow may increase Chinese exports to the US in two ways. First, Chinese firms

would become more competitive due to the transfer of advanced technologies and

skills from the multinational companies. Second, numerous multinationals set up
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Figure 4.1: The Exchange Rate Volatility between the Chinese Yuan and the US
Dollar
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factories in China to take advantage of the low labor cost. As a result, an increase

in FDI inflow will expand Chinese exports. Therefore, I expect China FDI inflow to

help increase Chinese exports to the US. The US FDI outflow may play a big role in

US exports for the reason that the US is a high income, and high-cost of production

country compared to most countries in the world. An increase in FDI outflow would

lead to a reduction in domestic production and thus a decrease in exports too. Even

though FDI plays such a important role in trade flows, most previous literature

related to FDI has been limited to the research of the determinants of FDI and

there are very few studies that investigated the effect of FDI on trade balance.

Hence, it is the purpose of this study to fill the gap in the literature by modeling

the effects of FDI on the US trade deficit at the commodity level.

China adopted a fixed exchange rate in the early 1990s. By pegging its currency

to the US dollar, the Chinese government was able to control inflation and maintain

economic stability, and thus promote the necessary foreign investment and the long-

run economic growth. However, the pegged exchange rate system also came with a

cost as the Chinese government loses its ability to conduct an independent monetary

policy. Under the pegged exchange rate regime, the value of yuan will quickly

adjust to that of the US dollar whenever the dollar changes its value against other

currencies. Furthermore, driven by construction and infrastructure upgrading, the

demand for energy and other raw materials from abroad had increased significantly.

A low value of Chinese currency would spur up the import price, and lead to a higher

inflation as well. Under this context, in July 2005, the Chinese government decided

to allow the exchange rate to fluctuate within a certain range, e.g., a managed float

exchange rate regime. In this study, I will also investigate whether the shift of

exchange rate regime would have any impact on different industries.

In 2008, the financial crisis starting from the US quickly spread all over the world.

The trade activity plummeted in the following years. However, the impact of the

financial crisis on different industries may be different. Some industries may witness

more inelastic demand for imports, while others may suffer. I also introduce the

financial crisis as a dummy variable to capture its impact on the trade characteristics
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of different industries.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, this study employs

a new empirical methodology, the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Bounds

Testing approach, to estimate both the short-run and the long-run relationship

between the trade and major contributing factors at the sector level. Second, most

of the existing literature, such as Bahmani-Oskooee and Wang (2008) and Xu (2008),

used bilateral trade data prior to 2002 in their studies and thus were not able to

evaluate the impact of China’s exchange rate reform and 2008 financial crisis on US-

China bilateral trade. This study uses most up-to-date trade data between the US

and China, which would help advance our understanding of the impact of China’s

exchange rate reform and recent financial crisis on the trade at the sector level.

Third, this is the first paper to evaluate the impact of the US FDI outflow and

China FDI inflow on the US-China trade at the sector level.

4.2 Data and Model Specification

Quarterly data from 2002Q1 to 2012Q4 are used for the empirical analysis.

Bilateral trade data are obtained from UN Comtrade. Data for other variables

come from International Monetary Fund. Originally, there are 95 industries, and I

combined them into 16 major industries according to UN ISIC Rev.4 classification.

The US trade statistics for 16 industries are summarized in Table 4.1.

In this study, I explain exports in terms of the recipient country’s income, the

relative price level (or real exchange rate), and exchange rate volatility. Income and

substitution effects can be explained as: higher income in the recipient country will

increase the purchase of goods from abroad. Meanwhile, domestic buyers are re-

sponsive to the relative price of domestic goods and the traded goods. Furthermore,

I take into account China FDI inflow and the US outflow, the Chinese exchange

rate reform, and the 2008 financial crisis. Thus, the models for the US imports and
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Table 4.1: Data Description (Millions)

Exports Imports
Industry Mean Std.Dev. Obs. Mean Std.Dev Obs.

Agriculture 366.3 230.9 44 542.9 164.5 44
Mining 216.9 160.5 44 116.4 48.2 44
Petroleum 179.5 209.4 44 186.1 140.8 44
Food 323.2 287.2 44 535.5 231.3 44
Textiles 1327.1 644.1 44 1730.1 888.5 44
Leather 943.9 455.4 44 2579.4 954.4 44
Wood 251.5 93.8 44 5346.7 938.5 44
Publishing 189.4 141.3 44 683.1 183.4 44
Chemicals 659.3 346.9 44 813.5 260.6 44
Rubber 592.9 321.5 44 6668.2 2605.9 44
Minerals 185.8 110.2 44 1568.1 413.9 44
Metals 1603.2 776.5 44 3965.7 1467.7 44
Machinery 4190.6 1291.4 44 32168.7 12834.3 44
Elec. Equip. 1825.9 1052.7 44 1486.6 638.1 44
Trans. Equip. 955.7 477.9 44 1672.8 478.7 44
Misc. Mach. 241.8 134.1 44 11365.4 2334.3 44
TOTAL 1.6× 107 7.4× 106 44 7.2× 107 2.3× 107 44

exports of commodity i in log-linear form are expressed as follows.

lnMi,t = ϕc + ϕrREFORMt + ϕsCRISISt + ϕylnY US
t (4.1)

+ϕelnREXt + ϕvlnVt + ϕf lnFDIIFCHt + εt,

and

lnXi,t = ϕ̄c + ϕ̄rREFORMt + ϕ̄sCRISISt + ϕ̄ylnY CH
t (4.2)

+ϕ̄elnREXt + ϕ̄vlnVt + ϕ̄f lnFDIOFUSt + ξt.

where Mi,t is a measure of US import for industry i at time t, and Xi,t stands for

US export of industry i at time t. Let Y US
t and Y CH

t represent the US and Chinese

income at time t, respectively. Let FDIOFUSt and FDIIFCHt stand for US FDI

outflow and China FDI inflow at time t, respectively. The variable REXt is the

real yuan/dollar exchange rate at time t. The proxy for exchange rate volatility Vt

is constructed as the standard deviation of the 3 monthly real exchange rate val-
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ues within each quarter. Additionally, because China switched from fixed exchange

rate regime to managed float in July 2005, I include a dummy variable that equals

0 for quarters prior to 2005Q3 and 1 after. Furthermore, different industries may

respond differently to the 2008 financial crisis, I also introduced a dummy variable

for the period of global financial crisis. It equals 1 during 2008Q3–2009Q1 and 0

otherwise. The US imports depend positively on US income Y US ; exports also

depend positively on Chinese income Y CH . Thus, the estimates of ϕy in Eq. (4.1)

and ϕ̄y in Eq. (4.2) are expected to be positive. An increase in REX represents a

depreciation of Chinese Yuan. If real depreciation of Chinese Yuan is to encourage

US imports and discourage US exports of commodity i, an estimate of ϕe is ex-

pected to be positive, and an estimate of ϕ̄e is expected to be negative. If increased

volatility harms trade, estimates of ϕv and ϕ̄v are expected to be negative. China

has been called the “World Factory”. Numerous foreign multinationals invest heav-

ily in China, and then exports to the rest of the world, with the US as one of the

main export destinations. Thus, an estimate of ϕf is expected to be positive. Many

American firms have shifted their production to developing countries in order to

remain competitive, which resulted in lower production domestically and thus lower

exports. Therefore, the estimate for ϕ̄f is expected to be negative.

4.3 The Autoregressive Distributed Lag Bounds Testing Approach

In this paper, I will adopt the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach

developed by Pesaran and Shin (1995) and Pesaran et al. (2001). The attractive

feature of this approach is that it can test for the existence of a relationship among

variables in levels which is applicable irrespective of whether the underlying regres-

sors are purely I(0) (stationary), purely I(1) (first-difference stationary) or mutually

co-integrated (Pesaran et al., 2001). Furthermore, the test is relatively more efficient

in small or finite sample data sizes as is the case in this study. To distinguish the

short-run effects of explanatory variables from their long-run effects on the trade

flows, I adopt the bounds testing approach with error-correction modeling specifi-
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cations.

4LnMi,t = δ0 + δ1REFORMt + δ2CRISISt +
n1∑
j=1

θ1j 4 LnMit−j (4.3)

+
n2∑
j=0

θ2j 4 LnY US
t−j +

n3∑
j=0

θ3j 4 LnREXt−j +
n4∑
j=0

θ4j 4 LnVt−j

+
n5∑
j=0

θ5j 4 LnFDIIFCHt−j + λ1LnMi,t−1 + λ2LnY
CH
t−1

+λ3LnREXt−1 + λ4LnVt−1 + λ5LnFDIIF
CH
t−1 + ξi,t,

and

4LnXi,t = α0 + α1REFORMt + α2CRISISt +
m1∑
j=1

β1j 4 LnXit−j (4.4)

+
m2∑
j=0

β2j 4 LnY CH
t−j +

m3∑
j=0

β3j 4 LnREXt−j +
m4∑
j=0

β4j 4 LnVt−j

+

m5∑
j=0

β5j 4 LnFDIOFUSt−j + γ1LnXi,t−1 + γ2LnY
CH
t−1

+γ3LnREXt−1 + γ4LnVt−1 + γ5LnFDIOF
US
t−1 + εi,t.

Here, 4 is the difference operator such that 4xt = xt − xt−1. A co-integration

analysis reveals whether there is a long-run equilibrium relationship among the

relevant variables. The standard F-tests are used for testing the existence of co-

integration relationships in the ARDL approach. More precisely, the null hypothesis

of no co-integration among the variables in Eq.(4.3) is H0 : λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 =

λ5 = 0, against the alternative hypothesis H0 : λ1 6= λ2 6= λ3 6= λ4 6= λ5 6= 0. The

lower bound (which corresponds to all variables being I(0)) critical value and upper

bound (which corresponds to all variables being I(1)) critical value are as reported

by Pesaran et al. (2001). If the F-statistic is above the upper bound critical value,

the null hypothesis of no co-integration is rejected, namely, there exists a long-run

equilibrium relationship among these variables. Pesaran, Shin, and Smith showed

that one can use these critical values even if some variables are integrated of order one
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and some are integrated of order zero. Therefore, an advantage of the bounds-testing

approach is that variables could be integrated of order one or zero, eliminating the

need for preliminary unit root testing. The bounds testing approach is suitable for

this study because of evidence from previous research that exchange rate volatility

is usually stationary. I also found this to be the case in my data. One can infer

the short-run and the long-run effects of any of the right-hand-side variables on the

dependent variables in Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4). For example, the short-run effects

of exchange rate volatility on the imports and exports of commodity i are given by

the θjs in Eq. (4.3) and βjs in Eq. (4.4), respectively. The long-run effects are

inferred by the estimate of λ4, which is normalized to λ1 is Eq. (4.3), and by γ4,

which is normalized to γ1 in Eq. (4.4).

The coefficient estimates of Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4) do not reveal any information

with regard to the adjustment path. So, it is unclear whether the adjustment of

the variables is toward their long-term equilibrium. As suggested by Pesaran, et al

(2001), I will use the long-term coefficient estimates and form an error-correction

variable, ECt−1. After replacing the lagged-level variables in each model by ECt−1,

I re-estimate the model using the same lag structure as before.

4LnMi,t = δ0 + δ1REFORMt + δ2CRISISt +
n1∑
j=1

θ1j 4 LnMit−j (4.5)

+

n2∑
j=0

θ2j 4 LnY US
t−j +

n3∑
j=0

θ3j 4 LnREXt−j +

n4∑
j=0

θ4j 4 LnVt−j

+
n5∑
j=0

θ5j 4 LnFDIIFCHt−j + ψECMi,t−1 + ξi,t.

The error-correction term is defined by ECMi,t = LnMi,t−η̂1LnY US
t −η̂2LnREXt−

η̂3LnVt − η̂4LnFDIIFCHt , where η̂1 = λ̂2/λ̂1, η̂2 = λ̂3/λ̂1, η̂3 = λ̂4/λ̂1, η̂4 = λ̂5/λ̂1,

and λjs are the estimators obtained from Eq. (4.3).
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4LnXi,t = α0 + α1REFORMt + α2CRISISt +
m1∑
j=1

β1j 4 LnXit−j (4.6)

+
m2∑
j=0

β2j 4 LnY CH
t−j +

m3∑
j=0

β3j 4 LnREXt−j +
m4∑
j=0

β4j 4 LnVt−j

+
m5∑
j=0

β5j 4 LnFDIOFUSt−j + φECXi,t−1 + εi,t.

The error-correction term is defined by ECXi,t = LnMi,t−ρ̂1LnY CH
t −ρ̂2LnREXt−

ρ̂3LnVt − ρ̂4LnFDIOFUSt , where ρ̂1 = γ̂2/γ̂1, ρ̂2 = γ̂3/γ̂1, ρ̂3 = γ̂4/γ̂1, ρ̂4 = γ̂5/γ̂1,

and γjs are the estimators obtained from Eq. (4.4).

A negative and significant coefficient for the error correction term indicates the

adjustment toward equilibrium. Furthermore, as suggested by Bahmani-Oskooee

and Ardalani (2006), a negative and significant coefficient for the error correction

term also suggests cointegration among variables.

4.4 Results

Table 4.2 gives the results of our two cointegration tests for both exports and

imports. The results of the F-test for exports reveal that our calculated F statistic is

greater than its critical value of 3.61 at the 5% significance level in 13 industries, pro-

viding support for cointegration among the variables of the export demand model.

The calculated F statistic for imports is greater than 3.61 at the 5% significance

level in 15 industries. The critical values come from Pesaran et al (2001, Table

C1(iii), p.300). Support for cointegration increases to all cases for both exports

and imports when we consider the negative and significant coefficient obtained for

ECMt−1. Thus, I proceed with evaluating the short- and the long-run coefficients

for all of the models for which there is evidence of a cointegrating relationship.

4.4.1 US Imports

The results of the short-run coefficient estimates show that the exchange rate is

statistically significant at the 10% level in 12 out of 16 industries, indicating that
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Table 4.2: The Results of the Cointegration Test

Exports Imports
Industry F − statistic ECMt−1 F − statistic ECMt−1

Agriculture 1.64 −0.42(−3.08) 7.30 −1.68(−6.72)
Mining 15.22 −1.16(−9.75) 6.37 −0.57(−6.07)
Petroleum 4.22 −0.22(−5.14) 3.74 −0.76(−4.61)
Food 6.28 −1.91(−6.47) 10.34 −1.40(−7.79)
Textiles 8.48 −0.71(−7.01) 3.27 −0.24(−4.47)
Leather 4.97 −0.1(−2.55) 19.70 −1.07(−10.79)
Wood 6.81 −0.58(−6.28) 19.48 −0.59(−10.91)
Publishing 4.06 −0.31(−4.85) 10.47 −1.79(−8.04)
Chemicals 11.59 −1.36(−8.22) 4.24 −0.08(−3.85)
Rubber 4.86 −1.19(−5.76) 5.59 −0.03(−5.66)
Minerals 5.2 −1.31(−5.83) 15.06 −0.48(−9.47)
metals 3.02 −0.93(−4.37) 8.99 −0.99(−7.29)
Machinery 6.18 −1.26(−6.18) 5.67 −0.01(−5.77)
Elec. Equip. 6.95 −1.0(−6.46) 12.37 −0.53(−8.47)
Trans. Equip. 7.18 −2.15(−6.63) 18.49 −1.42(−10.69)
Misc. Mach. 3.4 −0.39(−5.58) 5.54 −0.39(−5.58)
TOTAL 11.09 −0.74(−8.16) 5.18 −0.54(−5.04)

Note: Numbers inside parentheses are the t-statistics.

the bilateral exchange rate has a significant short-run effect on outpayments of most

industries (Table 4.3). The long-run results show that the bilateral exchange rate is

statistically significant in 11 industries. This suggests that US imports from China

are very responsive to exchange rate changes in both the short run and the long

run. Of the 12 industries that have significant exchange rate coefficients, eleven

industries show a positive long-run relationship between US imports and exchange

rate, implying that the US imports more from those industries when the Chinese

Yuan depreciates. The results further show that, since the positive coefficients of

the exchange rate exceed one in 8 out of the 11 industries, depreciation of Chinese

Yuan will deteriorate the trade balance in these industries.

The coefficients of real domestic income are found to be statistically significant at

10% level in 11 cases in both the short run and the long run, indicating that domestic

income plays a key role in determining US imports from China. The coefficients of

the exchange rate volatility are found to be statistically significant at the 10% level

in 11 cases in the short run and 10 cases in the long run (Table 4.4), indicating that
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uncertainty has a permanent impact on many categories of imports. About one-

third of the industries appear to be unaffected by exchange rate volatility in both

the short- and long-term. The coefficients of FDI inflow is found to be statistically

significant at the 10% level in 7 out of 16 cases in the short run, and 11 cases in the

long run, implying that FDI inflow helps expand Chinese exports to the US.

Finally, the dummy variable CRISIS and REFORM help us assess the effects of

the most recent financial crisis and the reform of Chinese exchange rate regime on

the US import flows. The financial crisis shows negative impact in 6 industries. The

reform of Chinese exchange rate regime reduced the US imports in 3 industries. 1

Table 4.3: The Short-run Coefficients of the US Import Model

Industry V ariable Lag0 Lag1 Lag2 Lag3

Agriculture M lnREXt -2.89 -6.4 -7.68
(-1.91) (-3.55) (-4.25)

M lnY US
t -5.1

(-1.65)
M lnVt -0.05 0.2 0.16 0.09

(-1.5) (2.65) (2.71) (2.76)
M lnFDIIFCH

t -0.31 -.21 -0.27 -0.23
(-3.32) (-1.53) (-2.64) (-2.8)

Mining M lnREXt 8.6 6.64
(2.17) (1.81)

M lnY US
t -1.82

(-0.24)
M lnVt 0.17 -0.38 -0.16

(2.09) (-3.06) (-2.02)
M lnFDIIFCH

t -0.12
(-0.57)

Petroleum M lnREXt 0.11 2.19 1.56 -3.18
(0.08) (1.67) (1.13) (-2.22)

M lnY US
t -3.68 6.99 -7.02

(-1.25) (2.55) (-2.73)
M lnVt 0.07 -0.18 -0.13 -0.11

(2.35) (-2.36) (-2.32) (-2.96)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.11 0.17 0.19 0.17
(1.45) (1.37) (1.97) (2.38)

Food M lnREXt -1.95 -4.35 -6.05
(-1.66) (-3.19) (-4.1)

M lnY US
t -0.63

(-0.24)
M lnVt 0.01

(0.36)
M lnFDIIFCH

t -0.11 0.18

1To increase the statistical power of the model, I pooled all the observations for 16 industries
together and conducted a robustness test by including industry fixed effects and time fixed-effects.
The results from the import model is similar to that of the ARDL model. The only change is that
the coefficients for two explanatory variables, China’s FDI inflow FDIIFCH and the exchange rate
volatility V , become significant. The signs of all coefficient estimates remain the same.
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Table 4.3, continued

(-1.44) (2.43)

Textiles M lnREXt 0.11 2.19 1.56 -3.18
(0.08) (1.67) (1.13) (-2.22)

M lnY US
t -3.68 6.99 -7.02

(-1.25) (2.55) (-2.73)
M lnVt -0.07 -0.18 -0.13 -0.1

(-2.35) (-2.35) (-2.32) (-2.96)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.11 0.17 0.19 0.17
(1.45) (1.36) (1.97) (2.38)

Leather M lnREXt 2.13 2.01
(4.77) (4.56)

M lnY US
t -0.64

(-0.77)
M lnVt -0.02 0.02 0.02

(-2.2) (1.11) (2.15)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.13 -0.08 -0.01 0.05
(5.26) (-1.82) (-0.4) (2.12)

Wood M lnREXt 1.25 0.24 -0.76 -1.91
(3.33) (0.61) (-1.98) (-4.44)

M lnY US
t -2.46 1.47 -0.34 3.44

(-3.02) (1.63) (-0.47) (4.79)
M lnVt 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02

(1.75) (-0.76) (-1.07) (-1.83)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.02
(0.8)

Publishing M lnREXt 0.9
(1.16)

M lnY US
t -6.91 -6.13 -6.32 -5.95

(-3.64) (-2.44) (-2.42) (-3.6)
M lnVt -0.03 0.05 0.05

(-1.8) (1.57) (2.14)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.05 -0.11 0.01 0.12
(0.92) (-1.37) (0.14) (3.03)

Chemicals M lnREXt -0.64
(-0.85)

M lnY US
t -2.87 3.24

(-1.73) (2.01)
M lnVt -0.01 0.02 0.03

(-0.69) (0.85) (1.99)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.02
(0.56)

Rubber M lnREXt -0.21
(-0.21)

M lnY US
t -3.66

(-1.98)
M lnVt -0.01

(-0.45)
M lnFDIIFCH

t -0.02
(-0.25)

Minerals M lnREXt 1.58 0.55 -1.73 -1.47
(3.74) (1.26) (-4.09) (-2.52)

M lnY US
t -2.23 3.91 2.45

(-2.2) (4.47) (2.46)
M lnVt -0.004

(-0.5)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.01
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Table 4.3, continued

(0.28)

Metals M lnREXt 1.46 1.24 -3.29
(1.64) (1.44) (-3.95)

M lnY US
t -4.29 -7.72 -5.71 -6.97

(-2.21) (-2.82) (-2.44) (-4.14)
M lnVt -0.03

(-1.84)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.1
(1.91)

Machinery M lnREXt 0.57 -1.83 -0.68 2.3
(0.93) (-3.35) (-1.21) (3.8)

M lnY US
t 2.64 1.56

(2.65) (1.48)
M lnVt -0.02

(-1.64)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.04 0.13
(1.15) (3.61)

Elec. Equip. M lnREXt 1.24 -0.99 -2.39
(2.22) (-1.73) (-4.07)

M lnY US
t -2.33 2.88

(-1.99) (2.38)
M lnVt -0.01

(-1.31)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.01
(0.22)

Trans. Equip. M lnREXt 0.65 -0.09 -2.53
(1.2) (-0.11) (-4.69)

M lnY US
t 0.22 1.07 2.21 3.38

(-0.16) (0.87) (1.23) (3.39)
M lnVt -0.01 0.05 0.03

(-1.26) (2.95) (2.54)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.02
(0.49)

Misc. Mach. M lnREXt 0.11
(0.16)

M lnY US
t -1.3

(-1.07)
M lnVt 0.01

(0.59)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.05
(1.21)

TOTAL M lnREXt 1.28 -1.18 -2.04
(2.76) (-2.56) (-3.79)

M lnY US
t -0.84

(-0.87)
M lnVt -0.01

(-0.94)
M lnFDIIFCH

t 0.02 0.07
(0.76) (2.22)

Note: The numbers in the parentheses are t statistics.
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Table 4.4: The Long-run Coefficients of the US Import Model

Industry LnREX LnYUS LnV LnFDIIFCH REFORM CRISIS

Agriculture 4.6 -1.47 -0.3 -0.08 -0.02 0.11
(4.57) (-1.1) (-2.67) (-0.47) (-0.26) (1.37)

Mining 2.47 5.59 0.62 0.5 -0.33 -0.34
(2.6) (2.2) (2.9) (1.7) (-0.6) (-2.2)

Petroleum 3.26 0.25 -0.08 -0.05 0.35 -0.3
(1.48) (0.36) (-0.34) (-0.08) (0.97) (-0.77)

Food 1.55 3.35 -0.02 -0.39 0.08 0.09
(2.38) (2.73) (-0.5) (-2.93) (1.34) (1.27)

Textiles -0.7 0.56 0.27 0.06 -0.04 -0.21
(-1.59) (2.1) (2.42) (0.31) (-0.54) (-2.8)

Leather 0.26 5.15 -0.06 0.4 -0.05 0.06
(1.69) (8.98) (-2.43) (6.06) (-2.27) (2.65)

Wood 1.04 -1.06 0.02 0.06 0.01 -0.08
(4.73) (-2.78) (0.67) (1.79) (0.45) (-3.35)

Publishing 3.76 10.34 -0.14 0.29 -0.1 -0.11
(4.91) (5.2) (-2.88) (2.08) (-1.88) (-2.01)

Chemicals 0.42 1.08 -0.06 0.09 -0.04 -0.001
(2.44) (1.45) (-1.54) (1.63) (-1.08) (-0.02)

Rubber 0.06 -1.47 0.08 0.03 0.02 -0.01
(0.34) (-3.42) (6.34) (0.35) (0.59) (-0.52)

Minerals 1.2 -0.62 -0.03 0.15 0.01 -0.07
(3.71) (-0.95) (-2.94) (3.89) (0.7) (-2.3)

Metals 1.55 8.47 -0.06 0.24 -0.07 -0.09
(5.02) (5.24) (-2.25) (3.31) (-1.55) (-1.47)

Machinery -0.48 0.25 0.002 -1.13 0.05 -0.003
(-3.0) (2.66) (0.1) (-2.0) (1.68) (-0.17)

Elec. Equip. 1.46 0.94 -0.04 0.06 -0.04 -0.1
(4.55) (1.1) (-2.62) (1.07) (-1.21) (-3.7)

Trans. Equip. 0.04 2.53 -0.09 0.12 -0.08 0.04
(0.13) (3.4) (-3.22) (2.2) (-2.02) (1.01)

Misc. Mach. 0.28 0.54 -0.02 0.09 0.03 -0.04
(1.74) (3.5) (-0.91) (1.7) (0.87) (-1.44)

TOTAL 1.24 1.2 -0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.05
(3.8) (4.5) (-1.68) (0.34) (-0.9) (-2.43)

4.4.2 US Exports

The results of the short-run coefficient estimates of the export model show that

the exchange rate is found to be statistically significant at least at the 10% level

in 12 out of 16 industries, indicating that bilateral exchange rate is an important

determinant of the US exports to China in the short run (Table 4.5). To see if

the short-run results continue to hold in the long run, I also estimate the long-run

coefficients in Equation (4.3) and (4.4). The long-run results show that the exchange

rate is found to be statistically significant at the 10% level in 8 out 16 industries

(Table 4.6), suggesting that compared with the short-run result, US exports to
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China seem to be a bit less sensitive to exchange rate changes in the long run.

Of the 8 industries that have significant exchange rate coefficients, 3 industries are

found to have an expected negative long-run relationship between bilateral exchange

rates and exports, indicating that real appreciation of US dollar leads to a decrease

in export earnings to these industries. The coefficients of real Chinese income are

found to be statistically significant at 5% level in all cases in both the short and

the long run, indicating that real Chinese income plays a key role in determining

US exports to China. The coefficients of the exchange rate volatility is found to be

statistically insignificant at the 10% level in majority of cases in both the short and

the long run, suggesting that exchange rate uncertainty has little impacts on US

exports to China. Likewise, US FDI outflow is found to be a relatively minor role

in influencing US’s exports to China. Financial crisis had a blow to almost half of

the industries’ exports to China, while exchange rate reform does not seem to have

much impact on majority of industries. 2

Table 4.5: The Short-run Coefficients of the US Export Model

Industry V ariable Lag0 Lag1 Lag2 Lag3

Agriculture M lnREXt -4.23
(-2.06)

M lnY CH
t 1.29

(0.43)
M lnVt -0.02

(-0.35)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.01
(-0.31)

Mining M lnREXt 3.24 -10.9
(1.3) (-3.23)

M lnY CH
t -5.65 6.59

(-1.54) (1.93)
M lnVt 0.14 -0.15

(2.18) (-2.45)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.48 -0.46 -0.28
(-5.67) (-6.89) (-5.61)

Petroleum M lnREXt -14.3 -3.1 21.5 20.5
(-2.5) (-0.5) (2.6) (2.7)

M lnY CH
t -20.67 17.78

(-1.88) (11.85)
M lnVt -0.04

2I also conducted the robustness test for the export model by pooling all the observations for 16
industries together and controlling for industry fixed effects and time fixed-effects. The estimation
results for the export model are robust. The only change from the ARDL model is that the
coefficient for the US FDI outflow FDIOFUS becomes insignificant while the sign remains the
same. All other estimates are consistent between two models.
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Table 4.5, continued

(-0.31)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.3 -0.61 -0.39 -0.22
(1.56) (-2.04) (-2.03) (-1.99)

Food M lnREXt -15.5
(-2.89)

M lnY CH
t 2.01 30.3 14.4 43.5

(0.2) (2.1) (1.2) (3.3)
M lnVt 0.15 -0.75 -0.53 -0.35

(0.96) (-1.84) (-1.7) (-2.37)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.15 -0.52 -0.36
(-0.99) (-2.04) (-2.4)

Textiles M lnREXt -1.84
(-1.94)

M lnY CH
t 6.93

(4.79)
M lnVt -0.05

(-2.14)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.04
(-2.58)

Leather M lnREXt -2.64
(-1.18)

M lnY CH
t 12.58

(3.96)
M lnVt -0.09

(-1.72)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.03
(0.7)

Wood M lnREXt -1.85
(-1.48)

M lnY CH
t 1.29

(0.84)
M lnVt -0.02

(-0.68)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.02
(0.78)

Publishing M lnREXt 1.71
(0.78)

M lnY CH
t 4.62

(1.58)
M lnVt 0.04

(0.85)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.05
(-1.18)

Chemicals M lnREXt -1.7 -4.93
(-1.36) (-3.82)

M lnY CH
t 0.78 3.65

(0.42) (2.03)
M lnVt 0.01

(0.36)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.01
(0.31)

Rubber M lnREXt -4.87 -25.09 -19.44
(-0.59) (-2.59) (-2.16)

M lnY CH
t -37.95 -22.08 -16.5 -43.8

(-2.55) (-1.42) (-1.06) (-2.55)
M lnVt -0.18 0.89 1.01 0.49
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Table 4.5, continued

(-1.05) (1.54) (2.27) (1.97)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.13 0.62 0.47
(-0.57) (3.08) (2.93)

Minerals M lnREXt -1.12 -11.07 -6.03 -6.24
(-0.5) (-3.39) (-1.6) (-1.89)

M lnY CH
t 9.8 10.3 8.9 7.09

(2.16) (2.57) (2.09) (1.86)
M lnVt -0.14 0.13

(-2.28) (2.03)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.08 0.14
(-1.28) (2.93)

Metals M lnREXt 4.7 -4.9 0.7 -7.34
(2.19) (-1.9) (0.3) (-2.48)

M lnY CH
t -0.09 6.61

(-0.03) (2.05)
M lnVt -0.02 0.13

(-0.27) (2.44)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.03 -0.05 -0.07
(0.52) (-0.7) (-1.8)

Machinery M lnREXt 0.28 -4.85 -4.03
(0.26) (-2.89) (-2.84)

M lnY CH
t -0.72

(-0.41)
M lnVt -0.04 0.18 0.11 0.06

(-1.3) (2.19) (1.96) (2.14)
M lnFDIOFUS

t 0.03
(1.69)

Elec. Equip. M lnREXt -3.8 2.17 7.78
(-0.89) (0.52) (1.93)

M lnY CH
t 5.81

(0.98)
M lnVt 0.15

(1.64)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.03 0.08 0.14 0.15
(-0.44) (0.65) (1.44) (1.97)

Trans. Equip. M lnREXt 0.04 -4.48 -4.61
(0.04) (-3.31) (-3.58)

M lnY CH
t -3.81

(-2.27)
M lnVt -0.01

(-0.63)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.01
(-0.62)

Misc. Mach. M lnREXt 1.1
(0.39)

M lnY CH
t 2.25

(0.62)
M lnVt 0.02

(0.41)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.02
(-0.32)

TOTAL M lnREXt -1.4 -2.61
(-1.46) (-2.31)

M lnY CH
t 1.12 3.98

(0.75) (2.69)
M lnVt -0.01
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Table 4.5, continued

(-0.27)
M lnFDIOFUS

t -0.06 0.08 0.05 0.05
(-3.06) (2.71) (2.11) (2.58)

Table 4.6: The Long-run Coefficients of the US Export Model

Industry LnREX LnYCH LnV LnFDIOFUS REFORM CRISIS

Agriculture -0.04 0.51 0.002 0.04 0.15 0.08
(-0.18) (2.48) (0.03) (0.74) (1.33) (0.96)

Mining 12.2 8.28 0.31 -0.03 -1.09 -0.01
(6.7) (6.8) (1.96) (-0.18) (-4.0) (-0.07)

Petroleum -2.82 1.83 0.4 0.11 -0.01 -0.8
(-1.93) (3.21) (1.07) (0.43) (-0.03) (-2.46)

Food -0.62 0.97 0.51 0.27 -0.2 -0.1
(-0.75) (2.59) (1.62) (1.64) (-0.75) (-0.38)

Textiles 0.27 1.47 -0.03 -0.02 -0.19 -0.11
(0.84) (4.8) (-1.03) (-1.03) (-3.42) (-2.61)

Leather -0.17 0.46 -0.11 0.06 0.01 -0.003
(-0.76) (2.3) (-1.5) (0.95) (0.05) (-0.04)

Wood 0.44 0.68 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 -0.15
(1.15) (3.0) (-0.23) (-0.28) (0.75) (-3.07)

Publishing 1.35 1.87 0.02 -0.18 -0.4 -0.22
(1.82) (3.71) (0.33) (-2.4) (-3.0) (-2.5)

Chemicals -0.62 1.9 -0.04 0.03 0.12 -0.13
(-4.42) (5.9) (-0.95) (0.92) (2.35) (-2.9)

Rubber 18.7 8.5 -1.3 -0.82 -0.61 0.33
(3.5) (3.03) (-1.5) (-1.5) (-0.72) (0.99)

Minerals 1.94 3.51 -0.44 -0.27 -0.1 -0.1
(1.14) (2.75) (-2.88) (-1.9) (-0.6) (-0.5)

metals 0.78 0.97 -0.3 0.15 0.58 -0.2
(2.07) (2.8) (-2.2) (0.92) (2.53) (-1.14)

Machinery -1.84 1.44 -0.26 0.08 0.22 0.12
(-4.97) (5.3) (-2.04) (2.2) (3.7) (1.9)

Elec. Equip. -0.78 1.73 0.2 -0.22 0.21 -0.35
(-1.85) (5.25) (1.6) (-1.12) (1.36) (-2.47)

Trans. Equip. -0.04 0.51 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 -0.04
(-0.45) (3.6) (-1.23) (-0.84) (0.33) (-1.21)

Misc. Mach. 0.39 2.03 0.01 -0.05 -0.18 -0.18
(-0.34) (2.68) (0.14) (-0.6) (-1.1) (-1.9)

TOTAL -0.85 1.64 -0.01 -0.15 -0.08 -0.05
(-3.15) (5.3) (-0.25) (-3.53) (-2.4) (-1.65)

How is my findings compared to those of other studies? A limited number of

studies that have investigated the response of US trade balance or trade flows to the

exchange rate have employed aggregate data. Xu (2008) tried to explore whether

there is empirical evidence of any statistically significant relationships between the

RMB/dollar exchange rate and the US trade deficit with China. Using the vector

autoregression (VAR) technique, he found that there is no significant short-run
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relationship between the yuan/dollar exchange rate and the US trade deficit with

China, but he detected the existence of a significant long-run relationship between

the two. As he used aggregate trade data between the US and China, his study

suffers from the aggregation bias. Bahmani-Oskooee and Wang (2007) used annual

data during 1978-2002 at the industry level as well as Error-correction and co-

integration techniques to show that the real yuan-dollar rate is a significant factor

in many industries’ trade. However, due to the short data range, they failed to

evaluate the impact of the 2008 financial crisis and 2005 Chinese exchange rate

reform. In addition, they did not consider the FDI flows in international trade

activities.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

This study examines the effect of exchange rate changes on trade flows in the

context of disaggregating 16 industry data of bilateral trade between US and China.

I used the ARDL Bounds Testing approach developed by Pesaran et al (2001). The

results show that US’s exports and imports are relatively more responsive to the

bilateral exchange rate in the short run than in the long run. In addition, income in

the US and China is found to be significant in almost all of the industries in both the

short and the long run, indicating that economic growth in both countries plays an

important role in influencing the bilateral trade flows. The exchange rate volatility

is found to play little role in influencing US’s trade with China. It could be due to

the reason that the Chinese exchange rate is still influenced by the government and

thus its volatility is not too much of a concern in bilateral trade activities. Finally,

FDI inflow in most industries seems to promote China’s exports to the US. However,

the US FDI outflow does not seem to have much impact on its exports in majority

of industries.

An important implication that can be derived from my findings is that, since

a large share of US-China trade seems to be responsive to the bilateral exchange

rate change, appreciation of the Chinese Yuan may improve the US trade balance in

the long run in most industries. Another important implication is that, as different
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industries behave differently, it is more appropriate to use disaggregated industry

data in order to examine the exchange rate impacts accurately. US’s major export

industry such as Electronic equipment, chemicals, and machinery, for example, are

found to be highly sensitive to the bilateral exchange rate; hence, stronger Chinese

Yuan tends to improve the US trade deficit in these industries. Finally, given the

sizable income effect on the bilateral trade and US’s persistent trade deficits against

China, economic growth in China is likely to increase China’s imports of American

products, thereby improving the trade balance.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODES FOR CHAPTER 2

function profit_Cournot 
 close all; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%----------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 0:h:100; 
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 1 
%===================================================== 
for i = 1:length(t) 
     
    y = solve_1(V_LE,V_LI,V_HI,t(i));     
    q1_LE = y(1); q1_LI = y(2); q1_HI = y(3); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
     if q1_LI <0   
       q1_LI = 0; 
       A=[2 theta 
        theta 2]; 
       b=[V_LE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q1_LE = y0(1); q1_HI = y0(2);      
     
       if y0(1) <0 
          q1_LE=0; 
          q1_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_HI = 0; 
              q1_LE = 0.5*(V_LE-t(i)); 
              q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
   
    if q1_LE < 0 
       q1_LE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta 
          2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_LI V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q1_LI = y0(1); q1_HI = y0(2);   
        
       if y0(1) <0 
           q1_LI = 0; 
           q1_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_HI=0; 
              q1_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q1_HI <0 
       q1_HI  = 0;      
      A=[2 1 
          1 2]; 
      b=[V_LE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
      y0 = A\b; 
      q1_LE = y0(1); q1_LI = y0(2);   
       
       if y0(1) <0 
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           q1_LE=0; 
           q1_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_LI=0; 
              q1_LE = 0.5*(V_LE-t(i)); 
              q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
                            
    q1_LE_vec(i) = q1_LE; 
    q1_LI_vec(i) = q1_LI; 
    q1_HI_vec(i) = q1_HI;     
     
end 
 
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 2 
%===================================================== 
% store the result for each time t 
q2_HE_vec = 0*t; 
q2_HI_vec = 0*t; 
q2_LI_vec = 0*t; 
  
  
for i = 1:length(t) 
     
    y = solve_2(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,t(i));   % y = [q2_HE q2_LI q2_HI]  
    q2_HE = y(1); q2_HI = y(2); q2_LI = y(3); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    if q2_HE < 0 
       q2_HE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta  
          2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q2_HI = y0(1); q2_LI = y0(2);    
     
       if y0(1) <0 
           q2_HI = 0; 
           q2_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_LI=0; 
              q2_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q2_LI <0   
       q2_LI = 0; 
       A=[2 1 
          1 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q2_HE = y0(1); q2_HI = y0(2);    
     
       if y0(1) <0 
          q2_HE=0; 
          q2_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_HI = 0; 
              q2_HE = 0.5*(V_HE-t); 
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              q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q2_HI <0 
       q2_HI  = 0;      
      A=[2 theta 
         theta 2]; 
      b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]' ; 
      y0 = A\b; 
      q2_HE = y0(1); q2_LI = y0(2);    
  
       if y0(1) <0 
           q2_HE=0; 
           q2_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_LI=0; 
              q2_HE = 0.5*(V_HE-t); 
              q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
                           
  
    q2_HE_vec(i) = q2_HE; 
    q2_HI_vec(i) = q2_HI; 
    q2_LI_vec(i) = q2_LI; 
     
end 
  
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 3 
%===================================================== 
q3_HE_vec = 0*t; 
q3_HI_vec = 0*t; 
q3_LI_vec = 0*t; 
q3_LE_vec = 0*t; 
  
  
for i = 1:length(t) 
     
    y = solve_3(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,t(i));    
    q3_HE = y(1); q3_HI = y(2); q3_LI = y(3); q3_LE = y(4); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    if q3_HE < 0 
       q3_HE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta theta 
          2*theta 2 1 
          theta 1 2]; 
       b=[V_HI V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HI = y0(1); q3_LI = y0(2); q3_LE = y0(3);   
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 1  
                     1 2]; 
                  b=[V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_LI = y1(1); q3_LE = y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_LI=0; 
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                       q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                       q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_LI = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta  
                     theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI = y1(1); q3_LE = y1(2);                  
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HI=0; 
                         q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                         q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                    q3_LE = 0; 
                    A=[2 2*theta 
                       2*theta 2]; 
                    b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
                    y1 = A\b; 
                    q3_HI = y1(1); q3_LI = y1(2);                     
                       if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HI=0; 
                         q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                       else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LI=0; 
                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                           end 
                       end 
                  end 
                  end 
              end 
    end 
  %-----------------------------   
     if q3_LE < 0 
        q3_LE = 0;      
        A=[2 1 theta 
          1 2 2*theta 
          theta 2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI V_LI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_HI=y0(2); q3_LI=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_HI=0; 
                        q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
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                              q3_LI=0; 
                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta  
                     theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HE=0; 
                         q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LI=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LI = 0; 
                   A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_HI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_HI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                  end 
                  end 
              end 
     end 
  %----------------------------- 
     if q3_HI < 0 
        q3_HI = 0;      
        A=[2 theta 2*theta 
          theta 2 1 
          2*theta 1 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_LI=y0(2); q3_LE=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                  b=[V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_LI=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_LI=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LE=0; 
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                              q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_LI = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HE=0; 
                         q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                         q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LE = 0; 
                   A=[2 theta 
                     theta 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_LI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                end 
            end 
         end 
     end 
  %----------------------------- 
     if q3_LI < 0 
        q3_LI = 0;      
        A=[2 1 2*theta 
          1 2 theta 
          2*theta theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_HI=y0(2); q3_LE=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta    
                     theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_HI=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LE=0; 
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                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_HE=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LE = 0; 
                   A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_HI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_HI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                end 
            end 
         end 
     end 
  %----------------------------- 
                          
    q3_HE_vec(i) = q3_HE; 
    q3_HI_vec(i) = q3_HI;     
    q3_LI_vec(i) = q3_LI; 
    q3_LE_vec(i) = q3_LE; 
end   
  
%\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
for i = 1:length(t) 
pi_lf(i)=Pi_Lf(V_LE,q1_LI_vec(i),q1_LE_vec(i),... 
         theta,t(i),q1_HI_vec(i)); 
pi_hf(i)=Pi_Hf(V_HE,q2_HI_vec(i),q2_HE_vec(i),... 
         theta,t(i),q2_LI_vec(i)); 
pi_bf(i)=Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_HE,q3_HI_vec(i),q3_HE_vec(i),... 
         q3_LI_vec(i),q3_LE_vec(i),t(i),theta);  
end 
  
  
plot(t,pi_lf,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_hf,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_bf,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
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plot(t,t*0,'g--','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('\pi_{L,E}','\pi_{H,E}','\pi_{B,E}','\pi_{O,E}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Profit','fontsize',14) 
title('The Profit Curves for the Foreign Entrant','fontsize',14) 
  
%\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
  
function y = solve_1(V_LE,V_LI,V_HI,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
  
A = [2 1 theta  
       1 2 2*theta 
       theta 2*theta 2]; 
d = [(V_LE-t) V_LI V_HI]'; 
y = A\d; 
  
function y = solve_2(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 1 theta  
     1 2 2*theta  
     theta 2*theta 2]; 
d = [(V_HE-t) V_HI V_LI]'; 
y = A\d; 
  
function y = solve_3(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 1 theta 2*theta  
     1 2 2*theta theta 
     theta 2*theta 2 1 
     2*theta theta 1 2]; 
d = [(V_HE-t) V_HI V_LI (V_LE-t)]'; 
y = A\d; 
  
function y = Pi_Lf(V_LE,q1_LI,q1_LE,theta,t,q1_HI) 
y = ((V_LE-t)-q1_LI-q1_LE-theta*q1_HI)*q1_LE; 
  
function y = Pi_Hf(V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,theta,t,q2_LI) 
y = ((V_HE-t)-q2_HI-q2_HE-theta*q2_LI)*q2_HE; 
  
function y = Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_HE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,t,theta) 
y = ((V_HE-t)-q3_HI-q3_HE-theta*q3_LI-theta*q3_LE)*q3_HE+... 
    ((V_LE-t)-q3_LI-q3_LE-theta*q3_HI-theta*q3_HE)*q3_LE; 
 
 
Below is the Matlab codes that give the domestic welfare corresponding to the foreign entrant's entry decision in 
different subgames in the Cournot model. \\ 
 
function welfare_Cournot 
close all; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 0:h:100; 
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 1 
%===================================================== 
for i = 1:length(t) 
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    y = solve_1(V_LE,V_LI,V_HI,t(i));   % y = [q1_LE q1_LI q1_HI]  
    q1_LE = y(1); q1_LI = y(2); q1_HI = y(3); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
      %----------------------------- 
     if q1_LI <0   
       q1_LI = 0; 
       A=[2 theta 
        theta 2]; 
       b=[V_LE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q1_LE = y0(1); q1_HI = y0(2);     
     
       if y0(1) <0 
          q1_LE=0; 
          q1_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_HI = 0; 
              q1_LE = 0.5*(V_LE-t(i)); 
              q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
   
    if q1_LE < 0 
       q1_LE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta 
          2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_LI V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q1_LI = y0(1); q1_HI = y0(2);  
        
       if y0(1) <0 
           q1_LI = 0; 
           q1_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_HI=0; 
              q1_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q1_HI <0 
       q1_HI  = 0;      
      A=[2 1 
          1 2]; 
      b=[V_LE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
      y0 = A\b; 
      q1_LE = y0(1); q1_LI = y0(2); % and here 
       
       if y0(1) <0 
           q1_LE=0; 
           q1_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q1_LI=0; 
              q1_LE = 0.5*(V_LE-t(i)); 
              q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
                            
    q1_LE_vec(i) = q1_LE; 
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    q1_LI_vec(i) = q1_LI; 
    q1_HI_vec(i) = q1_HI;     
     
end 
  
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 2 
%===================================================== 
q2_HE_vec = 0*t; 
q2_HI_vec = 0*t; 
q2_LI_vec = 0*t; 
  
  
for i = 1:length(t) 
     
    y = solve_2(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,t(i));     
    q2_HE = y(1); q2_HI = y(2); q2_LI = y(3); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    if q2_HE < 0 
       q2_HE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta  
          2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q2_HI = y0(1); q2_LI = y0(2);  
     
       if y0(1) <0 
           q2_HI = 0; 
           q2_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_LI=0; 
              q2_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q2_LI <0   
       q2_LI = 0; 
       A=[2 1 
          1 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q2_HE = y0(1); q2_HI = y0(2);  
     
       if y0(1) <0 
          q2_HE=0; 
          q2_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_HI = 0; 
              q2_HE = 0.5*(V_HE-t); 
              q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
  %----------------------------- 
    if q2_HI <0 
       q2_HI  = 0;      
      A=[2 theta 
         theta 2]; 
      b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]' ; 
      y0 = A\b; 
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      q2_HE = y0(1); q2_LI = y0(2);   
  
       if y0(1) <0 
           q2_HE=0; 
           q2_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
       else if y0(2) <0 
              q2_LI=0; 
              q2_HE = 0.5*(V_HE-t); 
              q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0)) = 0; 
           end 
       end 
    end 
                           
  
    q2_HE_vec(i) = q2_HE; 
    q2_HI_vec(i) = q2_HI; 
    q2_LI_vec(i) = q2_LI; 
     
end 
  
%===================================================== 
%Subgame 3 
%===================================================== 
q3_HE_vec = 0*t; 
q3_HI_vec = 0*t; 
q3_LI_vec = 0*t; 
q3_LE_vec = 0*t; 
  
  
for i = 1:length(t) 
     
    y = solve_3(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,t(i));    
    q3_HE = y(1); q3_HI = y(2); q3_LI = y(3); q3_LE = y(4); 
    %------------------------------------------ 
    if q3_HE < 0 
       q3_HE = 0;      
       A=[2 2*theta theta 
          2*theta 2 1 
          theta 1 2]; 
       b=[V_HI V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HI = y0(1); q3_LI = y0(2); q3_LE = y0(3);  
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 1  
                     1 2]; 
                  b=[V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_LI = y1(1); q3_LE = y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_LI=0; 
                       q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                       q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_LI = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta  
                     theta 2]; 
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                  b=[V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI = y1(1); q3_LE = y1(2);                  
                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HI=0; 
                         q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                         q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                    q3_LE = 0; 
                    A=[2 2*theta 
                       2*theta 2]; 
                    b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
                    y1 = A\b; 
                    q3_HI = y1(1); q3_LI = y1(2);                     
                       if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HI=0; 
                         q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                       else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LI=0; 
                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                           end 
                       end 
                  end 
                  end 
              end 
    end 
  %----------------------------- 
     if q3_LE < 0 
        q3_LE = 0;      
        A=[2 1 theta 
          1 2 2*theta 
          theta 2*theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI V_LI]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_HI=y0(2); q3_LI=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HI V_LI]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_HI=0; 
                        q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LI=0; 
                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta  
                     theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
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                    if y1(1) <0 
                         q3_HE=0; 
                         q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LI=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LI = 0; 
                   A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_HI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_HI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                  end 
                  end 
              end 
     end 
  %----------------------------- 
     if q3_HI < 0 
        q3_HI = 0;      
        A=[2 theta 2*theta 
          theta 2 1 
          2*theta 1 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_LI=y0(2); q3_LE=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                  b=[V_LI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_LI=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_LI=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LE=0; 
                              q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_LI = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
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                         q3_HE=0; 
                         q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                         q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LE = 0; 
                   A=[2 theta 
                     theta 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_LI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                end 
            end 
         end 
     end 
  %----------------------------- 
       if q3_LI < 0 
        q3_LI = 0;      
        A=[2 1 2*theta 
          1 2 theta 
          2*theta theta 2]; 
       b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
       y0 = A\b; 
       q3_HE=y0(1); q3_HI=y0(2); q3_LE=y0(3); 
              if y0(1) <0 
                  q3_HE = 0; 
                  A=[2 theta    
                     theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HI V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HI=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
                        q3_HI=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                              q3_LE=0; 
                              q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                        end 
                    end         
              else if y0(2) <0 
                  q3_HI = 0; 
                  A=[2 2*theta  
                     2*theta 2]; 
                  b=[V_HE-t(i) V_LE-t(i)]'; 
                  y1 = A\b; 
                  q3_HE=y1(1); q3_LE=y1(2); 
                    if y1(1) <0 
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                        q3_HE=0; 
                        q3_LE=0.5*(V_LE-t); 
                        q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0)) = 0; 
                        else if y1(2) <0 
                                q3_LE=0; 
                                q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                                q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                        end 
                    end           
              else if y0(3) <0 
                   q3_LE = 0; 
                   A=[2 1 
                     1 2]; 
                   b=[V_HE-t(i) V_HI]'; 
                   y1 = A\b; 
                   q3_HE=y1(1); q3_HI=y1(2); 
                   if y1(1) <0 
                       q3_HE=0; 
                       q3_HI=0.5*V_HI; 
                   else if y1(2) <0 
                       q3_HI=0; 
                       q3_HE=0.5*(V_HE-t); 
                       q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0)) = 0; 
                       end 
                   end 
                end 
            end 
         end 
     end 
  %-----------------------------                        
    q3_HE_vec(i) = q3_HE; 
    q3_HI_vec(i) = q3_HI;     
    q3_LI_vec(i) = q3_LI; 
    q3_LE_vec(i) = q3_LE; 
end   
    y = solve_4(V_HI,V_LI);    
    q4_HI = y(1); q4_LI = y(2);   
    %------------------------------------------ 
     if q4_HI <0   
       q4_HI = 0; 
       q4_LI=0.5*V_LI; 
     else if q4_LI <0   
       q4_LI = 0; 
       q4_HI=0.5*V_HI;        
         end 
     end 
  
for i = 1:length(t) 
    dw_l(i) = dw_L(V_LE,V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI_vec(i),q1_LE_vec(i),... 
              q1_LI_vec(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_h(i) = dw_H(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,q2_HI_vec(i),q2_HE_vec(i),... 
              q2_LI_vec(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_b(i) = dw_B(V_LE,V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,q3_HI_vec(i),q3_HE_vec(i),... 
              q3_LI_vec(i),q3_LE_vec(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_o(i) = dw_O(V_HI,V_LI,q4_HI,q4_LI,theta,t(i));    
end 
plot(t,dw_l,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_h,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_b,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_o,'g-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('DW_{L}','DW_{H}','DW_{B}','DW_{O}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
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ylabel('DW','fontsize',14) 
title('The Domestic Welfare','fontsize',14) 
  
%\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\  
  
function y = solve_1(V_LE,V_LI,V_HI,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 1 theta  
       1 2 2*theta 
       theta 2*theta 2]; 
d = [(V_LE-t) V_LI V_HI]'; 
y = A\d; 
  
function y = solve_2(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 1 theta  
     1 2 2*theta  
     theta 2*theta 2]; 
d = [(V_HE-t) V_HI V_LI]'; 
y = A\d; 
  
function y = solve_3(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,t)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 1 theta 2*theta  
     1 2 2*theta theta 
     theta 2*theta 2 1 
     2*theta theta 1 2]; 
d = [(V_HE-t) V_HI V_LI (V_LE-t)]'; 
y = A\d; 
function y = solve_4(V_HI,V_LI)   
theta = 0.5; 
  
A = [2 2*theta  
     2*theta 2]; 
d = [V_HI V_LI]'; 
y = A\d; 
   
function y = dw_L(V_LE,V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q1_HI^2+(q1_LI+q1_LE)^2)+ theta*q1_HI*(q1_LI+q1_LE)+... 
    (V_HI-q1_HI-theta*q1_LI-theta*q1_LE)*q1_HI+... 
    (V_LI-q1_LI-q1_LE-theta*q1_HI)*q1_LI+t*q1_LE; 
     
function y = dw_H(V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q2_HI+q2_HE)^2+q2_LI^2)+theta*(q2_HI+q2_HE)*q2_LI+... 
    (V_HI-q2_HI-q2_HE-theta*q2_LI)*q2_HI+... 
    (V_LI-q2_LI-theta*q2_HI-theta*q2_HE)*q2_LI+t*q2_HE; 
  
function y = dw_B(V_LE,V_HE,V_HI,V_LI,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q3_HI+q3_HE)^2+(q3_LI+q3_LE)^2)+... 
    theta*(q3_HI+q3_HE)*(q3_LI+q3_LE)+... 
    (V_HI-q3_HI-q3_HE-theta*q3_LI-theta*q3_LE)*q3_HI+... 
    (V_LI-q3_LI-q3_LE-theta*q3_HI-theta*q3_HE)*q3_LI+t*(q3_LE+q3_HE); 
  
function y = dw_O(V_HI,V_LI,q4_HI,q4_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q4_HI^2+q4_LI^2)+theta*q4_HI*q4_LI+... 
   (V_HI^2-2*theta*V_HI*V_LI+V_LI^2+t-t)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODES FOR CHAPTER 3

%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the profit curves 
%========================================================= 
function profit_t1 
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 1; 
t = 0:h:0; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=((2-theta^2)*V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0))=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0; 
q3_HE=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0))=0; 
q3_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    pi_lf(i) = Pi_Lf(V_LE,V_LI,q1_LE,t(i)); 
    pi_hf(i) = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t(i)); 
    pi_bf(i) = Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_LI,q3_LE,t(i));   
end 
  
plot(t,pi_lf,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_hf,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_bf,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('\pi_{L,E}','\pi_{H,E}','\pi_{B,E}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Profit','fontsize',14) 
title('The Profit Curves for the Foreign Entrant','fontsize',14) 
function y = Pi_Lf(V_LE,V_LI,q1_LE,t) 
y = (V_LE-V_LI)*q1_LE-t+t; 
  
function y = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q2_HE; 
  
function y = Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_LI,q3_LE,t) 
y = (V_LE-V_LI)*q3_LE-t+t; 
 
  
%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the domestic welfare  
%========================================================= 
function welfare_t1 
  
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
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V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%----------------------------------------------------------  
h = 1; 
t = 0:h:0; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=((2-theta^2)*V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HE(find(q2_HE<0))=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0; 
q3_HE=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q3_HE(find(q3_HE<0))=0; 
q3_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
q4_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_LI(find(q4_LI<0))=0; 
q4_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_HI(find(q4_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    dw_l(i) = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_h(i) = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_b(i) = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_o(i) = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t(i));    
end 
plot(t,dw_l,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_h,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_b,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_o,'g-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('DW_{L}','DW_{H}','DW_{B}','DW_{O}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('DW','fontsize',14) 
title('The Domestic Welfare','fontsize',14) 
  
function y = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q1_HI^2+(q1_LI+q1_LE)^2)+ theta*q1_HI*(q1_LI+q1_LE)... 
     +0.5*(V_HI-theta*V_LI)*q1_HI+t*q1_LE;  
  
function y = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q2_HI+q2_HE)^2+q2_LI^2)+theta*(q2_HI+q2_HE)*q2_LI+... 
    0.5*(V_LI-theta*V_HI)*q2_LI+t*q2_HE; 
  
function y = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q3_HI+q3_HE)^2+(q3_LI+q3_LE)^2)+... 
    theta*(q3_HI+q3_HE)*(q3_LI+q3_LE)+0+t*(q3_LE+q3_HE);  
  
function y = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t) 
y = .5*(q4_HI^2+q4_LI^2)+theta*q4_HI*q4_LI+... 
   (V_HI^2-2*theta*V_HI*V_LI+V_LI^2+t-t)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
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%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the profit curves 
%======================================================= 
 function profit_t2 
  
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 0:h:60; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    pi_lf(i) = Pi_Lf(V_LE,V_LI,q1_LE,t(i)); 
    pi_hf(i) = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t(i)); 
    pi_bf(i) = Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_LI,q3_LE(i),t(i));   
end 
  
plot(t,pi_lf,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_hf,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_bf,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('\pi_{L,E}','\pi_{H,E}','\pi_{B,E}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Profit','fontsize',14) 
title('The Profit Curves for the Foreign Entrant','fontsize',14) 
function y = Pi_Lf(V_LE,V_LI,q1_LE,t) 
y = ((V_LE-t)-V_LI)*q1_LE; 
  
function y = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q2_HE; 
  
function y = Pi_Bf(V_LE,V_LI,q3_LE,t) 
y = ((V_LE-t)-V_LI)*q3_LE;  
 
  
%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the domestic welfare  
%=========================================================  
 function welfare_t2 
  
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
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%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 0:h:60; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
q4_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_LI(find(q4_LI<0))=0; 
q4_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_HI(find(q4_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    dw_l(i) = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_h(i) = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI(i),q2_HE,q2_LI(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_b(i) = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI(i),q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE(i),... 
              theta,t(i)); 
    dw_o(i) = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t(i));    
end 
  
plot(t,dw_l,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_h,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_b,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_o,'g-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('DW_{L}','DW_{H}','DW_{B}','DW_{O}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('DW','fontsize',14) 
title('The Domestic Welfare','fontsize',14) 
function y = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q1_HI^2+(q1_LI+q1_LE)^2)+ theta*q1_HI*(q1_LI+q1_LE)+... 
    0.5*(V_HI-theta*V_LI)*q1_HI+t*q1_LE; 
     
function y = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q2_HI+q2_HE)^2+q2_LI^2)+theta*(q2_HI+q2_HE)*q2_LI+... 
    0.5*(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))*q2_LI+(V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q2_HI+t*q2_HE; 
  
function y = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q3_HI+q3_HE)^2+(q3_LI+q3_LE)^2)+... 
     theta*(q3_HI+q3_HE)*(q3_LI+q3_LE)+... 
     (V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q3_HI+t*(q3_LE+q3_HE); 
  
function y = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t) 
y = .5*(q4_HI^2+q4_LI^2)+theta*q4_HI*q4_LI+... 
     (V_HI^2-2*theta*V_HI*V_LI+V_LI^2+t-t)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
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%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the profit curves 
%======================================================= 
  function profit_t3 
   
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%--------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 60:h:60; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LI(find(q1_LI<0))=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=0.5*((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0.5*((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LI(find(q3_LI<0))=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*(V_LE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    pi_lf(i) = Pi_Lf(q1_LE,t(i)); 
    pi_hf(i) = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t(i)); 
    pi_bf(i) = Pi_Bf(q3_HE,q3_LE(i),t(i));   
end 
  
plot(t,pi_lf,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_hf,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_bf,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('\pi_{L,E}','\pi_{H,E}','\pi_{B,E}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Profit','fontsize',14) 
title('The Profit Curves for the Foreign Entrant','fontsize',14) 
function y = Pi_Lf(q1_LE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q1_LE; 
  
function y = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q2_HE; 
  
function y = Pi_Bf(q3_HE,q3_LE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q3_HE+(0+t-t)*q3_LE; 
 
 
%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the domestic welfare  
%========================================================= 
  function welfare_t3 
  
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
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%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 60:h:60; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LE=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LE(find(q1_LE<0))=0; 
q1_LI=((2-theta^2)*V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LI(find(q1_LI<0))=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LE=0.5*((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LE(find(q3_LE<0))=0; 
q3_LI=0.5*((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LI(find(q3_LI<0))=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*(V_LE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
q4_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_LI(find(q4_LI<0))=0; 
q4_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_HI(find(q4_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    dw_l(i) = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_h(i) = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI(i),q2_HE,q2_LI(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_b(i) = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI(i),q3_HE,q3_LI(i),q3_LE(i),... 
              theta,t(i)); 
    dw_o(i) = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t(i));    
end 
plot(t,dw_l,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_h,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_b,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_o,'g-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('DW_{L}','DW_{H}','DW_{B}','DW_{O}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('DW','fontsize',14) 
title('The Domestic Welfare','fontsize',14) 
  
function y = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q1_HI.^2+(q1_LI+q1_LE).^2)+theta*q1_HI*(q1_LI+q1_LE)+... 
    0.5*(V_HI-theta*V_LI)*q1_HI+t*q1_LE;   
  
function y = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q2_HI+q2_HE).^2+q2_LI.^2)+theta*(q2_HI+q2_HE)*q2_LI+... 
    0.5*(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))*q2_LI+(V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q2_HI+t*q2_HE; 
  
function y = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q3_HI+q3_HE).^2+(q3_LI+q3_LE).^2)+... 
    theta*(q3_HI+q3_HE)*(q3_LI+q3_LE)+... 
    (V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q3_HI+t*(q3_LE+q3_HE);  
  
function y = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t) 
y = .5*(q4_HI^2+q4_LI^2)+theta*q4_HI*q4_LI+... 
    (V_HI^2-2*theta*V_HI*V_LI+V_LI^2+t-t)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
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%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the profit curves 
%======================================================= 
  function profit_t4 
   
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 60:h:120; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LI=((2-theta^2)*(V_LE-t)-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LI(find(q1_LI<0))=0; 
q1_LE=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*(V_LE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LI=((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LI(find(q3_LI<0))=0; 
q3_LE=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*(V_LE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    pi_lf(i) = Pi_Lf(q1_LE,t(i)); 
    pi_hf(i) = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t(i)); 
    pi_bf(i) = Pi_Bf(q3_HE,q3_LE,t(i));   
end 
  
plot(t,pi_lf,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_hf,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,pi_bf,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('\pi_{L,E}','\pi_{H,E}','\pi_{B,E}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('Profit','fontsize',14) 
title('The Profit Curves for the Foreign Entrant','fontsize',14) 
function y = Pi_Lf(q1_LE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q1_LE; 
  
function y = Pi_Hf(q2_HE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q2_HE; 
  
function y = Pi_Bf(q3_HE,q3_LE,t) 
y = (0+t-t)*q3_HE+(0+t-t)*q3_LE; 
 
 
%======================================================= 
%  The codes below give the domestic welfare  
%========================================================= 
 function welfare_t4 
  
%======================================================= 
% c_LI > c_LE; c_HI = c_HE; P^M_LE > c_LI; 
%========================================================= 
V_LE = 140; V_HE = 120; V_LI=80; V_HI = 120; theta = 0.5; 
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%---------------------------------------------------------  
h = 5; 
t = 60:h:120; 
%===================================================== 
q1_LI=((2-theta^2)*(V_LE-t)-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_LI(find(q1_LI<0))=0; 
q1_LE=0; 
q1_HI=(V_HI-theta*(V_LE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q1_HI(find(q1_HI<0))=0; 
q2_HE=0; 
q2_HI=((2-theta^2)*(V_HE-t)-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_HI(find(q2_HI<0))=0; 
q2_LI=(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q2_LI(find(q2_LI<0))=0; 
     
q3_LI=((V_LE-t)-theta*(V_HE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_LI(find(q3_LI<0))=0; 
q3_LE=0; 
q3_HE=0; 
q3_HI=((V_HE-t)-theta*(V_LE-t))/(1-theta^2); 
q3_HI(find(q3_HI<0))=0; 
q4_LI=(V_LI-theta*V_HI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_LI(find(q4_LI<0))=0; 
q4_HI=(V_HI-theta*V_LI)/(2*(1-theta^2)); 
q4_HI(find(q4_HI<0))=0; 
for i = 1:length(t) 
    dw_l(i) = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,q1_HI(i),q1_LE,q1_LI(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_h(i) = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI(i),q2_HE,q2_LI(i),theta,t(i)); 
    dw_b(i) = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,V_LI,V_LE,q3_HI(i),q3_HE,... 
              q3_LI(i),q3_LE,theta,t(i)); 
    dw_o(i) = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t(i));    
end 
plot(t,dw_l,'k-o','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_h,'r-s','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_b,'b-*','linewidth',2), hold on 
plot(t,dw_o,'g-*','linewidth',2), hold off 
legend('DW_{L}','DW_{H}','DW_{B}','DW_{O}') 
xlabel('t','fontsize',14) 
ylabel('DW','fontsize',14) 
title('The Domestic Welfare','fontsize',14) 
function y = dw_L(V_HI,V_LI,V_LE,q1_HI,q1_LE,q1_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*(q1_HI.^2+(q1_LI+q1_LE).^2)+ theta*q1_HI*(q1_LI+q1_LE)+... 
    (V_LI-(V_LE-t))*q1_LI+0.5*(V_HI-theta*(V_LE-t))*q1_HI+t*q1_LE; 
     
  
function y = dw_H(V_HI,V_LI,V_HE,q2_HI,q2_HE,q2_LI,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q2_HI+q2_HE).^2+q2_LI.^2)+theta*(q2_HI+q2_HE)*q2_LI+... 
    0.5*(V_LI-theta*(V_HE-t))*q2_LI+(V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q2_HI+t*q2_HE; 
  
  
function y = dw_B(V_HI,V_HE,V_LI,V_LE,q3_HI,q3_HE,q3_LI,q3_LE,theta,t) 
y = 0.5*((q3_HI+q3_HE).^2+(q3_LI+q3_LE).^2)+... 
    theta*(q3_HI+q3_HE)*(q3_LI+q3_LE)+... 
    (V_HI-(V_HE-t))*q3_HI+(V_LI-(V_LE-t))*q3_LI+t*(q3_LE+q3_HE); 
  
  
function y = dw_O(V_LI,V_HI,theta,q4_HI,q4_LI,t) 
y = .5*(q4_HI^2+q4_LI^2)+theta*q4_HI*q4_LI+... 
    (V_HI^2-2*theta*V_HI*V_LI+V_LI^2+t-t)/(4*(1-theta^2)); 
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APPENDIX C
EVIEWS CODES FOR CHAPTER 4

''''''''''||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||IMPORTS BY INDUSTRY||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
 
equation eq_c1im.ls dlog(c1_im) c @trend dlog(c1_im(-1)) dlog(c1_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) 
log(c1_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c1im.wald C(17)=C(18)=C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=0 
 
series EC_C1IM=LOG(C1_IM)-(C(18)/C(17))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(19)/C(17))*LOG(REX)-(C(20)/C(17))*LOG(V)-
(C(21)/C(17))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c1im_ec.ls dlog(c1_im) c @trend dlog(c1_im(-1)) dlog(c1_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) 
EC_C1IM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c2aaim.ls dlog(c2aa_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) log(c2aa_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c2aaim.wald C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=0 
 
series EC_C2AAIM=LOG(C2AA_IM)-(C(10)/C(9))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(11)/C(9))*LOG(REX)-(C(12)/C(9))*LOG(V)-
(C(13)/C(9))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c2aaim_ec.ls dlog(c2AA_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C2AAIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c2bbim.ls dlog(c2bb_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3))  
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c2bb_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-
1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c2bbim.wald C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=0 
 
series EC_C2BBIM=LOG(C2BB_IM)-(C(13)/C(12))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(14)/C(12))*LOG(REX)-
(C(15)/C(12))*LOG(V)-(C(16)/C(12))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c2bbim_ec.ls dlog(c2BB_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3))  
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3))   EC_C2BBIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3aaim.ls dlog(c3aa_im) c @trend dlog(c3aa_im(-1)) dlog(c3aa_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) 
dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) log(c3aa_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-
1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3aaim.wald C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=0 
 
series EC_C3AAIM=LOG(C3AA_IM)-(C(13)/C(12))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(14)/C(12))*LOG(REX)-
(C(15)/C(12))*LOG(V)-(C(16)/C(12))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3aaim_ec.ls dlog(c3AA_im) c @trend dlog(c3aa_im(-1)) dlog(c3aa_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) 
dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) EC_C3AAIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3bbim.ls dlog(c3bb_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c3bb_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3bbim.wald C(16)=C(17)=C(18)=C(19)=C(20)=0 
 
series EC_C3BBIM=LOG(C3BB_IM)-(C(17)/C(16))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(18)/C(16))*LOG(REX)-
(C(19)/C(16))*LOG(V)-(C(20)/C(16))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3bbim_ec.ls dlog(c3BB_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) EC_C3BBIM(-1) crisis reform 
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equation eq_c3ccim.ls dlog(c3cc_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c3cc_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-
1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3ccim.wald C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=0 
 
series EC_C3CCIM=LOG(C3CC_IM)-(C(13)/C(12))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(14)/C(12))*LOG(REX)-
(C(15)/C(12))*LOG(V)-(C(16)/C(12))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3ccim_ec.ls dlog(c3CC_im) c dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) EC_C3CCIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ddim.ls dlog(c3dd_im) c dlog(c3dd_im(-1)) dlog(c3dd_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) 
dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c3dd_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-
1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3ddim.wald C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=C(22)=C(23)=0 
 
series EC_C3DDIM=LOG(C3DD_IM)-(C(20)/C(19))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(21)/C(19))*LOG(REX)-
(C(22)/C(19))*LOG(V)-(C(23)/C(19))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3ddim_ec.ls dlog(c3DD_im) c dlog(c3dd_im(-1)) dlog(c3dd_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) 
dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) 
dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) EC_C3DDIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3eeim.ls dlog(c3ee_im) c @trend dlog(c3ee_im(-1)) dlog(c3ee_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) 
dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) 
dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c3ee_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis 
reform 
 
eq_c3eeim.wald C(17)=C(18)=C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=0 
 
series EC_C3EEIM=LOG(C3EE_IM)-(C(18)/C(17))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(19)/C(17))*LOG(REX)-
(C(20)/C(17))*LOG(V)-(C(21)/C(17))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3eeim_ec.ls dlog(c3EE_im) c @trend dlog(c3ee_im(-1)) dlog(c3ee_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) 
dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) 
dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) EC_C3EEIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ffim.ls dlog(c3ff_im) dlog(c3ff_im(-1)) dlog(c3ff_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) 
dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3ff_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) 
crisis reform 
 
eq_c3ffim.wald C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=0 
 
series EC_C3FFIM=LOG(C3FF_IM)-(C(11)/C(10))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(12)/C(10))*LOG(REX)-
(C(13)/C(10))*LOG(V)-(C(14)/C(10))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3ffim_ec.ls dlog(c3FF_im) dlog(c3ff_im(-1)) dlog(c3ff_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) 
dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3ff_im(-1)) EC_C3FFIM(-1)  crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ggim.ls dlog(c3gg_im) c @trend dlog(c3gg_im(-1)) dlog(c3gg_im(-2)) dlog(c3gg_im(-3)) dlog(usagdpr) 
dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) dlog(chnfdiif(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif(-3)) log(c3gg_im(-1)) 
log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ggim.ls dlog(c3gg_im) @trend dlog(c3gg_im(-1)) dlog(c3gg_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr)  dlog(rex) dlog(v) 
dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3gg_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3ggim.wald C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=0 
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series EC_C3GGIM=LOG(C3GG_IM)-(C(9)/C(8))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(10)/C(8))*LOG(REX)-(C(11)/C(8))*LOG(V)-
(C(12)/C(8))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3ggim_ec.ls dlog(c3GG_im)  @trend dlog(c3gg_im(-1)) dlog(c3gg_im(-2)) dlog(usagdpr)  dlog(rex) 
dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3GGIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3hhim.ls dlog(c3hh_im) c @trend dlog(c3hh_im(-1)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) 
dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3hh_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) 
log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3hhim.wald C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=C(17)=0 
 
series EC_C3HHIM=LOG(C3HH_IM)-(C(14)/C(13))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(15)/C(13))*LOG(REX)-
(C(16)/C(13))*LOG(V)-(C(17)/C(13))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3hhim_ec.ls dlog(c3hh_im) c @trend dlog(c3hh_im(-1)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-
2)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3HHIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3iiim.ls dlog(c3ii_im) c dlog(c3ii_im(-1)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) 
dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3ii_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-
1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3iiim.wald C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=0 
 
series EC_C3IIIM=LOG(C3II_IM)-(C(13)/C(12))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(14)/C(12))*LOG(REX)-(C(15)/C(12))*LOG(V)-
(C(16)/C(12))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3iiim_ec.ls dlog(c3II_im) c dlog(c3ii_im(-1)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) 
dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3IIIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3jjim.ls dlog(c3jj_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) 
dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) log(c3jj_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis 
reform 
 
eq_c3jjim.wald C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=0 
 
series EC_C3JJIM=LOG(C3JJ_IM)-(C(12)/C(11))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(13)/C(11))*LOG(REX)-(C(14)/C(11))*LOG(V)-
(C(15)/C(11))*LOG(CHNFDIIF)  
' 
equation eq_c3jjim_ec.ls dlog(c3JJ_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(chnfdiif) dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) EC_C3JJIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3kkim.ls dlog(c3kk_im) c @trend dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) 
dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3kk_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3kkim.wald C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=0 
 
series EC_C3KKIM=LOG(C3KK_IM)-(C(11)/C(10))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(12)/C(10))*LOG(REX)-
(C(13)/C(10))*LOG(V)-(C(14)/C(10))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3kkim_ec.ls dlog(c3KK_im) c @trend dlog(usagdpr) dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-
2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3KKIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3llim.ls dlog(c3ll_im) c @trend dlog(c3ll_im(-1)) dlog(c3ll_im(-2)) dlog(c3ll_im(-3)) dlog(usagdpr) 
dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-
2)) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3ll_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3llim.wald C(17)=C(18)=C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=0 
 
series EC_C3LLIM=LOG(C3LL_IM)-(C(18)/C(17))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(19)/C(17))*LOG(REX)-
(C(20)/C(17))*LOG(V)-(C(21)/C(17))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
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equation eq_c3llim_ec.ls dlog(c3LL_im) c @trend dlog(c3ll_im(-1)) dlog(c3ll_im(-2)) dlog(c3ll_im(-3)) dlog(usagdpr) 
dlog(usagdpr(-1)) dlog(usagdpr(-2)) dlog(usagdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-
2)) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3LLIM(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3mmim.ls dlog(c3mm_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) log(c3mm_im(-1)) 
log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3mmim.wald C(5)=C(6)=C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=0 
 
series EC_C3MMIM=LOG(C3MM_IM)-(C(6)/C(5))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(7)/C(5))*LOG(REX)-(C(8)/C(5))*LOG(V)-
(C(9)/C(5))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_c3mmim_ec.ls dlog(c3MM_im) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_C3MMIM(-1) crisis 
reform 
 
equation eq_totalim.ls dlog(total_im) c @trend dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) 
dlog(chnfdiif(-1)) log(total_im(-1)) log(usagdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(chnfdiif(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_totalim.wald C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=0 
 
series EC_TOTALIM=LOG(TOTAL_IM)-(C(11)/C(10))*LOG(USAGDPR)-(C(12)/C(10))*LOG(REX)-
(C(13)/C(10))*LOG(V)-(C(14)/C(10))*LOG(CHNFDIIF) 
 
equation eq_totalim_ec.ls dlog(TOTAL_im) c @trend dlog(total_im(-1)) dlog(usagdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(chnfdiif) EC_TOTALIM(-1) crisis reform   
 
 
'''''''''''''''||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||EXPORTS BY INDUSTRY|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
 
equation eq_c1ex.ls dlog(c1_ex) c @TREND dlog(c1_ex(-1)) dlog(c1_ex(-2)) dlog(c1_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c1_ex(-1)) 
log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c1ex.ls dlog(c1_ex) dlog(c1_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) log(c1_ex(-1)) 
log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c1ex.wald C(6)=C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=0 
 
series EC_C1EX=LOG(C1_EX)-(C(7)/C(6))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(8)/C(6))*LOG(REX)-(C(9)/C(6))*LOG(V)-
(C(10)/C(6))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C1EX_ec.ls dlog(c1_ex) dlog(c1_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C1EX(-1) 
crisis reform  
 
equation eq_c2aaex.ls dlog(c2aa_ex) c dlog(c2aa_ex(-1)) dlog(c2aa_ex(-2)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c2aa_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-
1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c2AAex.wald C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=C(17)=0 
 
series EC_C2AAEX=LOG(C2AA_EX)-(C(14)/C(13))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(15)/C(13))*LOG(REX)-
(C(16)/C(13))*LOG(V)-(C(17)/C(13))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C2AAEX_ec.ls dlog(c2AA_EX) c dlog(c2aa_ex(-1)) dlog(c2aa_ex(-2)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-
1)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) EC_C2AAEX(-1) crisis 
reform 
 
equation eq_c2bbex.ls dlog(c2bb_ex) dlog(c2bb_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) 
dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) log(c2bb_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-
1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
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eq_c2BBex.wald C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=0 
 
series EC_C2BBEX=LOG(C2BB_EX)-(C(13)/C(12))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(14)/C(12))*LOG(REX)-
(C(15)/C(12))*LOG(V)-(C(16)/C(12))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C2BBEX_ec.ls dlog(c2bb_ex) dlog(c2bb_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) 
dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C2BBEX(-1) crisis reform   
 
equation eq_c3aaex.ls dlog(c3aa_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) log(c3aa_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) 
log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform  
 
eq_c3AAex.wald C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=0 
 
series EC_C3AAEX=LOG(C3AA_EX)-(C(12)/C(11))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(13)/C(11))*LOG(REX)-
(C(14)/C(11))*LOG(V)-(C(15)/C(11))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3AAEX_ec.ls dlog(c3aa_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3AAEX(-1) crisis reform  
 
equation eq_c3bbex.ls dlog(c3bb_ex) c dlog(c3bb_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
log(c3bb_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3BBex.wald C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=0 
 
series EC_C3BBEX=LOG(C3BB_EX)-(C(8)/C(7))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(9)/C(7))*LOG(REX)-(C(10)/C(7))*LOG(V)-
(C(11)/C(7))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3BBEX_ec.ls dlog(c3bb_ex) c dlog(c3bb_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
EC_C3BBEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ccex.ls dlog(c3cc_ex) c @TREND dlog(c3cc_ex(-1)) dlog(c3cc_ex(-2)) dlog(c3cc_ex(-3)) 
dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) 
dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) 
log(c3cc_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ccex.ls dlog(c3cc_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) log(c3cc_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) 
log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3CCex.wald C(5)=C(6)=C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=0 
 
series EC_C3CCEX=LOG(C3CC_EX)-(C(6)/C(5))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(7)/C(5))*LOG(REX)-(C(8)/C(5))*LOG(V)-
(C(9)/C(5))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3CCEX_ec.ls dlog(c3CC_EX) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3CCEX(-1) crisis 
reform 
 
equation eq_c3ddex.ls dlog(c3dd_ex) c dlog(c3dd_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
log(c3dd_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3DDex.wald C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=0 
 
series EC_C3DDEX=LOG(C3DD_EX)-(C(8)/C(7))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(9)/C(7))*LOG(REX)-(C(10)/C(7))*LOG(V)-
(C(11)/C(7))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3DDEX_ec.ls dlog(c3dd_ex) c dlog(c3dd_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
EC_C3DDEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3eeex.ls dlog(c3ee_ex) c dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) 
log(c3ee_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3EEex.wald C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=0 
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series EC_C3EEEX=LOG(C3EE_EX)-(C(8)/C(7))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(9)/C(7))*LOG(REX)-(C(10)/C(7))*LOG(V)-
(C(11)/C(7))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_c3eeex_ec.ls dlog(c3ee_ex) c dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) 
EC_C3EEEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ffex.ls dlog(c3ff_ex) dlog(c3ff_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) 
dlog(usafdiof) log(c3ff_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3FFex.wald C(8)=C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=0 
 
series EC_C3FFEX=LOG(C3FF_EX)-(C(9)/C(8))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(10)/C(8))*LOG(REX)-(C(11)/C(8))*LOG(V)-
(C(12)/C(8))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3FFEX_ec.ls dlog(c3FF_EX) dlog(c3ff_ex(-1)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) 
dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3FFEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3ggex.ls dlog(c3gg_ex) c dlog(c3gg_ex(-1)) dlog(c3gg_ex(-2)) dlog(c3gg_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-
2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) log(c3gg_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-
1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3GGex.wald C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=C(22)=C(23)=0 
 
series EC_C3GGEX=LOG(C3GG_EX)-(C(20)/C(19))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(21)/C(19))*LOG(REX)-
(C(22)/C(19))*LOG(V)-(C(23)/C(19))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3GGEX_ec.ls dlog(c3GG_EX) c dlog(c3gg_ex(-1)) dlog(c3gg_ex(-2)) dlog(c3gg_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-
2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) EC_C3GGEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3hhex.ls dlog(c3hh_ex) @trend dlog(c3hh_ex(-1)) dlog(c3hh_ex(-2)) dlog(c3hh_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c3hh_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) 
log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3HHex.wald C(19)=C(20)=C(21)=C(22)=C(23)=0 
 
series EC_C3HHEX=LOG(C3HH_EX)-(C(20)/C(19))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(21)/C(19))*LOG(REX)-
(C(22)/C(19))*LOG(V)-(C(23)/C(19))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3HHEX_ec.ls dlog(c3HH_EX) @trend dlog(c3hh_ex(-1)) dlog(c3hh_ex(-2)) dlog(c3hh_ex(-3)) 
dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) 
dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) EC_C3HHEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3iiex.ls dlog(c3ii_ex) dlog(c3ii_ex(-1)) dlog(c3ii_ex(-2)) dlog(c3ii_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) 
dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) 
log(c3ii_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3IIex.wald C(15)=C(16)=C(17)=C(18)=C(19)=0 
 
series EC_C3IIEX=LOG(C3II_EX)-(C(16)/C(15))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(17)/C(15))*LOG(REX)-(C(18)/C(15))*LOG(V)-
(C(19)/C(15))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3IIEX_ec.ls dlog(c3II_EX) dlog(c3ii_ex(-1)) dlog(c3ii_ex(-2)) dlog(c3ii_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) 
dlog(usafdiof(-2)) EC_C3IIEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3jjex.ls dlog(c3jj_ex) dlog(c3jj_ex(-1)) dlog(c3jj_ex(-2)) dlog(c3jj_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) 
dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) log(c3jj_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) 
log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
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eq_c3JJex.wald C(13)=C(14)=C(15)=C(16)=C(17)=0 
 
series EC_C3JJEX=LOG(C3JJ_EX)-(C(14)/C(13))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(15)/C(13))*LOG(REX)-
(C(16)/C(13))*LOG(V)-(C(17)/C(13))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3JJEX_ec.ls dlog(c3JJ_EX) dlog(c3jj_ex(-1)) dlog(c3jj_ex(-2)) dlog(c3jj_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) 
dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3JJEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3kkex.ls dlog(c3kk_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c3kk_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) 
log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3KKex.wald C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=0 
 
series EC_C3KKEX=LOG(C3KK_EX)-(C(11)/C(10))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(12)/C(10))*LOG(REX)-
(C(13)/C(10))*LOG(V)-(C(14)/C(10))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3KKEX_ec.ls dlog(c3KK_EX) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3))  EC_C3KKEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3llex.ls dlog(c3ll_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) log(c3ll_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) 
log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3LLex.wald C(5)=C(6)=C(7)=C(8)=C(9)=0 
 
series EC_C3LLEX=LOG(C3LL_EX)-(C(6)/C(5))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(7)/C(5))*LOG(REX)-(C(8)/C(5))*LOG(V)-
(C(9)/C(5))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3LLEX_ec.ls dlog(c3ll_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3LLEX(-1) crisis reform 
  
equation eq_c3mmex.ls dlog(c3mm_ex) c dlog(c3mm_ex(-1)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-2)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c3mm_ex(-
1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3mmex.ls dlog(c3mm_ex) c dlog(c3mm_ex(-1)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-2)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(chngdpr(-2)) dlog(chngdpr(-3)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(rex(-2)) dlog(rex(-3)) dlog(v) 
dlog(v(-1)) dlog(v(-2)) dlog(v(-3)) dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(c3mm_ex(-
1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_c3mmex.ls dlog(c3mm_ex) c dlog(c3mm_ex(-1)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-2)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-3)) dlog(chngdpr) 
dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) log(c3mm_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_c3MMex.wald C(9)=C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=0 
 
series EC_C3MMEX=LOG(C3MM_EX)-(C(10)/C(9))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(11)/C(9))*LOG(REX)-
(C(12)/C(9))*LOG(V)-(C(13)/C(9))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_C3MMEX_ec.ls dlog(c3mm_ex) c dlog(c3mm_ex(-1)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-2)) dlog(c3mm_ex(-3)) 
dlog(chngdpr) dlog(rex) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) EC_C3MMEX(-1) crisis reform 
 
equation eq_totalex.ls dlog(total_ex) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) dlog(usafdiof) 
dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) log(total_ex(-1)) log(chngdpr(-1)) log(rex(-1)) log(v(-1)) 
log(usafdiof(-1)) crisis reform 
 
eq_TOTALex.wald C(10)=C(11)=C(12)=C(13)=C(14)=0 
 
series EC_TOTALEX=LOG(TOTAL_EX)-(C(11)/C(10))*LOG(CHNGDPR)-(C(12)/C(10))*LOG(REX)-
(C(13)/C(10))*LOG(V)-(C(14)/C(10))*LOG(USAFDIOF) 
 
equation eq_TOTALEX_ec.ls dlog(TOTAL_EX) dlog(chngdpr) dlog(chngdpr(-1)) dlog(rex) dlog(rex(-1)) dlog(v) 
dlog(usafdiof) dlog(usafdiof(-1)) dlog(usafdiof(-2)) dlog(usafdiof(-3)) EC_TOTALEX(-1) crisis reform 
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